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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The major focus of this research is the American suburb and the people who live there.

The growth of the Ameri-

can suburbs has been recent, is still gaining momentum, and
has been of such proportions that it is affecting every form
of institutional life·in this country.

.

Just what the subur-

ban movement . signifies, and precisely how it will affect the
American '\tray of life is not clear.

This movement of the Amer-

.,

ican people from the cities and rural areas to the suburbs
has not gone .unheralded.

Many lIexpertsll, both scientific and

otherwise, have pontificated on the virtues and vices they
consider endem'ic to suburban residence.

The suburbs have

been variously viewed, as something new and wonderful or as
something new and terrible, as evidence of America's greatness
and economic advancement or of its social and cultural impoverishment, as the natural outcome of population and technological growth or as the inevitable offspring of a
nology

uninfo,r~ed

by human values.

tech-

HO'\tlever it is characterizec,

this was-- not a planned or. guided movement, but rather under
the influence of· many factors in the social, economic and
political life of the country, it has consisted in a very
I

.

,

2

haphazard spilling out of the city population into the surrounding rural areas.

This movement to the suburbs was Hell

underway long before our city and town planners sought to give
it some direction.
Ever since 1790, the year of the first United States'
census, the

pop~lation

of the United States has tended con-

sistently to concentrate into urban areas.

In 1790, 5.1 per

cent of the people in the United States lived in urban areas;
as of 1960, this figure had risen to 69.9 per. cent.

One signi-

ficant aspect of this urban growth, as Donald Bogue has indica.

ted, was the tendency for cities to grow to a very large size.

1

These"large population centers have become dominant in the
economic and social life of the country, so much so that " •••
medium size and small cities, as well as dispersed rural populations,

a~pear,

to perform their function with reference to
.

the metropolitan centers •••

M2

The United States Bureau of the Census recognized the
unique character of these iarge population clusters in 1910,
when it defined them as metropolitan districts.

Since then,

this definition has been revised repeatedly in an effort to
c.

IDonaldBogue, The Po~ulation of the United States
(Illinois: The Free Press or Glencoe, 19595.
=
2Donald Bogue, "Urbanization in the United States, 1950 11 ,
American Journal of Sociology, 60(March, 1955), 479.

L

3

arrive at the most meaningful definition that adequately describes the central city and its area of dominance.

The net

result of these changes has been to reduce the size of the
central cities (from 200,000 in 1910 to 50,000 in 1930 and
since then) and to allow for greater recognition of the role
of economic and social factors in the central cities' influence
over the surrounding countryside.

In 1950, the definition was

changed to include whole counties, and the term II s tandard metropolitan area

II

was used in place of me"tropolitan district.

In

1960, the term II s tandard metropolitan statistical area ll introduced some minor modifications to the 1950 definition.

A

standard metropolitan statistical area (S.M.S.A.) signifies
a county or group of counties with a central city of 50,000
or more inhabitants or IItwin-cities ll with a combined population of

50~000

or more inhabitants, plus any adjacent counties

-that are metropolitan in character and socially and economically integrated with the central city.

The metropolitan

character and spcial and economic integration is defined in
terms of the following criteria:

metropolitan places of work,

homes for non-agricultural workers, and economic and social
communication with the central city.3
~-

3For a complete discussion see United states Bureau of
the Census, united States Census of Population: 1950, Vol. I,
IINumber of Inhabitants, United states Summary, II xxxi-xxxiii,
and United states Census of Population: 1960, Vol. I, "Characteristics of the Population, Part I, United states Summary,"
.

,

4

While exact longitudinal grOl..rth patterns are difficult
to identify because of the changes in definition, yet a brief
look at the population statistics for metropolitan areas from
1940 to 1960 does indicate the extent of the population concentration into these areas, and how much they have captured the
population growth during these two decades.
'168 standard metropolitan areas.

In 1950, there were

The population in these areas

in 1950 was 56.8 per cent of the total population in' the United
States, and durin"gthe 1940-1950 decade·, these areas accounted
for 80.6 per cent of the country's total population increase.
In 1960, with a minor change in definition, there were 212

standard metropolitan statistical areas.

Their combined popu-

lation amounted to 63 per cent of the United States total population in 1960.

For the 1950-1960 decade, these areas accounted
4
for 85 per cent of the country's total population increase.
This pattern and trend in the distribution of the population"of the United States, and the change it represents in
such a short period of time is summed up very clearly by Dudley
Kirk:

4The statistics for metropolitan and suburban areas in:';':'
this chapter are taken from Bogue, IIUrbanization in the United
States: 1950 11 , and Leo F. Schnore, The Urban Scene (New York:
The Free Press, 1965), Ch. 6.

"
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Everywhere we see the growing place of the metropolis and
suburbia in our national life. Perhaps the single most
significant demographic series in the whole armamentarium
of American, population statistics is represented by the
following; two "generations ago, in 1920, the median American lived in the countryside; by 1930 he lived in a small
town of 5,000-10,000 population. To-day, he lives in a
metropolitan area, increasingly in the suburbs, and the
countryside dweller to-,day is as much in touch vIi th world
events and cultural innovation as the city dweller of
yesterday. It is difficult to overstate the revolution
this has meant in the average American way of life.5
Within the metropolitan areas, there has been a development whichcan·be considered almost as significant as the
growth of the metropolitan areas themselves.

The Bureau of the

, Census delimits two areas within metropolitan areas, the central
city

~d

the urban fringe.

The population growth we have

iden~

tified has not been distributed evenly in these two areas.

Up

until 1920, the central cities attracted the greater proportion
of the population growth within metropolitan areas.
~hen

however,the pattern has reversed itself.

Since

Increasingly

since 1920, the fringe areas have accounted for the greater
proportion of metropolitan growth.

In the 1950-1960 decade,

the fringe areas were responsible for 76.3 per cent of the
population increase in metropolitan areas.

During that decade,

many of the larger cities lost population, while their fringe

...

areas continued to show a population increase.

As of 1960,

5Dudley Kirk, "Some Reflections on American Demography
in th,e Nineteen SiAties", PO'Qulation Index, 26(October, 1960),
306.•

.

.
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48.7 per cent of the total population in the standard metropolitan statistical areas lived in the fringe areas outside
the central c·ities.

This tendency to' concentrate into metro-

poli tan areas and increasingly into the urban fringe v1i thin
these areas has led McDermott and Folse to the following projection as to the future:
••• if present trends continue, by 1980, well over half
of our population will live in the suburbs of metropolitan areas, and these will have sprawled far beyond their
present boundaries. Suburban living is becoming the
American way of life. 6
It is the urban fringe of metropolitan areas, i.e.
that area outside the corporate limits of the central city
but within the boundary of the standard metropolitan statistical area, that we are concerned with in this research.
Definition of a Suburb
The term S.M.S.A. described the metropolitan area in
terms of its central ,city and the surrounding urbanized
counties.

The Bureau of the Census also uses the term lIur-

banized areal!, in which the central city and the closely
settled incorporated and unincorporated areas surrounding

'6 J • K. McDermott and C. L. Folse, Rural Sociology in
a Changing Economy, (Urbana: University of 111lnois Department of Agricultural Economics Mimeo Bulletin, 1958), p. 17 •

.

,
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the central city are considered as a single physical city.
The Bureau of the Census does not use the term suburb, and
possibly for

thi~

reason, there

isa.~reat

deal of confusion

in the literature as to what precisely constitutes a suburb.
As a consequence, research reports under the general heading
of IIsuburban ll can apply to many different types of community.
In their study of the family in the urban fringe, Jaco and
Belknap included all the territory on the periphery of central cities within the scope of their research.

They state

in their report that lithe fringe herein considered includes
suburbs, satellite cities, and any other territory located
immediately outside central cities whose labor force is
engaged in non-farm activities ll • 7 Richard Dewey similarly
included incorporated and unincorporated places in his study
8
of population expansion in Milwaukee. However', more and
more social scientists are coming to reject the concept of

7E • G. Jaco and I. Belknap, Ills a New Family Form
Emerging-,. in the Urban Fringe II, American Sociological
Review, 18(October, 1953), 551-7.

~ichard Dewey, Peripheral Expansion in Milwaukee
Countyfl,
.... American Journal of Sociology, 53(.1948), 417-22 •

8

the urban fringe as an undifferentiated unit.

The problem,

as Kurtz and Eicher have illustrated, is that the fringe
area as defined by the census includes not only incorporated
and unincorporated places, but also areas of urban, mixed
and rural land use patterns. 9

They $uggest that a clear

distinction should be made within the urban fringe between
the suburbs and the fringe area.

They define a suburb as:

••• Location beyond the limits of the legal"city (possibly
contiguous)", with a consistent non-farm resj,dential pat-:tern of land use. The residents are primarily employed in
urban occupations, mostly in the central city. The area
may either be incorporated or unincorporat 5' depending
on the type of suburb under investigation.

r

They define the fringe area as:
••• Location beyond the limits of the legal city, in the
'agricultural hinterland', exhibiting characteristics of
mixed land use, with no consistent pattern of farm and
non-farm dwellings. The residents are involved in rural
and urban occupations. The area is unincorporated, relativ'ely lax zoning regulations rxist, and few, if any,
municipal services are provided. 1

9R. A. Kurtz and J.
A Confusion

o~

B~ Eicher, "Fringe and Suburbs:
Concepts", Social Forces, 37(1958), 32-7.

10=.;;;;.10.,;;..,
Th, " ~
p..

37 •

____
1_.,
11Th
"d' p. 36 •
".

.
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Clear as this division is, it does not really provide
a precise definition of a suburb, rather it would appear to
include

~he

whole urbanized area under the term.

The termi-

nology of Hans Sebald, who distinguishes between sub-areas
within the urban fringe in much the same way as Kurtz and
Eicher, is much more acceptable. 12 He limits the term "urban
fringe" to lithe area closest to the metropolitan

center~

where

the population is denser' and agricultural land uses are not
prevalent","and defines as the

II

rural fringe ll

,

flthat part of

the fringe which includes the extended and less densely populated area, w'here agricultural land uses are still prevalentu. 1 3
This division of the urban fringe, as delimited
by the census, into two distinct sub-areas follows very
closely that suggested by \Jilliam Dobriner. 14 Dobriner
sugge sts' the terms

II

suburban zone IT and IIrural-urban fringe II

to descr,ibe these two sub-areas.

12Hans Sebald, Family Integration in a Rural Fringe
Population, (Unpublished Masterls Ttesis, Ohio State University, 1959).
13
'
Ib id., p. 17.

14t,Jilliam M. Dobriner, Class in Suburbia, (EngleitlOod
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, mc., 1963), pp. 152-3.

10
In their discussion of the use of the term "suburb"
by sociologists, Duncan and Reiss state:
In the usage of most writers the. term 'suburb' appears
to denote an urban place Cc.sually an incorporated place)
outside the corporate limits of a large city, but either
adjacent thereto or near enough to be closely integrated
into the economic life of the central city and within
commuting distance of it. The criterion distinguishing
a suburb from other territory on the city's periphery,
but within it's corporate limits iSi therefore, not economic or ecological, but political. 5
This would appear to be a rather consistent trend in
the use of the term "suburb".

The Municipal Year Book uses

the term to refer to incorporated places of 2,500 or more
inhabitants, located outside central cities, but within the
16
boundaries of the .m.etropolitan area.
The political factor
of incorporation as a self-governing community has importance
over and above the fact t4at it facilitates the definition
of a suburb.

This becomes clear once it is realized that in-

corporation involves the existence of a political structure
and organization and the local provision and financing of
many urban services.

One might reasonably postulate that

150 •D• Duncan, and A.J. Reiss Jr., Social Characteristics
of Urban and Rural Communities, 1950, (New York: John Wiley
andvSons\'Inc:, 1956), p.117.
16The Municipal Year Book is an annual publication of
The Chicago City Managers Association.

.
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there would be a greater sense of local community identity and
possibly a higher degree of involvement and participation in
local community affairs in incorporated areas than in unincorporated urbanized areas.

Wattel indicates how the lack

of any local political autonomy and the existence instead of
many different sources of local government can be a source of
many problems for an unincorporated suburban subdivision. 17
It would appear preferable then to confine the term suburb to
incorporated places within the metropolitan area, but outside
the central city or cities.
The term "satellite city" also appears in the literature.

It has been .used to refer to either an industrial

suburb,18 or to suburbs located within the rural fringe. 19
While this type of further distinction has its merits, the
present writer feels that it is not necessary for the identification of the major sub-areas within the metropolitan
area.

17Harold Wattel, "Levittown, A Suburban Community",
in Wi11.iam Dobriner (ed.), The Suburban Community, (New
York: G:P. Putnams Sons, 1958), pp. 287-313.
18Leo F. Schnore , "Satellites and Suburbs", Ibid.,
pp. 109-121.
19Duncan and Reiss, Social Characteristics •••• , p. 137 •

.
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On the basis of the foregoing discussion, perhaps
the most concise division of the metropolitan area into
meaningful sub-areas would be the following three-fold division: (1) the central city or cities, (2) the urban fringe,
which following Sebald, would be defined as that area where
urban land uses.predominate, (3) the rural fringe, which in
Sebald's terms also, would be defined as that area where
agricultural uses still prevail.

The term 'suburb' would be

.

restricted to those incorporated places vlithin the boundary
of the metropolitan area, but outside the central city or
cities.

The advantage of a framework such as has been out-

lined· is that it is sufficiently concise so that any area of
research within the metropolitan area can be adequately located, and sufficiently broad so that further sub-classification
within any.individual sub-area is possible.

This division of

the metropolitan area, as outlined here, will be followed in
this research.

According to this outline, the area tinder

study in this research is two suburbs located within the urban
fringe.

The Metropolitan Community
There is one further development in the conceptualization of the metropolitan area which should be considered
here.

As early as 1925, Harlan Douglas drew a distinction

.

,
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between the types of suburb that were developing on the
perimeter

0f

Am er~can
0

°t ~es. 20

c~

o

He drew a distinction be-

tween suburbs on the basis of the function he perceived them
to perform within the context of the metropolitan area considered as unit.

He divided suburbs into two categories,

manufacturing sub-centers i.e. "suburbs of production", and
residential (3ub-centers i.e •. "suburbs of consumption".

While

this distinction was largely ignored for many years, it has
been revived and developed in the more recent past, particu21
larly by Leo Schnore.
Schnore, more than any other, has
developed the concept of the metropolitan area as structural
alid organizational unit.

He states that individual suburbs

should be seen as IImerely constituent parts of a larger urban complex - the metropolitan structure as a whole".22
Within this structure, distinct and different roles are
played by the two types of suburb identified by Douglas.
The residential suburb represents a decentralization of
population.

It may be considered as a supplier of labor

20II.C3F.~_~.P ~ I!.ouglas, The Suburban Trend,
London: ~he Century Co., 1925), pp. 74-92.
21
Schnore, . tlSatellites and Suburbs ll
22Ib
.L ~ d . , p. 111 •
0

eN ew
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within the metropolitan community and as a consumer of commodities.

On the other hand, the employing suburb repre-

sents a decentralization of production, 'and it may be considered as a supplier of commodities and a consumer of labor.
Thus conceived, "residential" and "employing" are ideal type
categories representing functionally specialized sub-areas
within the metropolitan community, to either of which, any
individual suburb may more or less approximate.
This type of classification of suburbs as parts of
a functionally interrelated whole is supported by the research
findings of Duncan and Reiss.

In a comparison of metropolitan

suburbs and independent cities, they conclude that "for the
most part there are clear and substantial differences between
metropolitan suburbs and independent cities".23
analysis, size of place was held constant.

In their

They go on to

conclude that their findings are best understood on the basis
of the hypothesis " ••• that because of their proximity to,
and close functional interdependence with, large central
cities, suburbs are apt to be economically and residentially
specialized in. ways not generally open to independent
cities".4.4

23Duncan and Reiss, Social Characteristics of .•• , p. 178.
24Ib"d
1 . , p. 179 •.

,
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Dobriner also supports this type of approach, and suggests
that it is essential to the proper interpretation of suburban development.

He states that:

The suburbs or the suburban zone is becoming increasd.tngly heterogeneous in economic function, and in class,
etlli~ic and racial characteristics.
In short, suburbs
are dynamic areas of increasing structural and fun~tional
differentiation within the metropolitan area;.... >
This conception of the metropolitan area as a single
structural unit, composed of functionally distinct subareas, provides a framework within which to meet much of the
criticism levelled at suburban research.

Herbert Gans suggests

that many important variables are hidden beneath the celebrated city-suburban differences and calls for a much more
exact delimitation of sub-areas within the city and the suburbs. 26 The conception of the metropolitan area, outlined
here, could also provide a framework for the type of social
area analysis proposed by Shevky and Bell. 2 7

25Dobriner, Class in Suburbia, p.

The value of

27.

..
26Herbert J. Gans, "Urbanism and Suburbanism as Ways
of Life: A Re-examination of Definitions", in A.M. Rose (ed.),
Human Behavior ,and Social Processes (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 19b2) , pp. 625-48.

7

2 E• Shevky and W. Bell, Social Area Analysis, (Stanford)
California: Stanford University Press, 1955).

rr
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, this type of approach is suggested by a study of Mary Powers. 28
She compared central cities and their suburbs on a tract basis,
and found that all stages of the urban continuum as measured
by population heterogeneity and density are found In both city
and suburb.
ities

~~d

Finally, what research there is into the similar-

differences that exist between functionally different

types of suburb would seem to suggest that a suburb's function
plays an important role in ,shaping the social character of the

.

community.

Most of the research in this area has consisted in

macroscopic analysis based on census data.
to in detail at a

later~tage

It will be referred

in this report.

Two functionally different suburbs are the object of
this research.
urbs, one

II

The purpose is to contrast two individual sub-

res idential!l in character, one lIemployingll in char-

acter, using questionnaire responses as the source of empirical data.

The construction of the questionnaire and the cri-

tical decisions as to the variables that were included and
the controls that were introduced were based on a study of
the available literature on the suburbs. Chapter II is concerned with a review of this literature and the isolation of

2%ary G. Powers, liThe Process of Metropolitanization:
A Study of City and Suburban Residential Areas", (Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, Erovm University, 1943).
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of the variables that were considered relevant to this
research.
Summary
This chapter has indicated the rapidity and extent
of the urbanization of the American people.

It has been

shown ho\v cities have grown to very great proportions and
have come to dominate, by virture of their size and importance,
the American scene.

The larger urban complexes have been

recognized as separate statistical entities by the Bureau of
the Census and defined as
areas tl •

II

s tandard metropolitan statistical

Based on a review of the literature and a discussion

of the S.M.S.A.', three distinct sub-areas within the metropolitan area have been identified: the central city, the urban fringe and the rural fringe.

Suburbs have been defined

as incorporated places within the boundary of the metropolitan area but outside the corporate limits of the central city
or cities.

Finally, it has been suggested that the metropol-

itan area may be conceptualized as a single structural unit
composed of functionally interrBlated sub-areas.

Within

this f-ramework, suburbs may be classified as either residential or 'employing, on the basis of whether they are chiefly
areas of residence or centers of production.

The purpose of

this research is an analysis of two such functionally distinct
suburbs based on questionnaire responses.

CHAPTER II
THE SUBURBAN WAY OF LIFE
Confused as is the question as to what precisely
constitutes a suburb, there is even less agreement among
social scientists as to \vhat constitutes the "suburban way
of life", or even, as to whether such a way of life can be
said to exist at· all.

It is difficult" to see how any single

way of life could have developed in the suburbs in such a

2

short period of time, if as Wood indicates:
All kinds of communities appeared to ring the. city.
The suburbs extracted, one by one, economic and social
functions which previously existed side by side. Each
tended to emphasize a particular aspect of society -~
residential living, industry, recreation, gambling,
retail trade. l
.
Yet in spite of this, there can be no doubt as to
the existence in the American culture of what Bennet Berger
calls lithe myth of suburbia".2
the

suburbs:-~as

The popular image identifies
the location of the "good life ll , as the "bestll

lRober"c C. Wood, Suburbia, Its People and Their
Politics, (Boston: Houghton I1 if fl in Go., 1959), p. 64.
\..

2Bennet M. Berger, Working Class Suburb, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1960), Ch. i.
18
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place in which to rear a family, as the scene of a "full"
life in one's own home, surrounded by wide open spaces, good
schools and churches, and by neighbors and friends of the
"right kind, " with whom one can visit and feel "at home"
and organize a host of recreational and social activities.
The popularity of this myth is not difficult to explain,
as to deny the existence of this "idyllic paradise" would be
to deny the ability of the American people to create the
conditions for the "good" life and thej:r ability to be a
II su ccess."
Some of the reasons for the existence of this myth
may also be easily identified.

Not least among the image pro-

ducing factors is the type of macroscopic analysis of census
data and the like that has contrasted central cities and
suburbs.

On the basis of this type of analysis, the suburban

·population has been described as younger, child-centered,
predominantly white, belonging to the higher income and educational groups and being predominantly engaged in whitecollar occupations.

Added to this could be the deliberate

efforts of real estate interests to IIsell ll the suburban imc;).ge
to their ...prospective customers.

The "happy home" in the

suburbs, as often as not, provides the location for the producers and advertisers in the consumer goods industries, who
were quick to recognize in the growth of the suburbs the

20

development of a whole new market to be wooed and won over.
Finally, there is the fact, so clearly indicated by Clark
in his study of' the. Toronto suburbs, that. for most of the
ne\v suburban residents, the move to the suburbs did represent
t '1n h
'
'
ous1ng
con d't'
1 10ns. 3
a very rea 1 1mprovemen.

Whatever

other reasons may be given, there can be little doubt as to
the popularity of the image of the suburbs as classless,
homogeneous and socially'pieasant communities in which the
more economically advantaged rear their· families and enjoy
the benefits of economic advancement.

Perhaps Robert Wood

has articulated this concept of the suburbs more succinctly
than most when he states that "the most fashionable definition
of suburbia today is that it is a looking glass in which the
character, behavior and culture of middle class America is
displayed. ,,4
Three Approaches to the Suburbs
As one turns to look for a more scientific approach
to the development of suburbia, one looks in vain for any

3 s .n. Clark, ':'he Suburban Society (Toronto:
Unive!sity of Toronto Press, 1966).
Ll.

·Wood,

Subu~bia,

The

Its People • . • , p. 4.
.

,
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one comprehensive theoretical approach.

There is no short-

age of literature on the subject, but there is a very real
absence of consensus as to the meaning and implications of the
growth of the suburbs, and as to the nature of the emerging
suburban way of life.

Also, one cannot but be a little

apprehensive about the interpretations and generalizations
made in regard to the suburos on very limited and what, at
times, appears to be, very haphazard research and sampling
procedures.
At the outset, it should be made clear, as most
writers would agree, that the suburbanization of the American
people would not have been possible without economic growth.
The technological advances as evidenced in present day communications, transportation and industry are a necessary cause
in the gro'wth of the suburbs.

The real increase in income

. 'for both ,salary and wage earners, and also the Federal
Government's encouragement of homeownership are other economic factors that facilitated this growth.

Many commentators

feel however, that these were but permissive factors in the
growth of the, suburbs, and that they do not touch the deeper
and

mor~humanly

significant processes that have led the

American rural, urban and city dweller to make his home
in the suburbs.

,

,
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It is possible to identify three approaches to the
suburbs in the literature.

These are by no means mutually

exclusive, as elements of all th2:'ee· are "to be found in each
one.

They may be classified as three separate approaches in

so far as they each highlight a particular facet of suburbia.
The first two approaches might be more correctly termed as
"orientations" to the suburbs, while the third does provide
the beginnings at least of a theoretical framework,

within~:1

which, much of the research that has been carried out on the
suburbs can be placed.

The three approaches may be identi-

fied as follows: (1) the positive approach, (2) the negative
approach and (3) the ecolo.gical-sociological approach.

A

brief consideration of each of these three approaches, together with an outline of those variables that have been identified as sources of differentiation between suburbs will
provide the framework, within which, this present study can
be placed.
(1) The Positive Approach

The unifying factor in these various conceptualizations is tha't in each case the authors see the move to the
suburbs as a search for, and an attempt to realize ar particular way of life.
there are

m~~y

This approach

families

c~

is~ased

on the fact that

high and medium socio-economic

status living in cities who could move

~co

the suburbs but
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who in fact choose to live in the city.

The factor distin-

guishing between those who move and those who stay on in the
city is that those who move are seeking a particular way of
life--"i::.hey are seeking a location where they can realize a
certain set of values.
advance this concept.

Douglas was perhaps the first to
For him, "the people of the residen-

tial suburb, at least, live where they do by reason of a natural selection based on a peculiar psychology and moti.

vat~on.

,,5

Sylvia Fava has supported and developed Douglas'
ideas.

Fava sees the surbanite as a " • • • selected social-

psychological type, oriented toward neighboring and other
. 6

rural values and practices."
with the suburbs is

II • • •

The style of life associated

due not only to the presence in the

suburbs of selected demographic and socio-economic groups,
.si-c.ing arrangements and other ecological characteristics;
but it is also due to the selective migration to the suburbs
of people predisposed to neighboring. ,,7

The social-psy-

chological elements. .(as Fava terms them), of habit, belief,
feelings and felt needs exert a selection of those city5

'

Douglas,

op~

cit., p. 34.

6sylvia F. Fava, "Suburbanism as a Way of Life,"
Americ2.n Socioloqical Revie'\", 21 (Februa.ry, 1956), p. 37.
'd
. 7"7"'
~.

"
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dwellers who move to the suburbs.

Based on a study of New

York city a.."lQ Nassau County suburbs, Fava concluded that
IIsuburban migration differentially attracts those who are
willing to neighbbr ll8 and that !lpeople are also dra",m to the
suburbs because of their quest' for community ll.9
wendell Bell, on the' other hand, suggests that those
who move,to the suburbs are ,those who have chosen !lfamilism ll
as a way of life over consumership and careersmanship.
states that, in his study of two

.
Chicago

He

residential suburbs,

the move to the suburbs was typically a move in search of
better housing conditions"':" from apartment to house.

He

concludes that his study !l ••• supports the hypothesis that
the new suburbanites are largely persons who have chosen
familism as an important element in their life styles and
in adcition ••• suggests a relationship between the desire
for community participation or sense of belonging and the
move to the suburbs".lO

This association between the move

to the suburbs and family considerations has also been

8Sylvia, F. Fava, I!Contrasts in Neighboring ll , in
Dobriner, The Suburban ••• , p. 127.

9 Ibid.,
'

p. 128

'0 wendell Bell, "Soc ial Choice, Life Styles and
Suburba.."l Residence lt , Ibid., p. 241.
.J..

,

,
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Suggested by Dewey, Jones, and Jaco and Belknap. 11
Robert Wood also sees in suburbia a search for particular values.

However, for Wood, . suburbia is but one ex-

pression of a larger process at wor1<. in A-nerican society, in
which the people are seeking a return to a "grass.-roots
democracy.

II

He finds the search for community, identified

by Fava and Bell, expressed in the people's desire to take
part in, and be associated with, local government, and
their desire to get away from city or metropolitan govern'ment, which is characterized as bad because it is big.
In the suburbs, he states, we find expression of 11.
I

the

long-standing conviction that small political units represent the. purest expression of popular rule, and that government closest to home is best. 1112
in mismanagement,

~aateurism

In spite of the high costs

and duplication, he states, not

to mention the loss to the cities and to the metropolis as
a unit involved in the piecemeal and fragmentary attack on
regional problems, the suburbs have clung to their political

IlThese works, Dewey, Ope cit., Arthur Jones, Cheltenham Townsh::':p (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1940), and Jaco and Belknap, OPe cit., all emphasize
the part played by children in the decision to move to the
suburbs.
12
Wood, 00. ci~., p. 12.
.

,.
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autonomy and its underlying ideology.

wood maintains that

vlhile Ilthere is. no economic reason for its existence and
••• no technological basis for its support", 13

this faith

in comm1L.'1i ties of limited size and local government has been
the crucial force that has preserved the suburbs, and allovled
the suburbanite to view himself " ••• not as a helpless captive
of the gargantuan society

the modern world, but as the
representative of our best traditions". 14 Those who would
~f

wish to reshape the structure of the·metropolitan America, he
states, must recognize the potency of this ideology and demonstrate not only that large scale political organizations
are"not evil, but also that they are more democratic.
These writers then see in the suburban development
an orientation towards the realization of particular values.
The suburbs are characterized as exerting a selection of
., like-minded people.

In the suburbs, there is an attempt to

realize a particular type of community - one that fosters
close informal relationships, community integration and
participation, and a community in which individual members
can find a true sense of identity and a suitable setting
in which to rear their families.

13 Ibid ., p. 19.

14Ib"d
l
. , p. 93.
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(2) The Negative Approach
This approach is characterized as IInegative" by way
of contrast to the IIposi ti ve II approach, 'just outlined, in the
sense that the authors considered here may be said to view
the suburbs with a certain degree of alarm or apprehension.
While the concrete expressions used by anyone writer may
vary from the others, there is a certain underlying unity
in that the accent is on the suburban movement as an escape,
a flight from the 'city and its problems, and a submission to
to the forces and processes at work in society that robs the
suburbanite of any real values or ultimate goals.
hand with this approach, there is

Hand in

the lament for the rich

social and cultural life of the city, now threatened with
extinction by the suburban exodus.
For David Riesman, the suburbanites may have overcome
the problems of poverty and poor

ho~sing,

but in their place,

there are far greater problems.

He sees the suburbs as

characterized by a slavish conformism that is robbing American
work and leisure patterns of their diversity, texture and
complexity_

The suburbs "increasingly absorb tge energies of

menu as we witness "a tremendous but tacit revolt against
industrialism ll in its present form, in which work loses its
centrality, and as a result "the place where it is done comes

.

,
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to matter less l1 • 15

He speaks of the "triviality of partici-

pationt! in the "endless tasks of localismt! by men who have
the ability to tackle much greater problems.

This "dedication

to civic affairs of the suburbs vlill be at the expense of the
political affairs of the city, state and nation", whose
problems must eventually catch up with people, even in the
suburbs.

The wives are isolated in their "suburban pueblos"

where any selectivity as to

one~s

friends would be frowned

upon, 8.:.'ld where their only company is "their young children
and a fe'tv other housewives in the same boat".

Riesman sees

the "massification of men" in the suburbs as a new movement
in American lif,e, in which , "white-collar and blue-collar
move toward one another, as each group now emphasizes consumership".

There are no distant goals, but a captivation by

"the new, ,the neat and the shiny" as people buy the good life
now and pay later.

"Because work no longer provides a central

focus for life, and the breadwinner is no longer the chief
protagonist of the family saga, and leisure has not taken up
the slack'!., there would seem to be in suburbia l1an aimlessness, a

16w-k~yed

un-pleasuret!.

Gruenberg paints a somewhat

~5These and the following quotations are taken from
two of David Riesman's essays, "The Suburban Dislocationll
and "Flight and Search in New Suburbs" in his book Abundance
For "!hat, (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co. Inc.,

T9b4).

.
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similar picture of the new suburbs, where the material opulence of the neighborhood belies its social and cultural
.,
t 16
impoverlsnmen
•

\lhyte also expresses concern over the suburbs, though
less certain than Riesman. 17 Suburbia is the home of the
1I0rganization man 11 , who has replaced the Protestant Ethic
with a Social Ethic.

Social usefulness and adaptation form

the core of his beliefs.

He identifies the same type of

response to the pressure of Ilthe coul'tlt and the buy now, pay
later mentality that Riesman criticized so much.

At a time,

he states, when Itthey are so \"1ell equipped, psychologically
as ·well as technically, to cope with the intricacies of vast
organizationslt and lito lead a meaningful community life l1 ,
most men don't even consider where they are going.
themselv,es being brought, or acted upon, by a

They feel

system that
" they instictively conclude is essentially benevolent lt • The
II

churches also have become infected by this lack of direction
and absence of objective goals.

He describes the development

of the "united ,church", where the accent is on fellowship,
16

S. I"I. Gruenberg, ItChallenge of the New Suburbs It,
Marriage and' Family Living, 17(May, 1955), JL33-7.
17\Jilliam H. \.Jhyte, The Organization Man, (New York:
Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1956), pp. 246-361.
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community spirit and social usefulness, and where the
transients seek above all else a sense of community and are
IIcoming to care less and less than their elders about matters
of doctrine that get in their waytl.
This uncritical abandonment of old values when they
are in conflict with immediately desired goals has been
described by 11aurice Stein as the

II

eclipse II of community", 18

Stein sees three ms;l.jor processes at :"ork shaping the structure of modern society, urbanization, industrialization and
bureaucratization.

There is a certain inevitability in the

way in which these processes are working to bring about the
eclipse of community, in other vlOrds, a mass-society in
which tlsubstantive values and traditional patterns are

con~::"

tinua11y being discarded, or elevated to fictional status
whenever' they threaten the pursuit of commodities or
careers ll • 19 For Stein, the suburbs are the locale in
which this eclipse is most in evidence.

The suburbs are

characterized by a shallowness in personal relationships,
insecurity and a lack of any real sense of identity.

18Maurice Stein, The Eclipse of Community, (New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1960), p. 321~
19Ibid.

.

,
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overiding pre-occupations are money, status and success.
The perennial busy social round of the suburbanites overorganized life, from the oldest to the youngest, and the
anxiety engendered by the never ending struggle to maintain status is I'lrecking a terrible harvest, Stein states,
in their emotional and family life.

Children form part of

the family status equippage and "are loved for what they
do rather than what they are".

Presenting an image and

hiding the real self has become so much a part of life
that even family life has not escaped, so much so, that
IIfor i3-11 that it is so conspicuously child-centered and for
all that

p~rents

habitually make sacrifices in order to get

the 'best things' for their children, it is the unusual mother
who really knows her own child".20

It is more as a social

philosopher than as a sociologist that Stein berates the
quality of life in the suburbs, yet the concern he expresses
re-echos that of Riesman and Whyte.
Far from seeing in suburbia an attempt to realize
a particular set of values, these writers, whom we have
classified as negatively oriented to the suburbs, seem to
see suburbia as the unfortunate, but apparently inevitable,
20

Ib J. d . , ch. 12.
O

.

,
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end-product of a technological and economic advance that
has outpaced our ability to cope with it.

Statistically,

more and more each year, the suburbs are becoming the home
of the American people and in the process of this suburbanization, these writers seem to think, the way of life of
Americans is losing its vitality, direction and vigor.

The

city, for all its defects, they claim was rich and challenging
in its social and cultural life, but it is now being deserted
and abandoned in favor of a life surrounded by all the trappings of economic advancement.

It is these very IItrappings"

that are now the determinants of status and the measure of
a man's ability, so much so, that the real self is no longer
able to e::h.'})ress itself and the

11

image 11 , behind which people

are forced to hide, is coming to be accepted as real •
. (3) The Ecological-Sociological Approach

Finally, one can identify an approach to the suburbs
that recognizes·the influence of what has been termed lithe
ecological complexlt - the variables, population, environment, technology and organization2l : as well as sociological
210.D. D~ncan and L.F. Schnore, 11 Cultural , Behavioral
and Ecological Perspectives in the Study of Social Organizationll~ American Journal of Sociology; 60(September, 1959),
p. 136.
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and psychological variables.

This is perhaps the most scienti-

fic attempt to provide a theoretical framework, within which,
in the ::"ight of available research,the forces involved in
the devslopment of the

subu~bs

and the existence of a wide-

, spread differentiation between suburbs and some of the sources
of this differentiation can be identified.

This third approach

"to the suburbs is based mainly on the work of two sociah'}
scientists, Leo F. Schnore and walter T. Martin •

.

Amos Hawley, in a study of changing trends in the

~development of metropolitan areas, concluded that l1it i3
probable that the maturation of centers (i.e. the central
cities) is a requisite to ;the expansion of settlement in
satellite areas ll • 22

winsborough similarly considers that

lithe process of suburbanization in a city is not.a simple
thing, but the result of changes in two elemental aspects of
urban population distribution, concentration and congestionll.23

Following Leo Schnore, he considers that the metro-

politan area must be

appro~ched

as a single urban complex,

within which, one can identify functionally distinct sub-areas.
22Am-.os H. Hawley, The Changing S~1)e of Metropolitan
America::;1.: Deconcentration Since 1920, CGlencoe: The Free
Press, 1956), p. 161.
.
23 H•H• \/insborough, IIAn Ecological Approach to-';;I;ioA~__
Theory of Suburbanizationll, American Journal of
68(Mar~h, 1963),570
.
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The functional interdependence of suburbs and central
city is one of the key factors for Leo Schnore in understanding
he

of the suburbs.

g~owth

Rather than seek the causes of

suburb.s.n g::::m"th in socio-psychological theories , it may be
eadily understood, he states, if we recognize the role played
y modern t::::ansportation

~~d

housing.

:Modern transportation developments are much more than
II

mere permissive factors" in the growth of the suburbs.

They

ave set the worker ·free·of his dependence on the railroad,
'obviated the necessity of living close to his place
~hese

same advances, together with the advances in

he communications indUstries, have also freed business and
of their dependence on the railroads and dOWR-town
cities.

Thus indistry has been able to spread over

wide area 1 but the worker, unlike in previous eras, has not!.\!
oe'en forced to take up residence beside it.

Rather, because

f the new mobility of the labor force, population may grow
d residential areas increase in size and in number with an
employment opportunities spread anywhere over a
area.
Th~.

second variaqle is housing.

Where homes were

,

states Schnore, was largely decided, not by the indihome-owner but by building contractors and real estate
The following factors played an important part in

35
their choice of building sites, (1) the prohibitive cost of
building individual homes on small lots scattered throughout
'::;~e

-the city, (2)

ready availability of. cheaper unencumbered

land OJ the periphery of cities, plus the reduction in costs
when large numbers of houses were built at the same time on
the one site, and finally (3) the homes had to be within reach
of the dominant employment sources. 24

Clark also emphasizes

the role of housing in the development of the suburbs.

On

the basis of his study of fifteen suburban areas outside
Toronto, he concluded that:
Yet it was not the desire to escape from the city which
led to the scattering of subdivision developments over
'the countryside many miles from the city. Rather was
it the drive to keep house prices dOvIn which forced
developers further and further into the country. ~fuere
people wanted to li~e had very little to do with where
houses were built.2)
And he later states:
~~at was sought in the suburbs, by
it..:o.o settled there, was a home, not
W:~en a new social world developed,

the vast majority
a new social world.
its development
was a consequence of seeking a home, not the reverse. 26
Within this framework of the increased mobility of

24Leo F. Schnore, liThe Growth of Metropolitan Suburbs 11 ,
in Dobriner (ed.), The S1:lburban Community, pp. 26-44.
.
25Clark, Ope cit., pp. 47-48.
26-"".:
,::
J..U.L\.,'.•

,

p. 110.
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the labor force, the savings involved in the mass-production
of houses on unencumbered

l~~d

and the high cost of land

close to industrialized centers, Schnore, states that one
can under'stand the pattern of growth in the suburbs.

Resi-

dential areas have grown more rapidly and will continue to do
so with the addition of more housing, while employing areas
have grOl,vn less rapidly as more and more land was taken over
by indlistry.

The compact city is a thing of the past, and

as people

industry move out, Schnore sees the'metropolitan

an~

area undergoing

.

1I • • •

a process of increasingly specialized land

use, in which sub-areas of the community are devoted more and
more ·exclusive~y to a limited range of functions". 27

The key

to suburban growth then he feels lies in the economic, technological and organizational changes going on in our society.
Ogburn

lli~d,Nimkoff

reach this same conclusion:

Thus the growth of suburbs of modern cities is caused
by several inventions which converge to produce this
grovJth.. There are the steam engine, the diesel, the
electric railway, the autobus, the private automobile,
the television,the radio. we do not say the desire for
space, clean air and quiet are causes, for they are a
constant desire of families. 28

27 S,chnore, liThe Grmvth of Metropolitan ••• II ~ p. 39.
28

"
w.F. Ogburn and M.F. Nimkoff, Technology'and the
Changin~9F)ilY.' (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Riverside
~ress, 1 55 , p. 24.
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In a theoretic'al approach, which may be combined

with Schnore'sanalysis of suburban growth, Walter Martin
suggests that suburban residence may critically influence the
structure of social relationships.29

He identifies in the

suburbs "definitive characteristics", which are peculiar to
suburban residence and "derivative characteristics", which
the suburbs share in
dence.

commo~

There are three

with all other areas of resi-

~efinitive

characteristics - ecologi-

cal position,commuting pattern and the size and density of
a suburb - and these would tend to have the following effects.
Ecological separation'would tend to minimize the suburbanites
participation in city life and minimize his opportunities for
social participation of a more informal neighboring character
in his own home community and also in the activities of the
rural farm community.

The commuter will tend to participate

less in his own home community and more in city organizations
than the non-commuter.

He suggests that the smaller the

suburb and the less d.ensely populated, the more will people
tend to such informal

ac~ivities

as visiting and neighboring.

He identifies the derivative characteristics under

29Walter T. 11Q,rtin, "The Structuring of Social Relationships Engendered by Suburban Residence tl in Dobriner,
(ed.), The Suburban Community, pp. 95-108.

,
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the following headings, demographic, socio-economic and
sociO-Psychological and the concept of homogeneity.

These are

common to all communities, but to the extent that they exist
in the suburbs in a particular form, they exert a special
influence on behavior patterns.

Demographically,' there is.the

selective nature of suburban migration, so that there are
fewer unrelated individuals, large numbers of school and preschool children and young married couples.

Socio-economically,

there is the selective migration of homogeneous socioeconomic groups to individual suburbs.

Psychologically, people

with similar problems and backgrounds will tend to share the
same problems, values and.attitudes.

The homogeneity which he

is the internal homogeneity within individual suburbs
resulting from the foregoing factors plus the fact that the
mass-produc,ed suburbs tend to consist of housing of much the
same price and design.

These factors, he feels, give rise to

a situation that is most conducive to social interaction on an
informal and neighborhood basis.
The combination of the ideas of Schnore and Martin
provides possib.lY the best single framework, wi thin which, one
may approach the study of the suburbs.

Changes in population,

technology ,and functional organization are identified as the
Sources of suburban growth patterns, and it is suggested that a
the ecqlogical, demographic and socio-economic character-

.

,

istics of the suburbs provides the framework, l'lithin vlhich,
one mo.y come to an understanding of the nocial life of suburbanites.

The number of variables suggested· indicates the hazards

involved in mru{ing any generalizations about suburbanites.
As these characteristics vary from suburb to suburb, one
\-[ould expect the l"lay of life to vary also.

This, in fact, in

spite of the popularity of the image of homogeneity, has been
demonstrated to be the case.
as one homogeneous entity.

The suburbs may not be considered
Many socioiogists have criticized

the tendency of authors to speak of the suburbs as though
they could all be classified together and as tho:ugh the virtues
and vices of one were common to all.

More often than not, it

would appear, little more than lip-service is paid to difference
that do exist.
Differentiation Between Suburbs.
The basic question at issue in regard to the suburbs
whether they represent a new way of life or not.
Witnessing a new social movement?

Are we

Is there some factor in-

volved in suburban residence that gives rise to a new style of
its 'own attitudes, beliefs, social relationships and
forms, or is it.that in the suburbs, urban patterns

become~ccentuatedand more obvious so that the suburbs are
"Simply new locations for well-established, basic values in

40

American societ y ll?3 0

As has already been indicated, many

social scientists see in the suburbs a new way of life, but
side by side 'V'lith these, there is a growing body of research
and theory that vlOuld seem to indicate that there is no "single II
way of life in the suburbs.

Rather, it 'V'lOuld seem to suggest

that the suburban development was simply lithe reproduction of
the city in the country,,3 l and that the "l,'lay of life in a:n:y
particular suburb is to a large degree a function of the t7pe

.

of variables outlined by Schnore and Hartin.

The circumstances

of a suburbs creation, its age, size, social class structure
and its predominant function have all been identified as factors ·influencing the style of life in any particular suburb.
The remainder of' this chapter shall concern itself with a
consideration of the influence of these,and other variables
on the

dev~lopment

of the suburbs.

(1) Circumstances of Creation
Dobriner indicates the difficulties, problems and
resentments that may arise when an old established rural
30T. Ktsanes and. L. Reissman, "Suburbia -- New Homes
for Old Ilalues", Social Problems, 7(1959 - 1960), 189.
31Clar~
~,
OPe Cl·t ., p. 221 •

,

,
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village is over-run by the expanding city population. 32

The

nevi suburbanites in Old Harbour, a NevI England suburb ,are
faced with an already existing social system, to which, they
do not belong and, in which, they have no part.

In a very

similar study of the impact of the suburban'sprawl on a
satellite town outside Columbus, Ohio, Arthur Havens indicates the social problems created by the differences in values' ,and attitudes between the "oldtimers" and the Inewcomers".33

.

f

!

The situation is,

ve;~7

subdivisions built

on

different in the new mass-produced
open fields.

Here the new suburbanites

are faced with the task of creating a viable community and the
challenge of building their own network of social institutions.
may easily be misled in these nevI suburbs by what MOvlrer
called the "pioneering spirit", which helps to cloud over
difference~

of class and social background as the new neigh-

bors are thrown together in an effort to solve their common

32Dobriner, ,9lass in Suburbia, Pl'. 127-140.
33Arthur ,B. Havens, IlCommunity Integration and Alienation in Suburbia", (unpublished Master's thesis, Ohio State
University" 1960).
34trnest Mo'wre'r, liThe 'Family in Suburbia" in Dobriner
(ed.), The Suburban"Community, p. 158.
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Clark also found, as one might expect, that there was
very little in common between Wilcox Lake, a lakeside resort,
where the new suburbanites had taken over summer cottages as
their permanent homes and Thorncrest Village, a planned residential community, where "the very planning of the physical
structure of. the community. was directed to the end of
cultivating the close associations of neighborhood and
communit y ".35

Not all suburbs were built with the same type

of people in mind, rather one can find in the suburbs housing
that ranges from the very poorest and cheapest to the most
expensive.

Some suburbs start with little more than the houses

in which the people live, whereas others come provided with
streets, stores, schools, churches and services.

In a study

of one hundred and thirty-seven suburbs, for which comparative
statistics for 1920 and 1960 were available, Reynolds Farley
found that there was a high degree of persistence on socioeconomic characteristics for individual suburbs over the
forty year period. 36 His conclusion highlights the importance
of the circumstances which surround the creation of a suburb.
35~C1 ar,
k op.,fc~. t ., p. 1 75 •

,i

36ReynOldS F&r1ey, "Suburban Persistence", American
Sociological Review, 29 (February, 1964), pp. 38-47 •

.
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He states:
As individual entities, suburbs demonstrate a stability
of characteristics relatively little affected by population growth. This suggests that the ·characteristics of
a suburb may be fixed relatively early in that suburb's
history and subsequent growth re-inforces existing socioeconomic residential patterns. 3 7
(2) Age
The age of a suburb has been shown to be another
important variable.

Mowrer has advanced the concept of the

"suburban cycle". 38 He sees the suburban neighborhood as
assing through three distinct phases.

There are first,

early pioneering days characterized by close 'informal
lationships with little' emphasis on status.

These are

by a period of division in which status differentials
appear until the final stage of the "limited dream"
s reached, when formal and secondary relationships have
the early informality and all that remains of the
vision is the single family dwelling unit.

Based

a study of the Chicago suburbs, he concluded:
The findings' of ,this research lead one to the conclusion
that basic to the heterogeneity of the suburban family
are two differentials: the stratification of families

37Ib~d.,

pp. 39-40.

38Ernest Mowrer, IISequential and Class Variables of
the famil'l in the Suburban Areas", Social Forces, 40(December, 1961), pp. 107-112.
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by occupational status of the male heads, and the cycle
of neighborhood development in which the basic character
of social life shifts from a more rural orientation in
its initial stages to an urban definition as the neighborhood reaches maturiti. 39
.
Clark supports this approach of Mowrer.

He sees the

neighboring and organizational activity as a function of the
nevmess ·of a suburb, and states that" ••• like the warm
fellowship of the neighborhood, the warm fellowship of the
community began to disappear once the settling in had taken
Place". 40 He goes on to state that:
As the strangeness disappeared, and people got to know
one another to the point where differences between them
became identifiable, the suburban soc;iety began to take
.on the character of an urban society.41
Dobriner also, in his study of the New York suburb of
Levittown, concluded that in a period of ten years, from 1951
to 1961, it had changed from a typical image-conforming suburb
to a suburb that was more typically working-class and urban
in character. 42 That age is a significant variable was also
demonstrated by Schnore.

In a comparison of cities and their

suburbs, while holding the age of cities constant, he concluded
39Ibid. ~ p. 112
40'Clark, Ope cit., p. 165.

41 Ibid., p. 190

42Dobriner, Class in Suburbia, pp. 85-126
43Schnore, The Urban Scene, Ch. 9.
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that "the common conception - that higher status people live
in the suburbs - tends to be true of the very oldest areas,
but is progressively less true of the newer areas".43
(3) Siz:e
A number of studies indicate the relevance of the
size of a subur,b for its way of life., 'Schnore, in the study
just referred to, found that, just as in the case of age,
there was a mar,ked association betweeI}. size and -the direction
of city-suburban differentials. 44 Herbert Collins, in a comparison of central cities, incorporated suburbs and fringe
areas as to social status as measured by education, occupation
and income, found that the differences were not always in
favour of the suburbs. 45 Rather, he found, that differences
varied both by size and age.

Duncan and Reiss, in a similar

,analysis 'Of "sizable urban places and metropolitan areas",
using eleven size categories of cities, demonstrated the
existence

between
city size and the population characteristicsconSidered. 46
o~

relationships, both direct and

indirec~

43Schno're, The Urban Scene, Ch. 9.

44Ibid ., p. 207
45HerbertCollins, "City, Suburb and Fringe Differentia-.
tion in Socio-economic Status: Urbanized Areas of the United
States, 1960", (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Duke Universi ty, 1 965) •
46 '
.'
. Duncan and Reiss, op. cit., Part I.
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Clark brings out very clearly the influence of the
size of a suburb on its social organization,

Two of the

suburbs he studied, Thorncrest Village"made up of two hundred homes, and Don Mills, with a population of several
thousand inhabitants, were both planned communities, designed to foster close, informal social relationships.

Re-

ferring to the way in which both of these had developed and
how well the ideal bfa closely integrated community had
,

been realized, he

"

.

s~ates:

. f

Don Mills, of dourse, could not
tight social group. This was a
much greater population,spread
In spite of the efforts to plan
from the beginning something of

be made into such a
residential area with a
over a larger territory.
its growth, it acquired
a mass quality.47

Besides age and size, Leslie Kish has suggested that
distance from the central city is an important factor in the
degree of ,differentiation between suburbs.

Based on the 1940

. 'census, he contrasted suburbs within two distance zones of
the central city.

He concludes that:

The pattern that seems to emerge is that of a primary
communal area in which the suburban places are highly
differentiated with regard to many population characteristics. This primary area is about twenty miless
wide around the largest metropolitan ci~ies, and only
five miles wide for the smaller ones. Beyond these

47Clark,

OPe

cit., 178-9.
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I

boundaries the degree
to a lower level. 48

o~

rapidly

di~~erentiation ~alls

(4) Social Class
Social class, as a critical variable in the
styles

o~

li~e

suburban residents, has received much attention and

aroused considerable

controversy~

In the popular conception,

to live in the suburbs is almost synonymous with being
socio-economically advantaged.
this is not

As has already been indicated,

necessarily the case.

There can be no doubt but

that Spectorsky's: "exurbanites,,49 and the residents o~ Whyte's
Park Forest 50 and Seeley's Crestwood Heights 51 were at the
"higher" end

the social status scale.

o~

But

reason, one has doubts as to whether the

~actor

residence had anything to do with the way

.

i

in these studies.

"suburbanites in
the existence

o~

iBerger, in his study

f

Cali~ornia,

an

~ound

~or

o~

o~

o~ li~e

this very
suburban
described

working-class

little evidence to support

image-co~orming

pattern

o~

li~e.

On the

contrary, he states:
48Leslie Kish, "Di~~erentiation in Metropolitan Areas",
American Sociological Review, 19(August, 1954), 398.
49A.c. Spectorsky, The Exurbanites (New York: Doubleday and Co., 1956).
50Whyte,

OPe

cit.,

. 51 J •R• Seeley, R.A. Sim and E.W. Looseley, Crestwood
Heights (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1963).

48
Membership and activity in formal associations are rare;
so is semi-formal mutual visiting between couples.
There is little evidence of pronounced striving, status
anxiety, or orientations to the future •••• Their tastes
and preferences seem untouched by the images of suburbia
portrayed in the mass-media.~2
Mowrer, as already indicated, concluded, on the basis
of his Chicago study, that social status, as measured by the
occupational status of the male family head, was the' critical
variable in determining the pattern of family life. 53 Clark,
throughout his study, q.raVis a distinction between three diff,

erent types of suburb - the "planned packaged" suburbs, where
housing was expensive, ,the mass-produced subdivisions which
mad~

up the greater portion of Toront.o's suburbs, where the

price range of the houses was generally within the income
range of the average worker, and finally, the poor suburbs,
where the housing was almost sub-standard.

While there was

,evidence of strong neighborhood and community ties in the
"expensive" and the very "inexpensive" suburbs, in the massproduced suburbs:
The evidence was overwhelming of a general social apathy
among the population,of an unwillingness to become in
any way involved in forms of organized activity 'demanding
time, eff.ort, and money. Here clearly was expressed the

52Bennet Berger, Working Class Suburb;. (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1.960), pp. 92-93.
53Mowrer, "SeQuential and Class Variables ••• ", p. 112.
54Clark,

f. t . ,
OPe ',cJ.

p. 161 •
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urge of the suburban resident to be left alone. 54
The general consensus of research into participation in voluntary associations would seem to indicate that
participation is a function of social class.

John C. Scott

concluded that "membership participation in voluntary associations incre!3-ses signif.icantly with increase in social
status ll in his study of Bennington, Vermont. 55

Warner in

his Yankee City stUdies states that lias the class-rank increases, the proportion of its members who belong to associations also increases and as the position of a class decreases, the percentage of those who belong to associations
also decreases". 56

These findings are supported by the

studies ot Riessman,57 Axelrod,58 and Bell.~9

F~nally,

54 Clark, Ope cit., p. 161.
"

55J~hn C. Scott Jr., IIMembership and Participation in
Voluntary Associations ll , American Sociological Review,
22(June, 1957), 323.
56W.L.Warner and P.S. Lunt, The Social Life of a
Modern Community, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1941),
p. 329. ...
.
57Leonard Riessman, IlClass, Leisure and Social Participation l1 , American Sociological Review, 19 (February , 1954),
76-84.
5BMorris Axelrod, "Urban Structure and Social Participation", Ibid., 21 (February , 1956), 13-18.
59Yendell Bell and M. T. Force, "Urban Neighborhoods
and Participation in Formal Associations", Ibid., 21 (February,
1956), 25...,34'/
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there is the study of Wright and Hyman which was based on
a national sample.

This study upheld the findings of local

studies, but the authors also concluded, that "membership
was not related to a variety of situational 'factors" , among
which, they
dence. 60

incl~ded

type of cummunity and length of resi-

The results of these studies on the influence of
social class on voluntary participation patterns, taken in
conjunction with Berger's California study, which is the
only study of a working class suburb we have, lead.s: one
to ask whether social'class and not suburban residence is
the ·critical variable that defines the life style pattern
in the suburbs.

It is the central thesis of Dobriner's

study, Class in Suburbia, "that class variables critically
define suburbs". 61

He rejects the concept of suburban

.. homogenei ty and the t·oo ready identification of suburban
residence as the critical factor in the pattern of life in
the suburbs.

He outlines the typical life style patterns

of upper, middle and lower status communities and indicates
how each of these is to be found in the suburbs.

The image

60 C• R • Wright and H.H. Hyman, Voluntary Association
Memberships of American Adults", Ibid., 23 (June , 1958), 294.
61Dobriner, Class in Suburbia, p. 29.
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is due,

~e

states, to the fact that middle class suburbs

predominate and to the fact that in more open suburbs,
the pattern of life is much more visible than in the city.
(5) Function

The importance of distinguishing between suburbs on
the basis of the· function they perform within the metropolitan area has already been referred to.

While suburbs may be

classified into a number of functional categories on the
basis of their specific economic function, the two major
functional categories are "employingl1 and II res idential ll
suburbs.

Suburbs are categorized as employing (i.e. as

centers of employment) or residential (i.e. as areas of
residence) on the basis of the ratio of the number of people
employed in a suburb to the number of employed people who
live within the suburb. 62 That suburbs differentiated on
the basis of their predominant function differ also on a
large number of other characteristics has been demonstrated
in a number of studies.
Just how great the differences are between these
two types of suburb is indicated ina study carried out by
62

. .......... ..
..
cf. Grace Kneedler Ohlson, IIEconomic Classification
of Cities", The Municipal Year Book, 1950, (Chicago: The
International City 11anagers' Association, 1950), pp. 29-37
and Victor Jones, "Economic Classification of.Cities and.
Metropolitan Areas", The Municipal Year BOOk~ 1953 (Chicago:
.The Chicago City Manac;ers I Association, 1953), pp. 49-57 •

.

,
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Leo Schnore on the basis of the 1960 census statistics. 63
He used a three-fold classification of suburbs, employing,
residential and intermediate-type suburbs (mixed employing
and residential).

He compared seventy-four suburbs in the

New York area on fifteen characteristics, and then in a
separate analysj,s, three hundred suburbs in the twenty-five
largest metropolitan areas across the United States on the
same characteristics.

It is interesting to note in view of

the concept of suburban homogeneity "that the number of
suburbs in each of the three functionally distinct categories
in both analyses was·virtually the same.

Of·the seventy-

four suburbs in the New York area, twenty-five were employ
twenty-five residential and twenty-four were intermediate,
while of the three hundred suburbs throughout the country,
the totals were one hundred and two employing suburbs with
ninety-nine suburbs in each of the other two categories.
Summing up his findings, he states:
The values observed for thirteen of these fifteen
characteristics tended to increase or decrease systematically as one moved from one type of suburb to the
next •••• Perhaps the most clear-cut set of differences
were those having to do with socio-economic status.
Measure's of income, education and occupational standing
all showed the same in both samples, i.e., the highest
values were registered in the residential suburbs, somewhat lower values in the inter~4diate class and the lowe"st' 'inthe' employing category •
.
63sc.hnore,

OPe

cit. ,Ch. 9.

64 Ibid ., pp. 180-181.
.

,
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Sanford Dornbusch carried out a somewhat similar study
of the residential and employing suburbs in the Chicago Metro65
politan District based on ,the 1940 census figures.
He further divided the residential suburbs on the basis of rent.

He

found that the IIhighll rent residential suburbs differed significantly from their 1I1ow ll rent counterparts on nineteen out of
twenty-three characteristics, considered, and from the employing
suburbs on twenty-three out of twenty-five characteristics.
The IIlow ll rent residential suburbs differed significantly from
the employing suburbs on nine out of twenty-three characteristics.

The employing suburbs 'in contrast to the residential

suburbs tended'to have a younger population, with lower average
education and to be more typically blue-collar in their occupational make up.
Charles Liebman studied the effect of function on
. 'the political characteristics of suburbs. 66 The specific

65sanford M. Dornbusch, IIA Typology of Suburban Communities: Chicago Metropolitan District, 1940 11 Urban Analysis
Report No. 10 (Chicago: University of Chicago, Chicago Community Inventory, May, 195~).
66Char1es S. Liebman, IIS ome Political-Effects of the
Functione.1 Differentiation of Suburbs ll (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of IllinoiS, 1960).
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question he sought to answer was, do suburbs distinguished
on the basis of 'fUnction vary with respect to their political
characteristics.

The study' was based ,on twenty-one suburbslli

in Cook County, Illinois.

The general conclusion was that,

for the suburbs considered, there was no significant variation with respect to the political characteristics considered between functionally different types of suburb.

A

study of residential mobility patterns in Seattle indicated

.

that the employing suburb resembled the central city more
than the residential suburb in its mobility pattern. 67

In

a similar study of different types of suburb in Seattle,
Myers found that labor-force participation for mothers was
higher in the employing suburb. 68
Finally, there are a number of other studies which

67W•E• Kalbach, G.C. Myers and J.R. walker, "Metropolitan Area Mobility: A 60mparative Analysis of Family
Spatial Mobility in a Central City and Selected Suburb",
Social Forces, 42(Msrch, 1964), 310-314.
68George C. Myers, "Labor Force Participation of
Suburban Mothers", Journal of Marriage and the Family,
26 (August , 1964), 306-311~
....

,

,
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Cl't'lese 69

The general

conclusion o:f all these studies is that major di:f:ferences do
exist oetween cities, distinguished on the oasis o:f their
predomina~t

economic :function.

The type o:f di:f:ferences that

exist and their 'implications are prooaoly oest summarized oy
Aloert Reiss:
Reliaole di:f:ferences among the :functionally specialized
types o:f communities are :found with respect to age and
sex structure, mooility rates, laoor :force participation, educational attainment, industrial and occupational
composition, income and home ownership. This does not
imply that every :functional type o:f community has a
distinctive pattern :for each o:f these characteristics,
out that at least one :functionally specialized type o:f
place deviates considereoly :from the average o:f all
~laces on each characteristic examined.
The conclusion,
there:fore, seems warranted that type o:f :functional
specialization is a principal ~5terminant o:f structural
di:f:ferences among communities.

69 '
Duncan and Reiss, OPe cit., H.J. Nelson, "Some
Characteristics o:f the Population in Cities o:f Similar Service
Classi:fications", Economic Geograph.y, 30(1957), 95-108,
William F. Ogourn, Social Characteristics o:f Cities (Chicago:
The International City Managers Association, 1937), Aloert J.
Reiss, Jr., "Community Specialization in Duraole and
Nonduraole Goods Manu:factures", Land Economics, 34(1958),
122-134, and Aloert J. Reiss, Jr., "Functional Specialization o:f Cities l' , in Paul K. Hatt and Aloert J. Reiss Jr.,
(eds.), Cities and Society (rev. ed.; Glencoe: The Free Press,
1957), pp. 555-575.
'
70Reiss, IIFunctional Specialization o:f Cities", p. 575 •

.
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The purpose of this study, to contrast tvlO individual
suburbs, distinguished on the basis of their employmentresidence ratio, and the attempt made to match these two
suburbs on the variables outlined in this review is presented
in detail in Chapter III.
Summary
This chapter has consisted in an outline of the
research and theory that attempts to p.escribe the pattern
of life in the suburbs.

The popular· image of the suburbs

is that of homogeneous 1 economically advantaged, residential
areas, characterized by a high degree of informal social relationships and community participation.
~equent

The growth and sub-

style of life that has evolved in the suburbs has

been interpreted in many ways, varying from those who see in
the suburbs a search for, and an attempt to realize particular
values and a spec.i:e.ic way of life, to those who see there
simply the expansion:· of the growing city population into
the surrounding countryside, an expansion made possible by
the economic and technological advances of our time, to
those who view the suburbs with a certain degree of concern,
seeing there a way of life dominated by status considerations
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and lacking any real direction or goals.

Finally, a number

of variables -- the conditions of a suburbs creation, age,
size, distance 'from the central city, social class and the
function of a suburb -- have been indicated as playing an
important role in the differentiation between suburbs and
in the style of life that may be said to characterize any
particular suburb.

An outline of the purpose and methodo-

logy of this presen6 study is contained in Chapter III.

CHAPTER

III

PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY
Purpose
The review of the literature in Chapter II indicates, perhaps more than anything else, the confusion:.:and
lack of agreement that exists as to what precisely, if
anything, may be said to be characteristic of life in the
suburbs.

This diversity of opinion would seem to indicate

the necessity of further and more closely defined research.
The review also highlighted some of the variables that have
an important influence on the social structure within

any~

individual suburb.
In one of the clearest statements of the need for
further research in this area, Herbert Gans states that
"today, the primary task of urban (or community) sociology
seems to me to be the analysis of the similarities and
differences between contemporary settlement tyties".l
Just as Schnore and Clark, Gans attaches a great deal of
importance

t~

the factor of housing.

Today, he states, a

free choice of housing is available not only to the upper

1

Gans,

OPe

cit., p. 267.
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classes, but also to the lower middle and upper working
classes.

Many characteristics of people enter into these

free choices, but:
The most important one seems to be 'class r' - in all
its economic, social and cultural ramifications and 'life cycle stage'. If people have an opportunity
to choose, these two characteristics will go far in
explaining the kinds of housing and neighborhoods they
will. occupy. and thewa~s of life they will try to
establish within them •..
He concludes by stating:
The studi'es of ways of life in communities must begin wi
an analysis of characteristics. If characteristics are
dealt with first and held constant, we may be able to
discover which behavior patterns can be attributed to 3
the features of settlement and its natural environment.
One cannot but agree with Gans' observations. Accordingly,the study reported in this paper was conceived
and designed in an attempt to isolate the ORa variable of
area of residence.

The purpose of this study is to outline

" the similarities and differences between two functionally
distinct suburbs, one typically residential in character,
the other employing in character.

In each case, the func-

tion of a suburb and its categorization as either lIemploying"
or"residential" is based on its employment-residence ratio.
An . atte~mpt has' been m?-de to match the two suburbs chosen
. for this study on the variables outlined in Chapter II,

2Thid., p. 640.

3 Ibid ., p. 642.
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and also to match the respondents on those variables that
are known to influence family patterns - social class,
religion, ethnicity.and Itfamily cycle stage ll •
This study attempts to answer the following two
empirical questions:
1. Does the social class structure vary' significantly

in suburbs, distinguished on the basis of function.
2. Does the pattern of family relationships vary signi-

ficantly in suburbs, distinguished on the basis of
function.'
While the results of this study will apply only to
a certain section of the population in these suburbs - those
Catholic families that have reached a certain stage in the
family cycle, namely families with at least one child in
grade sch,ool - it is hoped that the results of this study
'/will give some indication as to the significance of the
function of a suburb for family life and possibly pave the
way for a more comprehensive study based on a more representative sample.
More specifically then, the purpose of this study
. is to test the following two null hypotheses which are based
~.

on the foregoing questions.
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1. The Social class structure of Catholic families with
students in eighth grade does not vary significantly
in functionally different suburbs.
2. Family relationships do not vary significantly for
Catholic families with students in eighth grade in
functio?ally different suburbs.
Social class position, for the purposes of this
study, will be based 'on the occupation and education of the
male head of the nuclear family.

The test of the first

hypothesis will be based on social status as measured by
these two variables.

The term "family relationshipstlis very

broad and all-inclusive.

In this study, it is operationalized

to include the following aspects of family life:
1. The extent of the nuclear families contact with membe,rs of the, extended family.

2. The extent of the nuclear families participation in
informal relationships with their neighbors.

3. The number of memberships in formal voluntary associations of the male and female heads of the nuclear
family and the

~espondent.

4. The religious affiliation and church attendance, and
~.

membership in parochial voluntary associations of the
male and female heads of the nuclear family.

5. The household roles of members of the nuclear family.
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6. Family integration, student acceptance-rejection of
parents, and the students attitude towards recreation
with his parents.

7. Parental involvement in the following areas of the
respondents life - school, peers, opposite sex relationships.andhealth.
The test of the second hypothesis will be based on
data dra\vn from the

~uestionnaire

aspects of family life.

in relation.to each of these

In each case, social class will be

used as a control variable, and where it is possible, the sex.
of the respondent.
This. research will also consider the occupational
roles of the male and female family heads and the factor 9f
commuting.

In this respect, one would expect commuting to be

much less, characteristic of the employing suburb.
Methodology
(1) Selection of Suburbs
T.he two suburbs selected for this study are located
within a standard metropolitan statistical area in the Midwestern region, of the United States.
\,.

.

In the discussion of

•
metropolitan growth patterns in Chapter I, a suburb
has been
defined as "an incorporated place within the boundary of the
metropolitan area, but outside the corporate limits of the

..

central city or cities ll • 4
ratio was not available for

Because the employment-residence
small~r pl~ces,

only those

suburbs are included in this study that had reached a
population of 2,500 or more inhabitants as of the 1960
United States census.

In the metropolitan area, chosen for

this research, there were one hundred and forty-seven
suburbs with a population of 2,500 or more inhabitants in
1960.

The two·suburbs studied in this research were se-

lected from this total in the manner· outlined below.
The most widely used technique for classifying suburbs into the two categories of "employinglT and ITresidential" is that develo'ped by Harris. 5 This method has
been followed, with minor modifications, by both Grace
Kneedler-Ohlson6 and Victor Jones. 7 According to this
4

cf., p. 9.

5Chaucey D. Harris, ITSuburbs ll , American Journal of
Sociology, 49(1943), 1-13, and ITA Functional Classification of Cities in the United States ll , Geographical Review,
33 (January, 1943), 86-99.
6Kneedler-Ohlson, op. cit.

7~ones, op. cit.

I
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method, the function of a suburb, i.e. its classification
as employing or residential, is based on the ratio of the
total number of

peopl~

employed in a suburb to the total

number of employed people living within the suburb.

The

modifications introduced by the different authors concern
the number of employment categories used in the computation
of the ratio.

Jones bases his ratio on the number employed

in manufactures and trade within a suburb to the number
employed in the'se jobs who are reside~ts 'within the suburb; .• 8
Kneedler-Ohlson, 'in her classification, used the ratio of
the number employed in manufactures, trade, and service industries within a suburb to the total employed residential
labor force. 9

In this study, the employment-residence ratio

used to classify suburbs is taken from The Suburban Factf
book. lO The emP1.0f'ment-residence ratio given for each suburb
in this publication is the ratio of the total number of peopIe employed within a suburbto the total residential labor
force within that suburb. ll
8Ibid." p. 50.

9

-

Kneedler-Ohlson, op.cit., p.3l.

10The Northern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning
Commisslon, The Suburban Factbook (rev. ed.; Chicago: Northeastern'Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning Commission,
March, 1964)~ Table 18.
lIThe sources used in the compilation of the statistics
on total employment by place of work and total residential
labor force are given in Table 18 of The Suburban Factbooki
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On the basis of their employment-residence ratio,
suburbs can be ranged on a continuum from the lowest ratio
to the highest.

A. "lm-," ratio identifies a predominantly

residential suburb, with at most local service employment.
A "high" ratio identifies an employing suburb and is indicative of a high degree of durable goods manufacturing.
intervening ratios

represen~

of employment within

a

The

a greater or lesser provision

suburb.

Kneedler-Ohlson, Jones and

Schnore all use 'two cutting points on·this continuum to
identify three types of suburb, the employing suburb, the
balanced or

mix~d

suburb (i.e., both residential and employ-

ing)" and the residential suburb.

In this research, the

cutting points as developed by Grace Kneedler-Ohlson will
be used.

She states:

Citie? that have a lower employment-residence ratio
than most independent cities (below 40 per cent) are
termed dormitory or residential suburbs; those that
have-an employment-residence ratio that is approximately the same as that for most independent cities
(40 to 55 per cent) are called balanced suburbs; and
those that have a high employment-residence ratio 12
(ab:9ve 55 per cent) are called employing suburbs.
Accordingly, in this study, a ratio of less than
0.4 identifie's a residential suburb, a ratio of from 0.4
to 0.55

~identifies

a mixed or balanced suburb and a ratio

12
.
Kneedler-Ohlson, op.cit., p. 32.
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greater than 0.55 identifies an employing suburb.
In the review of the literature in Chapter II, the
following variables were identified as playing an important
role, together with a suburb's function, in the social structure of any particular suburb--circumstances of a suburb's
creation, age, size and distance from the central city.

To

counteract the influence of age and the circumstances of a suburbas creation it was decided to select two lIold established
suburbs. II

There was a difficulty here however.

The absolute

age of a suburb as measured by its date of incorporation
be very misleading as some of the oldest incorporated
on the city fringe have grown in population only
It was decided, therefore, to measure the
age of a suburb from the date at which it reached a parti"

s~ze

~'oldll

~n

popu'1 a t '~on. 13

All suburbs were considered

and "established" which had reached a population of
or more inhabitants in 1940.

The year 1940 was

as the base year to ensure that the growth of the
to 10,000 or more inhabitants had taken place before
the increases, brought about by the cessation of the war, and in

to overcome the problem of the "newness fI, ,of ,a suburb.
~,

13

,
,Schnore, The Urban Scene, p. 208, Leo Schnore used
a,similar approach in this study, defining the age of a
Cl.ty as the number of years from the time it had reached
pC?pulation of 50,000 or more inhabitants.

.

,
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The population size of 10,000 was chosen in the belief that
a suburb of such dimensions in 1940 vlOuld, today in 1966,
have a comparatively long tradition of local government and
a well established net\iork of social institutions.
Of the one hundred and forty-seven suburbs vii th a
population of 2,500 or more inhabitants in 1960 in the metropolitan area under study, twenty-three had a population of
10,000 or more inhabitants in 1940.

When these suburbs were

differentiated on the basis of their

employment~residence

ratio as outlined :above, three were residential, four were
balanced, and sixteen "!'vere employing.
The suburb with the Ilhighestll employment-residence
ratio:~_ ~las

selected; as the. employing suburb for the purposes

of this study.

As Of 1960, it had a population of 22,291

inhabitants and it is located twelve miles from the central
"business district··

Jf

the central city.

This suburb shall

be referred to from this point on as "Jobtown".

Each of

the three residential suburbs has an employment-residence
ratio of 0.3.

Of these three, the suburb which most closely

matched Jobtown in population as of 1960 and in distance
from the -central business district of the central city was
~

selected as the residential suburb for this study.

The

suburb selected on the basis of these criteria had a population of 23,866 inhabitants in 1960 and it is located eleven

.

,
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miles from the central business district of the central city.
This suburb shall be referred to from this point on as "Hometown."

Table 1 contains the pertinent data, on the basis of

which the two suburbs were selected.
TABLE _l. --Characteri.stics on the basis of which II employing II and
I~ residential II suburbs were selected

=
Characteristic

Residential Suburb
or Hometown

Employing Suburb
or Jobtown

13,689

10,933

0.3
23,866

2.1
22,291

population in 1940
Employment-Residence
Ratio
population in 1960
Distance in miles from
cent-ral city
. (2)

- 11

12

Selection of Respondents
A number of considerations entered into the choice
respondents for-this study.

It was recognized that

valid conclusions could not be reached unless the final
universe was as representative as possible of the whole
suburb in each of the two types of suburb under study.
the limitations in time, money and personnel
inherent in student research, a sample necessitating door
~.

to door interviewing throughout each suburb was not possiFor this reason, in order to achieve as representasample as possible in each suburb within the capacity

.

,
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of a single research student, it was decided to use school
14
students as respondents to the questionaire.
While students as respondents does represent a. limitation in this
research, it also successfully provides some control for
family cycle stage -- the families in this study all have
children of school-going age.
The choice of what grade in school was also decided
by practical considerations.

There is only one high school

in Jobtown and this is a small Lutheran school.
there is also only one high

scho~

In Hometown,

which while large, would

not, on its own, have provided an adequate sample.

It was

decided therefore to use the total eighth grade population
attending schools within the boundaries of the two suburbs
as respondents.
insured

t~at

The advantage of this method was that it

every area within the two suburbs would be repre-

··sented in the final sample as the schools, both public and
private, were dispersed throughout each suburb.
within Jobtown was excluded from the study.

One school

This was a small

Lutheran school with only five students in eighth grade, all
of whom lived outside Jobtown, and thus did not come within
14
School-going students have been used previously in
suburban research; cf. Dewey, O~.Cit., Kalbach, Myers and
Walker, op • cit., and George C. yers, "Labor Force Partici-.
pation of Suburban Mothers", Journal of Marriage and the
Family, 26 (August , 1964), 306-311.
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the terms of this study.

This was the only school to be

excluded from the study.

One school, located outside the

corporate limits of Hometown, was included in the study.
This was a Catholic parochial school, drawing more than
eighty per cent of its students from Hometown.

This was

the only school outside the boundaries of Jobtown and Hometown that was included in the study.

In order to minimize

the difficulties for the staff in each school, it was decided that the questionnaire should be

~iven

to the total

eighth grade class in each school--a total of fifteen'
schools, of which eight were public schools, five were
Cath~lic

parochial schools and two were
•

Luth~ran

schools--

and that those respondents who did not fall within the
terms of this research could be excluded later.
It was decided that some control for a family's
.length of residence in ·a suburb should be introduced, so
that only those families that had lived a sufficient length
in Jobtown and Hometown to be influenced in their family
patterns by the suburb in question would be included in
analysis.

While there is no absolute guide as to

long this would take, it was felt that the families·
,.

respondents who were born in Jobtown or Hometown could
considered as meeting the requirement of length of
residence.

Accordingly, it was decided to include in the
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st"C:.dy o2.'lly those respondents who had been born in the two
s-:..:_-.:,-.:.rbs in question.

Finally , it was felt desirable that

some control should be introduced for ethnicity and ruralurbar.:. backgrounc...

Tor: achieve this, d.. t was decided to

exclude those respondents, one or both of whose parents
\.;as born on a farm or outside the continental United States.
On the completion ?f the questionnaire and the outline of- this research, the authorities in charge of the
schools were approached for permission to administer the
ques-cionnaire.

A letter of introduction from the Department

of Sociology at Loyola University was presented to the re.,.
spe'c-'Gi ve authorities by the writer during the course of a
personal interview, during which, the purpose of this research was outlined in detail.

Unfortunately, the authori-

ties in the public schools in each of the two suburbs were
not in a position to grant permission.

In each case, the

request was brought before the Board of Education.

They,

havi::::g considered the request, refused permission on the
gro1r~ds

that the students and teachers were already over-

burdened with

lI

official fl questionnaires and tests, 'l:fritten

permission
would be required from each respondent's parents,
,.
that parents would object to some of the questions in the
,

questionnaire and that the g2:leral policy was not to grant
permission for such studies as the one considered here unless
I.

"£

it \liould prove oft iIIlDediate benefit to the students taking
:".
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part.

Permission to conduct the study in their schools was

granted by the authorities in five Catholic schools and the
two Lutheran schools.
With the withdrawal of the public schools, however,
the two Lutheran schools on their own did not provide a
sufficient number of respondents on which to base an analysis.
Of the total of forty-five "students in the eighth grade in
Jobtown's Lutheran school, only fifteen lived in Jobtown •

.

Only seven of the nineteen students in Hometown's Lutheran
school lived in Hometown.

It wa~elt that if these two small

groups were included with the Catholic respondents, they would
only serve to introduce an unknown factor,
results.
~hese

religion~

into the

For this reason, it was decided not to include

two schools and to limit the research to the Catholic

schools, "thre"e in Jobtown and two in Hometown, one within
its territorial boundaries and the other located just outside
them, but drawing the majority of its students from Hometown.
The Catholic parishes to which these five schools were
attached covered almost the entire area within the territorial
boundaries of Jobtown "and Hometown.
(3) The"Questionnaire

The questionnaire used to collect the data for this
study is contained in Appendix I.

It is composed of a total

O! ninety-six questions, which may be broken down in the
"

.

'.
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following manner.
Two questions (63 and 66) are used to determine the
respondent's social class.

In this study, the two-factor index
of social position of August B. Hollingshead is used. 15 The
two factors involved are the occupation and education of the

male head of the nuclear family.

Occupation is scored on a

seven point scale and education on a four point scale.

Each

of these scores is multiplied by a common factor weight,
which is derived from a standard regression formula.

The

sum of an individual's scores on these two factors determines
his position on a range of scores from a "low" of eleven to a
"high" of seventy-seven.

Hollingshead divided this range of

scores into five hierarchical groups from a "high" of I to a
"low" of five.

He

designates~

these five groups as follows:

those with scores of from eleven to seventeen inclusive fall
into Class I and are called the Upper Class, Class II is
designated as the Upper Middle Class, with a score range of f
eighteen to twenty-seven inclusive, Class III, the Middle
Class, has a range of scores of from twenty-eight to fortythree inclusiYe, Class, IV ranges in score from forty-four to
sixty inclusive and is called the Upper Lower Class, while

15August B. Hollingshead, Two Factor Index of Social
Position (New Haven, Connecticut: August B. Hollingshead,
1957).
.
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Class V ranges from a score of sixty-one to seventy-seven
inclusi ve and is called the Lo\ver Lower Class.
research, thre:e hierarchical groups

ar~

In this

designated.

This is

in accordance with common practice where sample size does
not allow for an analysis of five separate groups, ur where
the purpose of a study does not call for such a division.
The three groups range from a "high" of I to a "low" of III.
The range of scores is divided as follows:
Class I (Upper Class) ------scores of 11 to 27 inclusive
4~

Class II (Middle Class)

scores of 28 to

inclusive

Class III (Lower Class)

scores of 44 to 77 inclusive

The remainder of the questionnaire is composed of
questions covering the seven areas of family life previously
outlined.

Questionnaires and scales developed by many

other authors were used as a guide to the construction of
.; the questionnaire.

Already existing scales, developed to

measure attitudes or behavior in the areas of concern here,
were either not available, or where they were, they were
either too general or were developed with adult respondents
in mind.

Ten questions seek purely biographical data.

Seven questions (7 - 13) relate to the existence and frequency of contact with the extended family, while four
questions (14 - 17) relate to neighboring practices.

Two

questions (55 - 56) seek the number of voluntary associations
participated in by the respondents and their parents.

There
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are six questions in each of the following areas: religious
involvement (31 -36), peer group relationships (19 - 24),
school life (49 - 54) and parental attitude towards the
respondents contact with members of the opposite sex (57 62).

There are four questions in the following two areas,

the performance of household chores (93 -96), and the student's contact with the medical profession (67 - 70).

Finally,

there are two questions relating to the occupations of the
respondent's parents (64 - 65), two relating to the type of
house in wh~ch the respondent lives (2 - 3) and one question
on the joint informal panticipation of the respondent's
parents.
In the analysis, the questions relating to kinship

contact, neighboring, and parental attitude towards the
respondent~s ~e1ationshi:ps

with members of the opposite sex

have been combined in each case.

Six of the seven questions

relating to kinship contact have been combined in the following manner.
citly.

All six questions relate to relatives, expli-

The possible range of answers to each of these

lt
questions (8.- 13) is, "regularly", It sometimes It or "never •
In the analysis, a quantitative index of the combined answers

fpr each. respondent has been computed, by scoring the answers
as follows; Itregularlylt - 2,lt s ometimes lt - 1, and I1never" - o.
Scored in suc.h a fashion, the range of scores for the six
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questions combined is from a "high" of 12, which indicates
a high degree of contact.with members of the extended family,
to a "low" of zero, which indicates no contact with members
of the extended family, at least in those ways mentioned
explicitly in the six questions.

A similar procedure was

followed in regard to the four questions relating to neighboring practices.

The range of answers and the scoring

procedure was the same as for kinship contact.

In this case

the range of scores is from a::: "high" of eight, indicating a
high degree of neighboring, to a "low" of zero, indicating
no neighborhood contact in the ways mentioned in these
questions (14 - 17).

The same procedure was followed for

those questions relating to the attitude of the respondent's
parents towards his participation in heterosexual social
relationships (57 - 61).

The range of replies and the scor-

ing procedure for these questions is as follows; "not allowed"
- 0, "don't mind" - 1, and "encouraged" - 2., This procedure leads to a range of scores with a "high" of eight, indicating at least a favorable attitude towards the respondent's participation in mixed social events, to a "low" of
zerp, indicating a high degree of control by the respondent's
parents in this area of his social life.
Finally, there are four scales, comprising a total
of .thirty-four questions, used in this study.

The four
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scales are:
1. Child acceptance-rejection of father (questions 82-92)

2. Child acceptance-rejection of mother (questions 71-81)
3. Recreation with father (questions 43-48)
4. Recreation with mother (questions 37-42)
All four scales are taken from F. Ivan Nye's study,
Family
Behavior~6
- Relationships
- and Delinguent
-

The object

of Nye's study was to measure the relationship between
delinquent bep.avior and various aspects of family life.
Two of these areas were (1) the degree of acceptance or
rejection in the child's attitude towards his parents and
(2)" the child's attitude tmvards recreation with his parents.
Nye used the above scales to measure the child's attitudes
in these areas.

The respondents in Nye's study were stu-

dents in. grades nine through twelve in schools throughout
.. Washingt·on state.

Basically, there are only two scales,

one of eleven items, measuring degree of acceptance or rejection, and.one of six items, measuring the degree of
favorableness in the child's attitude towards recreation
with his

par~nts.

Each scale is completed separately for

each pa,.rent giving the above four scales.

l6 F • Ivan Nye, Family Relationships and Delinquent
Behavior (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958).
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The four scales are Guttman type scales.

The child ac-

ceptance-rejection of parents scale is scored for each item from
to two.

This gives a range of scores from a "low" of zero

"high" of twenty-two, which Nye divides into three categorusing ,arbitrary cutting points that divided his universe of
three equally sized groups"

(1) those who were "most

accepting," (2) an "intermediate" group and (3) those who were
"roost rejecting."

This procedure was followed for both father

mother separately.

As referring to· the respondent's father,

the scale had a co-efficient of reproducibility of .94, and a
co-efficient of .95 in reference to the respondent's mother.
The recreation scale was also scored from zero to two on each
This gives 'a final range of scores from a "low" of zero
of twelve, which Nye again divided into three groups,
(1) the "most favorable," (2) an "intermediate'" group, and (3)
"least favorable."

This scale has a co-efficient of repro-

of .74 in relation to the father and of .75 in relation to the mother.

While these scales do not reach the re-

quired co-efficient as suggested by Guttman, yet the cumulative
score can be taken as a quantitative index of the respondent's
attitude towards participation in recreational activities with
parents.
Nye also used a combination of the two scales, child
acceptance-rejection of father and child acceptance-rejection
mother, as a measure of family integration.

Those families
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were considered as IImost iutegrated ll where the respondent's
score was in the top tercile for each parent, and those were
considered as IIle'ast integrated" where' the respondent's
score was in the bottom tercile for each parent.
were placed in an intermediate category.

All others

The number of ref:'!

spondents in this' present study does not permit the use of
the same cutting pOints as used by Nye.

Instead, the mean

score for the whole universe of study has been computed for
each of the four scales and will be used as the cutting
point on each of the four scales.
• (4) Pre-test and Administration of Questionnaire
The questionnaire was pretested in a suburban school
in a mixed working class-middle class neighborhood.

The

respondents were forty students in the eighth grade class.
The stude'nts had very little difficulty v'li th the questions
and completed the questionnaire within thirty-five minutes.
Following the prete st, a small number of change s were ma,de
in the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was administered by the author of
this research report in the five Catholic schools included
in

this~study

during the four day period of November 15th

through 18th, 1966.

The students completed the questionnaire

in their own class rooms during the course of the normal
school day.

In every case, the teacher and the author of
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of this report remained in the room while the students completed the questionnaire.

At this point, the author wishes''':''

to express his thanks for the very .great consideration given
his every wish by the principals and teachers in each of the
schools.

Particularly, it is appreciated that the normal

daily program was not resumed until the "slowestl1 student
had completed the questionnaire.
procedure

~ollowed WaS

identical,

For each school, the
The author distributed

the questionnaires and then read over the introductory page
with the students.

The students were instructed to raise

their hand if they had any difficulty with any of the
questions, and where they did so, the author sought to clarify the question with the individual student concerned.
The students were also instructed to take their time in completing

~he

questionnaire and to pay particular attention

., to the question relating to their father's occupation.
While the time taken to complete the questionnaire varied,
the majority of

stude~ts

did so within thirty minutes, and
,

the Slowest students within about forty-five minutes.
Final Uni ver'se of Study
~The

checking and coding for computer analysis of

the completed questionnaires was carried out by the author
.of this report.

The procedure is outlined in detail below

and is summed up in Table 2.
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One modification had to be introduced into the controls
envisioned in the outline of this research owing to the
withdrawal of the public schools.

In order to achieve a suffi-

ciently large sample, the control for length of residence had
reduced.

As originally conceived, it was intended to ex-

those respondents who were not born in Jobtown or Hometown
but in order to achieve a sample of sufficient size, only those
students were excluded from the study who had lived in Jobtown
or Hometo't,m for less than six years.
The selection of the universe of study in the
of Jobto't.yn and Hometown
'Basis for
selection
.Total number of completed questionnaires
Total number
rejected

Jobtown

189

203
91

Number rejected because
1. Not born in
suburb
2. Less than 6
years residence
3. One or both
parents born
outside U. s.
4. One ,or both
parents born
OIl a farm
5. Incomplete
Total
Total number in
Final universe

Hometown

90

8

42

23

20

29

13

20
11

8
7

-go

'9T
112
203 203

99
189

189
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The controls for length of residence, ethnicity and
rural-urban origin are contained in questions 25 through 30.

On the basis of their answers to these questions, the following
respondents were not included in this study:
(1) Those who did not live in Hometown or Jobtown
(2) Those who had lived in Hometown or Jobtown for less

(3) Those respondents, one or both of whose parents had been

rn outside the, continental United States
(4) Those respondents, one or both of whose parents had been
on a farm
Those respondents whose answers to the questions relato their father,s' occupation and/or education were inc omete or not specific enough to allow for accurate classificaof social class position.
Of the total of 189 respondents in Hometown, 99 fall
the terms of this research, while of the total of 203
Jobtown, 112 fall within these terms.

Thus the

universe of study is made up of a total of 211 eighth gr
ents, of wh9m, 99 live in Hometown and 112 live in Jobtown.
the respondents have lived in their respective suburbs for
least six years, all are at least second generation Ameri, all are of urban background and finally, all are Catholics.
. There is a very even distribution of males and females
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these tvlO totals, as is shown in Table 3.

3. -- Distribution of the final universe of study by
suburb and sex

Total
48
99

48.5
100.0

59
112

52.7
100.0

107
211

The total' of 99 respondents in Hometown is composed of
male and 48 female students.

In Jobtown, there are 53 male

59 female students in the total of 112.

When these totals

e br.oken down by social class however, the distribution is not
ite so even.

Table 4 shows the distribution of the total num-

of respondents by type of suburb, social class and sex.
-- ,Dist'ribution of the final universe of study by
suburb social class and sex
Hometown
I
II
III

17
17
17
51

8
19
21
48

Jobtown
Female
Male
16
8
25
9
26
28
59
53

,.

It is clear that some of these sex groupings are not
enough to form the basis for a realistic analysis.

This,

the purposes of this research, does not pose any
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great difficulty.

In this research the accent is on the re-

spondents as children of their parents and members of suburban
fa.Jr.ilies and not as individuals.

The control for the sex of the

respondent has been used in the computation of the mean scores
for the recreation and acceptance-rejection

scal~s

and the

quantitative index for opposite sex relationships, where it was
felt the sex of the respondent might play an important role.
cases, the sex of the respondent is not controlled
At an early stage in the

analysi~,

sex was used as a con-

variable, and while the frequencies were very small and
did not provide a sufficient basis for statistical analysis,
no obvious major differences between the sexes either
same suburb or between the two different suburbs.
sis
The' questionnaires, were checked and coded for computer
processing by the author of this report.

The processing of the

tests were carried out at the Data
Processing Center of Loyola University.

Two statistics are

used in this study, chi-square, as a measure of association
between,variables, and a t-test for significance between means.
Those relationships will be considered significant where the
probability level is less than .10 i.e. p<.lO.

Where chi-

square and the t-test are not,used, the analysis consists in
of, the ,similarities and differences betvleen simi-

,

,
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lar social class groups in the two suburbs.
Limitations in this Study
There are a number of limitations in this study.

To

begin with, it refers only to Catholic families, living in
these two suburbs, who have children in eighth grade attending
the five schools included in this research.

Those Catholic

families with children in eighth grade in non-Catholic schools
within the two suburbs or schools out~ide the boundaries of
the two suburbs, other than the one included in this research,
do not lie within the scope of this research.

Also excluded

from this study are those eighth grade students, attending the
five schools included in this study, who were not present in
school on the day the questionnaire was administered.

There

was a total of 12 such students, 3 in Hometown and 9 in Jobtown.
Secondly, there is the limitation inherent in the
choice of respondents.

While every effort was made to ensure

accuracy, the students may have exaggerated, or not been terribly well informed, or even misled as to the precise nature
of their fathers' occupation or as to how far he went in
school.

Yet it was felt that the majority of students would

have accurate information in regard to these matters.

This

POint was raised at an early stage in the planning of this
r~search

with a number of grade-school principals and they
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felt that the majority of eighth grade students would be able
to answer these questions accurately.

However, it must be kept

in mind that this is a source of error. .
Finally, there is one feature in the history of Jobtown
that may influence the results of this study.

Two of the three

Catholic parishes in Jobtown were originally Italian national
IV is impossible to estimate how the original ethnic
character of these two parishes - even though the two combined

.

as big as the third parish - will influence the findings
research.

However, in the light of this fact, the con-

trol for ethnicity, introduced into this study - all the respondents are at least second generation Americans - is not as
as it might otherwise have been.

In this chapter, the purpose and methodology of this

have been outlined.

The purpose of this study is to

contrast the similarities and differences bet,,,een two suburbs
differentiated on the basis of their employment-residence ratio.
The two sUDurbs chosen for this study have been matched on age,
size and distance from the central city.

"Hometown", vii th an

employment-residence ratio of 0.3, is the residential suburb
chosen for this study and

11

Jobtown", with an employment-resi-

of 2.1, is the employing suburb.

These two suburbs

within a metropolitan area in the mid-western region
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of the United States.

The employment-residence ratios of these

two suburbs are the lowest a....-ld the highest ratios respectively
of the total of twenty-three suburbs within this metropolitan
area that had reached a population of 10,000 or more inhabitants
in 1940.
The respondents in this study are the eighth grade
students in each of the three Catholic grade schools within
the corporate limits of Jobtown, the one Catholic grade school
within the corporate limits of Hometown and one Catholic grade
school, located just outside the corporate limits of Hometown,
which draws most of its students from within Hometown.
respondents are Catholics, with an urban background.

All the
All are

at least second generation Americans and all have lived at
six years within their respective suburbs.
Th,e questionnaire and its administration in the
'different schools has been outlined in detail in this Chapter
and also the selection of the final universe of study.

The

final universe of study is made up of a total of 211 Catholic
eighth grade students, of whom, 99 live in Hometown and 112
live in JobtO'l,ffi.

Finally, the method of analysis and a num-

ber of limitations in this study were outlined.
~.

CHAPTER
THE

IV

Fili~ILY

STRUCTURE

The purpose of this chapter is to present a descriptive
the educational and occupational characteristics
and female heads of the families of the two hunrespondents included in this study.
established the social status of the family of

.

Having

origin of each

the respondents in each of the suburbs, this chapter will
on to consider the following aspects of family structure:
the commuting pattern of the male family head, the occupational

status of the female family head, the type of housing, family
size and distribution of household chores.

In this chapter,

throughout this study, the major focus of attention will
the similarities and differences between the two suburbs.
Status
As outlined in Chapter III, social status, for the
this study, is based on the education and occupathe male head of the respondent'- s nuclear family.
In Table 5, the educational status of both the parents
the respondents. is outlined.

It is clear that the standard

education in both suburbs is quite high and, though exact
comparisons are not

possib~e,

it would appear to match very

well the standard of education for all the suburbs in the
88
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metropolitan area under consideration.

The median number of

school years completed for adults, twenty-five years of age
1
and over, in these suburbs is 12.1.
TABLE

Educational status of the parents of the
respondents in Hometoliffi and Jobtown

5.

Hometovrn

Father
No. Per
Cent

Educational
Status

post-grad.uate
Training

:Mother
No. Per
Cent

Jobtown
:C'ather
l"lother
No. Per -No. Per
Cent
Cent

16

16.1

3

3.0

13

11.6

4

3.6

8

8.1

15

15.2

11

9.8

11

9.8

Some College

20

20.2

19

19.2

15

13.4

9

8.0

High School
Graduates

33

33.3

49

49.5

44-

39.3

61

54.5

Partial High
School

15

15.2

10

10.1

21

18.8

17

15.2

Junior High
School

7

7.1

3

3.0

7

6.2

8

7.1

1

0.9

2

1.8

112 100.0

112

100.0

College
Graduates

Less than 7
Years School
99 100.0

Total
,The

99 100.0

majority of parents, both fathers and mothers

lThe Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning
Commission, Ope cit. , Table 1.
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in each suburb are at least high school graduates.

The dif-

ferences bet\-veen the two suburbs would appear to be very
slight.

In Hometoitm, over 44 per cent of the fathers and. 37

per cent of the mothers have some college education as comover 36 per cent of the fathers and 20 per cent of
the mothers in

Jobtown.

At the lower end of the educational

scale, over 22 per cent of the fathers and 13 per cent of the
mothers in Hometown did not complete high school as compared
25 per cent of the fathers and 24 per cent of the mothers
Jobtown.

The difference between the two suburbs is much
mothers than it is for fathers.

For both fathers

and mothers, educational achievement is higher in Hometown
than it is in Johtown.

Perhaps the clearest indication of the

differences in educational attainment in favor of Hometown is
that while, in Hometo'ltTn, 55.6 per cent of the fathers
cent of the mothers did not go beyond high school,
the corresponding figures for Jobtown are 65.2 and 78.6 per
respectively.
Table 6 presents the occupational status of the fathers
of the respondents in each suburb.

One fact that becomes clear

from this table is that a home in the suburbs is not beyond the
financial means of manual workers.

There is a comparatively

high representation of skilled manual workers in each suburb.
The occupational distribution in both suburbs is in fact very
Similar, with eight percentage points being the largest
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difference between the two suburbs in anyone occupational
category.
Occupational status of the fathers of the
respondents in Hometown and Jobtown

TABLE 6.
Occupational
Category

Hometown
Number Per cent

Jobtown
Nu,"l1ber Per cent

Professional and
Semi-professional

12

·12.1

13

11.6

Proprietors, Managers, Officials

33

33.3

28

25.0

Clerical and
Sales

21

21.2

22

19.6

Skilled Manual

25

25.3

36

32.2

8

8.1

8

7.1

5

4.5

112

100.0

Semi-skilled
Unskilled
Total

99

lOO~~ 0

The one major difference, if indeed it may be considered such, would appear to be the fact that in Hometown, one
in three of the fathers fall into the IIProprietors, Managers,
Officials ll category and one in four into the "Skilled Manual

ll

category whereas, in Jobtown)the proportion of fathers in each
of these'·twocategories is almost the exact. opposite, one in
[four in the former category and almost one in three in the

It should be noted here that in Hometown, the father
of the respondents is dead, while in Jobtown, the fa-
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thers of two respondents and the mother of one are dead.

In

education and occupation are recorded-as at the time
death.
Based on the education and occupation of the father,
social class

struct~re

of the families of the respondents

in each suburb is detailed in Table 7.

The social class structure of families of the
respondents in Hometown and Jobtown, based on the
education and occupation of the male family head
Jobtown
Number Per Cent

Hometown
Number Per Cent
25

25.2

24

21.4

36

36.4

34

30.4

38

38.4

54

48.2

99

100.0

112"

100.0

Chi-sq. = 2.067
On~

p.

> .10

in four of the Hometown families are in the upper

and over one in three in the middle class.

In Jobtown,

almost one,. half of the respondents families fall into the lOvler
category.
The difference in social class structure is not signiand thus, the null hypothesis tfthat the social class
tructure of Catholic families with students in eighth grade
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does not vary significantly in functionally different subu.rbs!!
is not disproved.

However, it would appear that the differ-

ences between the two suburbs are in the' hypothesized direction.
The proportion of upper and middle class families in the resisuburb is higher in each. :case than it is in the emsuburb, while the proportion of lower class families
higher in the employing suburb.
The data would seem to suggest that for two individual
suburbs, distin~ished on the basis of· their employment-residence ratio and matched on such variables as age, size and
from the central city, the social class structure does
vary

significfu~tly.

It would further seem to suggest that

must be careful in utilizing the conclusions as to the socio-economic characteristics of functionally different suburbs
that are based on macroscopic analysis of census data.

This

finding would also appear to substantiate the conclusion of
Albert Reiss that differences identified on a macroscopic scale
may not be applied to individual suburbs immediately, but rathe
indicate average differences vlhich may not be verified in indicase studies. 2
Tproughout the remainder of this study, social class,
established here, will be used as a control variable, and

2R elss,
.
IIFunctional Specialization of Cities!!, p.

575.
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comparisons between the two suburbs will be a comparison of
the similarities and differences betvleen respondents of the
same social class living in Hometown and· Jobtown.
Commuting Pattern
Table 8 presents the breakdown of the respondents by
fathers place of work, social class and type of suburb.
there are a number of differences between the two types

8.

of

Per Cent distribution of fathers of respondents
by place of work, suburb and social class
Jobtown
II

III

25.0

26.5

44.4

36.9

58.3

26.5

31.5

60.5

16.7

38.2

24.1

I

Hometown
II

III·

!

8.0

13.9

2.6

16.0

13.9

64.0

69.4

4.0

2.8

.4.0

2.9

4.0

5.9

100.0
25

100.0
36

100.0
38

100.0
24

100.0
34

-100.0
54

In Hometown, over ,two-thirds of the upper and middle
fathers work in the central city, and almost that pro-
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of the lower class fathers work there.

The proportion

social class group in Hometown v.J'ho work in their home
is small.

By contrast, in Jobtown, less than one in

upper and lower classes work in the central city,
the middle class fathers, less than 40 per cent do
Nearly one half of the lower class fathers in Jobtown work
in their home suburb, \,vhile one in four does so in each of the
other two social class categories.

One interesting feature of

this Table is the comparatively high proportion of upper and
middle class fathers in Jobtown who work in "another suburb
to their counterparts in Hometown.

1l

As far as the

this research are concerned, one may conclude that
central city is typical of the residential suburb
home suburb or another suburb tends to
more typical of the employing suburb.
Schaff defines as commuters those who work outside
community of residence. 3 Following this definition,
9A presents the distribution of the fathers of the re.spondents into the tvlO categories of "commuter" and I1nonIt, is clear that commuting to:. work is a typical
the male family heads in each of the three social

. . 3A• H. Schaff, "The Effect of Commuting on Participation
J.n Community Organizationsl!, American Sociological Review,
17(April, 1952), 216.

.

,

9'~

TABLE 9A. -- Per cent distribution of fathers of" respondents
by proportion who commute to work outside their suburb of

residence, suburb and social ,class
I

84.0
8.0
4.0
4.0
100.0
25

Non-commuter
Incomplete
Dead
Total

Hometown
II

III

I

86.1
13.9

97.4
2.6

75.0
25.0

100.0
36

100.0
38

. 100.0
24

Jobtown
II
64.7
26.5
2.9
5.9
100.0
34

III

55.6
44.4

100.0
54

TABLE·9B. -- Frequency distribution of fathers of respondents
by commuting status, and chi-square analysis for significance

etween similar social class
Hometown
Commuter Hon-commuter

s in Hometown and Jobtmvn * *

Jobtown
bommuter Non-commuter'Chi-sq.

21

2a

18

6

31

5

22

9

37

la

30

24

2.31

n

Those respondents who did not complete this question
fathers are dead are not included in this table
, aFrequency too small to permit chi-square analysis
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class categories in Hometown, over 80 per cent of the upper and
iddle'classes commute outside their community of residence to
work, while almost 100.0 per cent of the ,lower class do so.

In

Jobtown, while commuting may be said to predominate in the upper
and middle classes, yet one in four in each of these social
in his home suburb.

The difference between

in the tl'lO suburbs is not significant (Table
There would appear to be a very real difference between
lower classes.

In Jobtown, in contrast to Hometovm,

per cent of the lower class male family heads are non-

The data would seem to suggest that commuting to work
typical pattern of male family heads in the suburbs, irrespective of type of suburb, but it tends to be less typical in
employing suburb, particularly among the lower class.

This

seem to sugg'est that Imver class families tend to move
close to their place of employment.

It would also appear

to substantiate Leo Schnore's identification of employing
"industrial" suburbs in so far as there would
ear to be a substantial number of blue-collar jobs in
btown. 4

4Schnore, "The Functions of Metropolitan Suburbs",
• 456.

.

,
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in the Labor Force
The data in relation to the occupational status of the
of the respondents v.,rould seem to indicate the importance of social class position in relation to the employment
of mothers (Table lOA).

In both suburbs, the proportion of

not v.,rorking increases as one moves up the social class
In Hometown, 50 per cent of the mothers are 'V'lOrking,
full-time' or part-time, in the 10l>ler class category,
middle class, less than 40 per cent are employed,
the majority part-time.

Less than 20 per cent of the upper

class· mothers are employed.

In Jobtown, the differential class

pattern repeats itself, but in this case the differences betwe
the middle and upper classes is not quite as marked.

Sixty-

three per cent ,of the lower class mothers are employed, ·half
.tOf

~le

whom are employed full-time.

Over 44 per cent of the mid-

class mothers work, the majority part-time, while 37 per
of the upper class mothers are employed, the majority in
s case full-time.
Comparing the two suburbs, it is clear that the proion of mothers who are employed is higher in Jobtown than
is in Hometown for each social class category.

The greatest

ference would appear to be between the tvvo upper classes,
e the proportion of mothers working is 20 percentage pOints
er in Jobtovm than it is in Hometown.

In table lOB, those
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Per cent distribution o~ mothers o~ respondents by
occupational status, suburb and social class
... .
i
OccupavlOna.1.
status

I

Hometovm
II
I.1.I

I

II

III

12.0

11 .1

18.4

20.8

14.7

31 .5

4.0

25.0

31 .6

16.7

29.4

31 .5

84.0

63.9

50.0

58.3

55.9

37.0

100.0

100.0

34

54

'4.2
100.0

100.0

100.0

25

36

38

100.0
24

TABLE 10B.
Frequency distribution of mothers of respondents by
occupational status, suburb and social class and chi-square comparison between similar social class groups in Hometovm and
Jobtovm':~

Hometown
Working Not Worldng
Upper
Class
Middle
Class

a

Jobtown
Working Not Working

Chi-sq.

p

21

9

14

13

23

15

19

0.467

ns

19

19

34

20

1.534

ns

4

*The one respondent whose mother is dead is not included
this table
a

Frequency too small to permit chi-square analysis

.

,
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working full-time and part-time have been combined to facilitate
chi-square analysis.

While in each case the proportion of

mothers Vlorking is higher in tTobtovm than it is in Hometown,
the differences between the middle and lower classes in Homeand their counterparts in Jobtown are not significant.
The pattern that seems to emerge is that within each
the proportion of mothers who are employed increases
moves dmvn the social class scale, and that betvleen
the suburbs, there are more mothers employed in anyone social
class category in Jobtown than there are in Hometown.

These

results are very similar to those found by George Myers in his
of the labor force participation of suburban mothers.
this research, he found that mothers in employing suburbs
be employed more often than those in residential
suburbs. 5

One reason for differences by social class within

"each suburb may be economic necessity - the financial obligations of home-ownership 'may put greater pressure on middle
and lower class mothers to seek employment in ,order to augment
their husbands wages or salaries.

The differences between the

two suburbs may be due, as Myers suggests, to the greater
availability of jobs closer to home in the employing suburb.
\0.".

,

5Myers, ---.;
Ope__c_J.._.
"t , p. 308 •

.

,
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That the suourbs contain predomina.."'ltly single family
units is borne out by this research.

The respondents

in both suburbs and within each social class category live almosil exclusively in single fa.l1ily houses (Table-ll).

The one

exception would' appear to be the lo'wer class families in JobAlmost one in four of these families live in apartments.
upper class families in HometO\vn live in single family
while the proportion of middle and lower class families
who do so is 94.4 and 97.4 per cent respectively.

In Jobtown,

the upper class families and 91.2 per cent of
middle class families live in single family houses.
Not only do the majority of families live in single
houses, they also own the houses in vrhich they live
(Table 12)'.

Once -again, it would appear, the lower class

in Jobto\~ are somewhat of an exception in that 14.8
cent do not own the homes in which they live.

For each of

other social class categories in each suburb, 8.0 per cent

or less do not ovrn their homes.

These proportions are not

absolute however, because of the comparatively high proportion
"don't knowr! answers.
These findings support the general findings of suburresearch, that the move to the suburbs is generally a
ve'intoa single family dwelling, into

"8.

home of one's
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TABLE 11. -- Per cent distribution of families of respondents
by type of housiilfE, suburb and social class

--

Hometoi'm

Type. of
Hous1.ng

I

100.0

House
A-oartment
""

Total

100.0

Number

25

Jobtovm

II

11.1

94.4·

1.

II

97.4

87.5

91.2

75.9

5.6

2.6

12.5

8.8

2L~.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

36

24

38

Ill.

51+

34

TABLE 12. -- Per cent distribution of families of respondents
by proportion who own their mill house or apartment, suburb
and social class
Jobtown

Hometown

Occupancy
Status

I

11.

11.1

I

1"1

III

Owner

84.0

91.7

89.5

95.8

88.2

75.9

Rents

8.0

2.8

2.6

4.2

5.9

14.8

Don't know

4.0

5.9

9.3

Incomplete

4.0

5.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total
Number

,

25

7.9

36

100.0
38

100.0
24

34

54
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This is true, it would appear, not only of the residential suburb, but also to a very large extent of the employing

Size
For the purposes of this study, family size is defined
nurr.ber of children, ·now living, whether married or not
and whether now living away from home or not, in the respon-

dents nuclear family of origin.

Table 13 presents the mean

number of children per family in each social class in each
One is immediately struck in this table by the fact
mean number of children per family is highest for the
families in each suburb and that the mean number
children per family decreases as one moves down the social
scale.
Mean number of children per family by suburb and
class and t~test for difference between means of similar
social class
oUPS in Hometown and Jobtovffi
Mean

Hometoim·
St. Dev.

N

Jobto\vn
J:1ean St. Dev. N.. t value

5.040

2.208

25

4.875

2.490

24

0.246

ns

3.722

1.980

36

3.441

1.133

34

0.723

ns

3.684

1.890

37

3.333

1.542

53

0.979

ns

a

a

aOne respondent in each of these social class groups
not complete the question on family size.
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Comparing the tv-IO suburbs, the mean number of children
family is higher in HometO'lvn than it is in Jobtown 'I;ri thin
social class category.

\Jhile the differences are .in the

direction in each case, none of these differences are
statistically significant.
Table 14 provides, perhaps, a clearer picture of the
similari ties and differences betvveen the tl'lO suburbs in the
of children in each family.

One is struck by the simi-

between the two suburbs vIi thin each social class cateIn both suburbs, the upper class has the highest pro-

families with seven or more children and the lOvlest
of families with three children or less.

The middle

class families in both suburbs are concentrated into the two
size categories, the one difference being that while
the middle class families in Jobto\lTn has more than

8.3 per cent of their counterparts in Hometown
more children.

The propprtion of lower class

families with seven or more children in either suburb is small,
per cent in Hometown and 3.7 per cent in Jobtown.
Jaco and Belknap suggest that increased fertility rates
a feature of the urban fringe family which, they state em6
the reproductive-socializing role of parents.
Kiser
. 6 Jaco and Belknap, OD. cit., pp. 473-475.
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TABLE 14. -- Per cent distribution of families of the respon.-' 2 suburb and social class
dents by number of children "per f amll.Y
T

.L

Seven or
More
Incomplete

~uggested

·~eviously

.LII

I

Jobtown
II

I.LI

24.0

44.5

47.4

29.2

44.1

63.0

60.0

47.2

44.7

37.5

55.9

31.5

16.0

8.3

100.0

100.0

25

has

Hometovm
II

36

33.3
5.3
2.6
100.0. 100.0
24
38

100.0
34

3.7
1.8
100.0
,54

that fertility rates are nOvl highest among groups

characterized by low fertility, i.e. Whites rather

than Non-whites, urban rather than rural-farm and "upper!1
than IIlowerll classes. 7

Both of these conceptions would

appear to be borne out by this research.

While it is difficult

to interpret these results in the absence of any knowledge as
to vlhere the respondents are positioned in the birth order of
their respective families, or as to the life-cycle stage of
their parents, it would appear that the families in this study
p,lace a high value on ,children.

The data vlOuld seem to suggest

. 70 • V. Kiser, IIFer'tili ty Trends and Differentials in
the United States ll , Journal of the American Statistical
Association, 47 (March , 19~~), 38.

.

,
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that, if the number of children in a family may be tru(en as
an ir...dicant of child-centeredness fu'1d an emphasis on IIf&uilism ll as a way of life, then the Hometown families are more
chilQ-centered and place a greater emphasis on familism than
is true of the families in Jobtown, at least in so far as the
families in this. research are concerned.

The data would

further seem to suggest that such a committment increases
vli th an increase in social class , irrespective of suburb of

residence.

.

Wllile. the differences between the tvlO suburbs

in the mean number of children per family were not statistically significant, a tentative conclusion such as the above
ivould appear to be vlarranted on the basis of the fact that,
for each social class category, the mean number of children
per family is higher in Hometown than it is in Jobtown.
Further research, controlling for life-cycle stage and birth
.. orde::::.. . , \'!Ould be necessary before such a conclusion could be
positively stated.
Household Roles
In this section, the focus of attention is the performance of the day to day tasks that are an integral part
of theprop'er functioning and upkeep of the. family household.
In open-ended questions (questions 93 - 96), the respondents
vlere asked to indicate who generally performed the daily
household chores, kept the gardens in trim and did the odd
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and minor repairs about the house.

The object of these

was to determine, in a behavioral way, the extent to
suburban' faLlily is characterized by a mixing of
parental roles, a.."ld the extent to 'ltlhich the children are involved in these activities,with their parents.

The performance

of these tasks is an important element in the socialization
child, and prepares him for the assumption of
adult roles.

On the basis of a limited study in Montreal,

Elkin and IrJestley have suggested that "the suburban adolescent
does participate with his parents in the performance of housetasks and is very much involved in the day to day acti8
about the home.
For the, farr.:.ilies included in this study , it would
that the performance of household chores is predomith~

task of the £emale family head and the children.

They perform the household chores in over 58 per cent of the
each social class categDry within each suburb
The proportion of male family heads IIJho help
tasks is at its highest among the middle class
in Hometown ,(33.3 per cent) and at its lowest among

8 F • Elkin fu"ld 'vI. A. \.Jestley, IlProtecti ve Environment
Adolescent Socialization ll , Social Forces, 35(March, 1957),
_2L~9, and tlThe Myth of Adolescent Culture II ,American
ieal Review, 20(December, 1955), 680-684.
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TABLE 15.-- Per cent distribution of families of the respon! .
dents by the distribution of household chores, suburb and
•
social class
i1

-

j

Ho.usehold
chores
done by

J..

I'Iother. and
Daughters
Mother and
Children
Whole
Family
Mother and
Hired Help
Mother
Alone
Father and
Children
Incomplete
Total
Number

Hometown
11"!
.1.:1

Jobtovm
..
II

I

ra

0;

==

.1.1..1.

.~

32.0

27.8

44.• 7

25.0

55.9

35.1

36.0 .

33.3

29.0

33.3

26.5

33.3

1.2.0

33.3

23.7

29.2

14-.7

24-. t .

i

16.0

2.8

8.3

2.9

3.7

I

'2.8

4.2

4-.0 .

1.9
1.9

100.0
25

2.6
100.0
38

100.0
36

100.0
24-

100.0
34

the middle class families in JObtovlll (14.7" per cent).

100.0
54
No

definite pattern of similarity or difference emerges between
the two suburbs.

The proportion of upper class families in

Hometown and JObtovlll which fall into the first t\'lO categories
and daughtersll and
even, but the

II

mo ther and children ll is com-

~roportion

of upper class families

Jobtown v,There the "whole familyll, including father, helps
these chores (29.2 per cent) is over twice as high as it
in Hometown (12.0, per cent).

In both suburbs the upper
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has the highest proportion of fruuilies that engage

hire~

but the proportion is almost tvJice as high in Hometown
per cent) as it is in J'obtown (8.3·per cent).
L"1 27.8 per cent of the mid.dle class families in Hometne household chores are the responsibility of the female members of the family, l.vhereas they are exclusively a
female responsibility in over half the middle class families
in Jobtovin (55.9 per cent).

As already indicated, in one

.

of the middle class families in Hometovnl, the father
in the family household chores, whereas in Jobtov-m, less
than half that proportion do so (14.7).

The two Im"J'er class

would appear to be most evenly matched, with nine
points being the greatest difference between the
suburbs in anyone category in Table 15.
No. general conclusion would appear warranted by the
Table 15.

The frequencies do not permit a chi-square

The differences and similarities between the two
burbs vary as one moves from one social class to the next.
for the middle class in Jobtov-m, where the household
s are exc,lusively a female responsibility in over 55
cent "of the families, there would not appear to be any
separation of roles.

Nor would there appear to be

clear mixing of roles, as the proportion of families in.
male family head helps in the household tasks is
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leSs than one in four in each social class category except
for the mid.dle class in Hometovm and the upper class in JobPerhaps the clearest fact that emerges is that in very
few cases in either suburb are the household chores the sole
responsibility of the female family head.

In the majority of

families in each social class category within each suburb,
the female family head is helped in the performance of the
household chores by her children.
No one member of the family emerges as tithe gardener tl
any of the social class categories in either suburb.

In

far as any pattern emerges, it is that the male family
this task exclusively more often in Jobtown
their counterparts in Hometown and that in Hometown,
the garden is more often the responsibility of the
than is the case in Jobtown (Table 16).

In Hometown,

cent of the upper class families fall into the
categorie s tlmother and children II and

II

children alone II v!hile

in 12.0 percent of these families, the care of the garden is

.the responsibility of the male family head alone.

By contrast,

in Jobtown, 37 .. 5 per cent of the upper class families fall into

former categories and 20.8 per cent into the latter.
'1'he middle class families in each suburb would appear
be very similar.

In Hometown, in 36.2 per cent of the

Ie class families, the gardening is done by either the

1"

.L.L

~

i

Per cent distribution of fam.ilies of the respondent!
sU-burb and social class
f)
lI1.rJho does the rea-rc.enin",lI
~

--.

Hometo':'Tn

Garder~~::-J.g

Done

"by

J..

Father
Alone
Father and
Sons
and

~

..!..

1-L

.,

-,-~-

.i-..LJ..

-.-

..L

Jobto'dn
1.11

i.1

12.0

16.7

15.8

20.8

29.5

22.2

8.0

19.5

10.5

4.2

8.8

11.1

4.0

5.5

10.5

4.2

8.8

5.6

8.0

5.5

10.5

8.3

8.8

5.6

32.0

8.4

21.1

16.7

23.6

16.6

24.0

30.6

23.7

20.8

11.8

13.0

12.0

2.8

12.5

2.9

1.8

4.2

2.9

11.1

8.3

2.9

13.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

5.5

5.3

5.5
2.6

, Incomplete
100.0
25

100.0
36

100.0
38

24

34

54

family head alone or with his male children, while in
per cent of the middle class families, the" gardening is
,.

by the female family head and the children or the chilalone.

The corresponding proportion for the middle

fa:nilies in Jobto'\,rn in each of these tvlO combined
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categories is 38.3 and 35.Li- per cent respectively.

The pattern

of difference between the t':JO suburbs identified for the two
pper classes would appear to be repea-e;eci for the tl<lO lower
iJ'he proportion of lo\<ler class families in HometovJn in
ru~d

gardening is done by the female family head

the

or the children alone is 44.8 per cent, while in 15.8
of the families, the care of the garden is the sol<'3
responsi.bility of the male family head.

In Jobtown, as is the

case for the upper
classes,
the proportlon in the former two
'.
.
.
is lower -Chan in Hometm'ln ~ 29.6 percent and the
in the latter category is higher, 22.2 per cent.
\F..l'lile these similarities and differences exist, the
over-all impression from Table 16 is that in both suburbs,
gardening is everybody's task in general and nobody's task
in particul,ar.

As is the case for household chores, there
to be any definite mixing or separation of

roles, but it does appear that the children do participate
parents, and do share in the responsibili ty of maintaining the home.
A very definite pattern emerges in relation to
arrying

~ut

the

of odd jobs arid minor repairs about the home.

se tasks would appear to be the responsibility of the
e members of the suburban family (Table 17).

.

,

I
~

I
I
I
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17--Per cent distribution of families of the respondents
by disJcribution of odd jobs and minor re}?airs,
suburb and social class
Hometovm
I

II

Job-tmvn
III

I

III

IJ.

In Hometown, in 96.0 per cent of the upper class
and 92.2 per cent of the lower class

f~~ilies,

the

and minor repairs are carried out by the male family
and the male

child~en,

either alone or together.

In

cases, these proportions are higher than the proportions
Job·i:own, where 87.5 per cent of the upper class families
85.2 per cent of the lovler class families fall into
first three categories of Table 17.

In both
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bs, the proportion of middle class families where the
esponsibility for the odd jobs and minor repairs rests exwith the male family members is lower than for the
two social class categories, 72.2 per cent in Hometown

73. 6 per cent in Jobtown.

Irrespective of social class or

b of residence, it would appear that for the families inin this study, there is a very definite separation of
oles in regard to the performance of the odd jobs and minor
irs about the home.

.

Though to a lesser extent than is the

ase for household chores and gardening, it would appear that
children, in this case; the male children, do participate
these activities with their fathers.
The data in Tables 15, 16 and 17 would appear to inthat, except in the case of household repairs, there
no definite pattern of mixing or separation of roles in
families
-'~-J

includ~d

in this study.

while a statistical

sis was not pos;sible in view of the frequencies involved

these tables, th~differences between the suburbs do not
to be very 'gleat.
similar~ty,

een

~he

Rather, the over-all impression is

not only between the two suburbs, but also

different social class categories.

It would appear

day to day tasks of maintaining a home are not disin any rigid pattern in either suburb, but that
these tasks are shared by all the family members to

..
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a greater or lesser degree.

The daily household chores and

care of the garden would appear to be mainly the responsiity of the female family head and the children, while the
minor repairs about the house are, in the majority
the responsibility of the male family head and the
The proportion of children who participate in
these tasks would rtend to bear out the conclusion of Elkin
as to the participation of the suburban adolesin family life and the vitality of· the socialization pro~
in the suburbs.

Finally, to the extent that all members

of the family, to a greater or lesser degree, and particularly
the children, share in the task of maintaining the family home,
Bell's hypothesis, as outlined in Chapter II, that suburban
families have chosen "familism l1 as a way of life, would
to b,e verified.
and Relevance to Theo
In this chapter, the occupational status of the male
head has been outlined, together with the educational
of both parents of the respondents.

Based on the occu-

ional and educational status of the male family head, the
spondents fami.lies were located in one of three, hierarchical
class categories.

There followed, in turn, an analysis

the commuting pattern of the male family head, the occupastatus o'f t1::le female family head, the housing charac-
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teristics of the families of the respondents, the number of
children per family and finally an analysis of
of household chores.

t~e

distribution

Where the frequencies permitted, a chi-

square test for significance between similar social class
categories in Hometown and Jobtown was carried out, and a
for significance in the mean number of children per
in similar 'social class groups in the two suburbs.
Throughout, the results of this study have been reto existing research results

rela~ing

to the suburbs.

The social class structure of the families in this study
differ significantly in the two suburbs and thus
h~pothesis

that "the social class structure of Catholic

withs£udenis in eighth grade does not vary signifistands.

Similarly the other statistical tests between

suburbs were not significant, and so, for the varies considered in this chapter, the second hypothesis that
not vary significantly for Catholic
with students in eighth grade in functionally different
also stands.

To the extent that the two hypotheses

not disproved, it would appear that, at least in so far
the families included in this study are concerned, the
~

,

ion of a suburb, as determined by its employment-resiratio, is not a critical factor in determining the
class structure ·of

~

suburb or the pattern of family
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relationships.
Based on Le Play, Purnell Benson has suggested that
interests in the home and children may 'be taken as indicative .of familistic orientation. 9

To the extent that, occu-

pancyand ownership of a single family house and a wide
dispersion of household chores among family members, may
be taken as indicative of an interest in the home and to
the extent that the m,ean number of children per family,
which for the families included in this study is 3.333
at its lowest for the lower class families in Jobtown and
increases by social class and suburb to 5.04 for the upper
class families in Hometown, may be taken as indicative of an
interest in children for their own sake, then it would
appear that there is a comparatively high degree of familism
in evidence in both of the suburbs included in this research.

9'
, H. Benson, "Familism and Marital Success l1 ,
Purnell
SOcial Forces, 33(March, 1955), 278.

.
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CHAPTER

V

RELIGION AND PARTICIPATION IN
FORNL~L

ASSOCIATIONS

While there is no shortage of IIcommentariesll on
religion in the suburbs, there has been very little systenatic research.

It is.part of the IImythll that the move to the
"

suburbs also involves a return to

re~igion.

However, what

research there is would seem to indicate that this may not
be true.
In a study of church participation in Flint, Michigan,

it was found that, even \-lhen controls were introduced for
such variables as type of religion, age, education, size of
household, region Of origin and length of residence, "city
. residents are more regular in attendance (at church) than
.

.

are fringe residents.

III

Berger reports in his California

study that:
Living in the new tract suburb has apparently had
little clear. effect upon the frequency of church
attendance of our sample. Almost as many go to

l:Sasil G. Zimmer and Amos H. Hawley, "Suburbanization
and Church Participation", Social Forces, 37(May, 1959), 354.
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church less o~ten in this suburb as go more o~ten, but
the largest percentage (49) have not h~d their church
attendance a~~ected in any marked way.
Gordon, in his study

o~

Jews in eighty-nine suburbs

the United States, concludes:
The evidence gathered '~rom this study shows clearly that
Jews in suburbia are non-orthodox in religious ideas and
practices. Although a~~iliated with synagogues and temples in ever increasing numbers, they do not place the
same emphasis as earlier generations upon the importance
and relevance o~ ritual.
The number o~ Jews who pray in accordance with any
practice -- Orthodox, Conservative ·or Re~orm -- is
generally§egarded as minimal, both in suburbia and
elsewhere •.
I~

suburban residence does involve a return to religion,

would expect that the building
concentrated there.

Yet, a survey

o~

new churches would be

o~

new churches, built

during the two year period f'rom 1958 to 1960,by
Protestant denominations, "which held nearly

~orty-~ive

one-hal~ o~

the

,

·eongrega tions . o~ Protestant bodies in 1957" reports:
Perhaps the most unexpected ~inding was that denominations reported that only 26 per cent o~ their new congregations were located in the metropolitan suburbs. Since
these are the areas o~ most rapid population growth and
o~ American 'a~~luence', and since there is a widespread
assumption that they are the almost exclusive points o~

2Berger,
'
Ope cit., p.

45.

3Albert J. Gordon, Jews in Suburbia (Boston: The Beacon
s, 1 959), p. 1 48 •
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church extension concentration the finding is startling.

4

\,Jhat religion there is in the suburbs, is characterized,
eyes of some' commentators, more by a social usefulness
than by a'committment to a set of religious ideals and prac\Jhyte, as has been ,indicated, stresses the social role
church in the suburbs, where it provides a sense of
belonging and does not bother the "transients" with ultimate
or embarrasing questions'.

Seeley presents a very similar

of religion in Crestwood Heights.

He states that

negligible few were encountered who were concerned
to whether the teachings of religion are or are not, true
fact, or good as to ethical content,,5

and that "where a

Protestant denomination is adhered to, it is more a matter
of habit than of deep conviction, a socially useful practice
than a source of. spiritual solace".6

Gibson Winter

4 IINew Churches, 1958-60, A Survey Conducted by Home

,Missions Research, Bureau of Research and Survey, National
Council of Churches ll , Yearbook of American Churches 1964,
. (New York: Office of Publication and Distribution, t ationa:
Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., 1964), p. 286.
.
5 J • R. Seeley, R. A. Sim and E. W. Loosley, Crestwood
He~ghts (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1956), p. 241.
6 ..
Ibid., p. 214.

.
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takes a very critical view of the lIactivist style ll of the
"organization church" in the suburbs. 7 He seems to feel
that endless organizing and 'socializing, cover a spiritual
emptiness.

The Protestant churches in the suburbs have be-

come religious fellowships based on "association by likeness

ll

and IImission by friendly contact" 'livhich serve to provide
the suburbanite with

lI

exc l u sive enclaves of identity" and

lIa symbol of membership of' the \.Jhi te middle-class 11.

Like

Whyte and Seeley, he feels that there·is little or no emphasis on religious truth and concludes that l1it seems reasonable
to assume that approximately one-half of the official mem"ber'sbip of the churches, possibly as much as two-thirds, are
"religiously tied to the organization rather than personally
8
'bound to God or his teachings ll •
Apdrew Greeley states that religious practice has
.' . seldom been higher among Catholics than it is in the suburbs,
the Catholic suburbanite has been very generous and
his church. 9

Like Winter, however, he feels that

7Gibson Winter, The Suburban ca}tivity of the Churches
(New York: Macmillan Paperbacks, 1962 .
8 ..

Ibid., p.

116,~'.

9Andrew M. Greeley, The Church and the Suburbs (New
Sheed and Ward, 1959).
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major problems of the suburban church is to reconmaterial prosperity with Christian ideals and to avoid
so involved in its own problems ,and self-engrandisemen t as to lose it~ sense of wider responsibility.

"The or-

dinary suburban parish," he states, "is so concerned with its
own problems of growth, and so busy building up its own tight
community that it is not the best platform for social
IO
in the world of human activities and ideas."
While it'was[not possible to enter into a detailed
p

examination as to tll~ nature of the suburbanite~ religious
commitment, a two-fold measure of the religious involvement
th~

respondents' parents is used in this study, attendance

religious services and membership in formal religious

All the respondents in this study are Catholics.
all attend church at least once a week except for one
student in Hometown and four male students in Jobtown.
will become clear later, many of the students in attending
every week are going contrary to the pattern and example
on~

or even both of their parents.

, l0lli§.., p. 69.

This would seem to
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indicate that the school has an important influence.

All the

schools in this study are Catholic parochial schools administered jointly by the priests attached to the parishes and
members of female religious congregations.

It would appear

that such close contact. with priests and nuns as is involved
in attendance at a Catholic school, in so far as the responin this study are concerned, does influence the stuto conform to the norm laid down by the Catholic Church
weekly attendance at Mass.
While all the respondents are Catholics, the same
true of their parents.

In Hometown, all the parents

for one non-Catholic mother, while in
Jobtown, three fathers are non-Catholic and five haveno reliaffiliation.
Ta~le

18 gives the church attendance pattern for the

of the respondents, broken down by suburb and social
The most frequent attenders at church are the middle
fathers in Hometown.
Tabl~

However, the most striking fact

18 is. the very close similarity between the upper

in Jobtown and the three social classes in Hometown and
very sizable drop in church attendance for middle and
~.

class fathers in Jobtown.

Less than half the lower

in Jobtown attend church every week, v-Thile almost 30
cent do not attend· church.

.

,
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TABLE 18. -- Per cent distribution of fathers of the respon£ents by church attendance, suburb and social .cla.ss
Frequency of
Attendance

I

Once a week or
more often

Hometown
II

I

III

Jobtown
II

III

72.0

80.5

71.1

75.0

58.8

44.4

a month

12.0

5.6

2.6

8.3

8.8

9.3

Less than
once a month

12.0

8.3

10.5.

4.2-

5.9

14.8

5.6

15.8

8.3

20.6

29.6

1 to 3 times

Does not
attend

1.9

4.2

Incomplete

.

5.9

4.0

Dead

100.0

Total

25

Number

100.0
36

100.0
38

100.0

100.0

54

34

24

100.0

The pattern of church attendance identified for the
male family heads repeats itself for the female family heads
(Table 19).

However, the difference in church attendance for

the middle and lower class mothers in Jobtown is not as marked
as it is in the case of their male counterparts.

As is true

for fathers, ,so also for mothers, the middle claSs in Hometown

.

,

are the most frequent attenders at church.

Compa-ring Table

18 and Table 19, it is clear that the proportion of mothers
att~nding church at least once a week in each social class

.

,

'\
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19. -- Per cent distribution of mothers of the responchurch attendance suburb and social class
I
e a week or
often

Hometown
II

I

III

84.0

88.9

84.2

8.0

2.8

2.6

8.0

2.8
5.5

Jobtown
Ill.

:'.11

70.6

72.2

4.2'

8.8

5.6

7.9

4.2

14.7

5.6

5.3.

4.2

5.9

15.6

100.0

100.0

83.3

4.2
100.0

100.0

25

36

100.0

100.0

38

24

each suburb is higher than it is for fathers.
~he

34

54

Except for

middle class in Hometown, there is a difference of at

east ten percentage points in the proportion of fathers and
~others

~own,

attending church every week in each suburb.

In Job-

the most frequent church attenders are the upper class

parents, whereas in Hometown, as indicated already, the middle
parents go to church most often.
In Table 20, the church attendance
,.

has been combined.

dat~

for both

This table provides a clearer

of the church attendance patterns of suburban parents.
the middle clas's families in Hometown is the prop or.parents who both attend church every week as high as

20. __ Per cent distribution of both parents of the

spondents combined by church attendance, suburb and social
class
"'"
.L

every
parent less
once a
less than
once a week
either parent
attends
o anSwer
One parent
dead

Hometovm
II

Jobtown
II

I

711..

III

64.0

77.8

71.0

70.8

53.0

40.7- .

24.0

13.9

15.8

8.3

17.6

33.3

2.8 '

7.9

8.3

17.6

14.8

5.5

5.3

4.2
4.2

5.9

9.3
1 0:;;

2

5.9

100.0

100.0

8.0

L~.

4.0
100.0
25

four.

100.0
36

100.0

24

38

.

100.0
54

34

In Jobtown, less than half the lower class

attend church every week.

A greater proportion

of upper class parents in Jobtown both attend church every

is true of their counterparts in Hometown, but in
two social class categories, the proportion of
parents who both attend church every week is considerably
higher in Hometown than it is in Jobtown.
".

Perhaps one of

,

the most interesting features of this table, particularly in
view of the fact that almost all the respondents attend church
every week, is the compar~tively low proportion of families
in.which neither parent attends church.
. /.
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One factor that may have an influence on the low proportions of middle and lower class parents who both attend
church every week in Jobtovvn, as compared to the other social
class groups in both suburbs, is the Italian ethnic character
of some areas in Jobtovm.

Because of the possibility of the

ethnic factor being involved, it is impossible to draw any
conclusions as to the influence of area of residence.

While

many other ethnic traits might be abandoned deliberately in

.

an attempt to become "Americanized", church attendance could
hardly be described as a typical American pattern and so the
traditional laxity in church attendance, associated with the
Italian church might very easily carryover from one generation
to the next.

That the respondents in each suburb appear to

be unaffected in their attendance at church by the attendance
pattern of their parents, it has been suggested, is probably
--due to the influence: of the priests and religious attached
to the parochial schools, and to the fact that in less than
1,0 per cent of the families: in anyone social' class category

in either suburb do both parents Tfnever" attend church.
Membership in' Formal Parochial Associations
~If

the, suburbs ar,e the location of the "organization

church" and an "activist" religious style, there would appear
to be very little evidence of this in the two suburbs included
in this, study.

Table 21A presents' the distribution of the

,

,

l2'~

fathers of the respondents by membership in parochially based
' t 'lons. 11
formal aSSOCla
In the upper class in Hometown,· alone, are more than

half the fathers members of such groups, while in the lower
clasS in each suburb, less than a third of the fathers hold
any such

membe~ships.

The apparent influence of social class

should be noted in the patt?rn of membership in each suburb.
Membership increases as one moves up the social class scale
and is highest in each suburb for the·upper·class.

There

is a difference of.· twenty percentage points in Jobtown between

the upper and

low~r

classes in the proportion of fathers who

are not members of any parochial groups, while in Hometown,
there is 'a difference of tvlenty-five percentage points between the upper and lower classes.

A further indication of

the role pf social class in the proportion of memberships
.. is the fact that while the proportion of upper class fathers
in Hometown who attend church every week is almost identical
with the proportion of lower class fathers who do so, yet
the proportion of upper class fathers who are members of
parochial groups is

al~ost

twice that for lower class fathers.

In Jobtqwn, upper class fathers attend church more often than

llIn this analysis, The Knights of Columbanus are
excluded as it is not parochially based.
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e 21A.--Per cent distribution of fathers of respondents by
ership in parochially based voluntary associations, suburb
and social class
Hometown

I

II

40.0

58.3

48.0
8.0

Jobtown

III

I

II

65.8

50.0

55.9

70.3

30.6

31.6

20.8

35.3

24.1

'11.1

2.6

25.0

2.9

3.7

III

1.9
4.2
4.0
100.0
25

5.9
100.0
36

100.0

100.0

38

100.0

100.0

34

54

24

21B.--Frequency distripution of fathers of respondents by
in parochially based voluntary associations, suburb
social dlass and chi-square test for significance between
similar social class groups in Hometown and Jobtown**

~~I.. ~~• • ship

Hometown
No
One or More
No
Membershi Membersh s Member

Jobtown
One or More ChiMembersh

10

14

12

11

.521

ns

21

15

19

13

,008

ns

25

13

38

16

.218

ns

**Those respondents who did not complete this question or
fathers are dead were not included in this table.
,
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thOSe in the lower class and they are also more involved in
. parochial organizations and so the pattern does not repeat
itself.

The data would seem· to suggest·that membership in

church groups may be a function of social class and may not
be taken as merely a function of religious involvement.
Comparing the two suburbs, the differences betltleen them!
would appear to be very slight.

In both, membership is 101vest '

in the lower class, arid increases as one moves up the social
class scale.

The differences in membership between similar

social classes in the tltlO suburbs are not significant (Table

2lB).

However, for each social class category, the propor-

tion'of fathers who, are not members of any parochially based
voluntary association is lower in Hometown than it is in
Jobtown.

To the degree that one in four of the upper class

fathers i4 Hometovm hold memberships in two such. organiza. 'tions, they would appear to be the most deeply involved in
the organizational life of their respective parishes.
The pattern of membership in parochially based voluntary organizations established for fathers almost repeats
itself for mothers (Table 22A). The one difference from the
pattern

~established

for fathers is

that,~.

in Hometown, the

proportion of mothers who are members of church affiliated
groups is higher for the middle class (75.0 per cent) than.
it is for the upper class (64.0 per cent).

In Jobtovm,

.

,
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T~BLE

22A.--Per cent distribution of mothers of respondents by
membership in parochially based voluntary associations, suburb
and social class
Hometown

Number of
Memberships

I

II

36.0

25.0

56.0
8.0

Jobtown
III

I

II

71.0

58.3

79.4

79.6

61.1

23.7

16.7

17.7

16.6

13.9

5.3

20.8

2.9

1.9

III

1.9
4.2
100.0
25

100.0
36

100.0
38

100.0

100.0

24

100.0

34

54

TABLE 22B.--Frequency distribution of mothers of respondents by
membership in parochially based voluntary associations, suburb
and social class and chi-square test for significance between
similar social class groups in Hometown and Jobtown**
Jobtown
Hometown
One or More
One or More
No
No
Member- Memberships Member-Memberships
ship
ship

\.,

ChiSquare

p

9

16

14

9

2.968 -'..10

9

27

27

7

20.723.<.001

27

11

43

11

.902

ns

**The one respondent whose mother is dead is not included
table.
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membership increases with an increase in social class.

As

for fathers, so. also for mothers in Hometown, while the proportion attending church every week is -almost the same in
each social class category, the upper class mothers are almost twice as likely to be members of parochial groups as
are the 10vler class mothers, but unlike the pattern for
fathers, the middle class mothers are even more likely to
be members of such gr.oups..

In Jobtown, the pattern for

.

fathers repeats itself almost exactly, the upper class mother
attends church more often and is more likely to be a member
of parochial organizations than are the mothers in either
of the other two social class categories.
Comparing the two suburbs, the involvement of the
female family heads in the organizational life of their
parishes ,would appear to be much higher in Hometo\in than it
., is in Jobtown.

In the case of the upper and middle classes,

the differences between the two suburbs are statistically
significant at the .1Q and .001 levels respectively (Table
,

22B) •

Though the difference between the two 10vler classes

in the two suburbs is not statistically significant, the
proport~on

of lower class mothers who are members of

parish organizations -is higher in Hometovm (29.0 per cent)
than it is in Jobtown (20.4 per cent).
For both the male family heads and the female family
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the families included in this study, the proportion
memberships in parochially based formal-associations
higher in each social class category in Hometown than it
in Jobtown.

Though the differences between the two suburbs
in only two cases, as outlined above, it would

; appear that area of residence is an important variable.

As

the differences are in the same direction in each case, participation is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown, irrespective
social class, one may tentatively conclude that the type
suburb in 'ltlhich one lives does influence the rate of participation in parochially
~fuile

b~sed

formal associations.

women go to church more often in each suburb

vrithin each social class category than is true for their
male, counterparts, there is little evidence in this study
to suggest ,that the mother, or for that matter, the children,
represent the family in church.

Except for the middle and

lower class fathers in Jobtown, men go to church in consinumbers in both suburbs.

That religion is not re-

tO,the women in the family is also indicated by the
fact that the proportion of fathers who are members of paroorganizations
is higher than it is for mothers in the
,
,

class in both suburbs and in the upper and middle
Jobtown.
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Finally, to the extent that, in both suburbs, over

."per

cent of the lower class "parents are not involved in
~

organization, there is little or no evidencG of
membership fulfilling a social role or providing an
for social activity.

This would also appear to be

true for the middle and upper class parents in Jobto-vm and
middle class fathers in Hometown, \-lhere less than 50.0
cent hold membership in parochial organizati0ns.

It

would appear that only among the middle class mothers in
to a lesser extent, both upper class parents
in Hometown, is there a. considerable degree of involvement
in parochial organizational life.

This would seem to indi-

cate that the organizational style of religious activity,
identified by \Jhyte and winter, in so far as it may be considered to'be verified at all, is true only for the higher
social class parents in Hometmvn.
Membershin in Formal Associations
For the' purposes o'f this research, the extent of
participation in formal voluntary associations is measured
number of memberships an individual holds.

Following

rovsky

12

and Bell and
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13

Force~

all types of voluntary

, formal groups are included under the term "voluntary associt'atio n ," except economic concerns, governmental agencies and
The one exception to this is that parent-teacher
organizations have not been included in the analysis.

The

reason for this is that the status of these organizations
{

,from school to school is doubtful and, in most cases, all
parents with children attending the school are considered to
members and are eligible to attend the meetings.

In order

provide a complete picture of the parents' participation in
:formal voluntary groups, the parochially based groups are
re-included in these totals.
In both suburbs, irrespective of social class, a
proportion of the fathers hold membership in at least
one voluntary group (Table 23A).

Except for the middle

.qlass in Jobtown, over two thirds of the fathers hold one
:such membership.

In Hometown, 12 per cent of the upper

class fathers have no membership, while 72 per cent hold
,two or more memberships.

Among the middle class fathers,

\,

cent are not involved in any formal group, while

12Mirra Komarovsky, "A Comparative study of Voluntary
,Organizations of Two Suburban Corrmmnities," Sociological
~roblems and Methods, 27(1933), 84.

"13

Bell and Force, op. cit., p. 26.
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T~BLE

23A.--Per cent distribution of fathers of the respondents
membership in formal voluntary associations, suburb and
social class
Hometo'i.'m
II

I

12.0
12.0
40.0
20.0
8.0
Five
Six or more
Incomplete
Dead
Total
Number

4.0
4.0
100.0
25

16.7
30.5
16.7
22.2
8.3'
2.8
2.8
100.0
36

Jobtown
III

II

I

26.3
36.8
23.7
5.3
2.6
5.3

20.8
29.2
20.8
4.2
4.2
4.2
8.3
8.3

100.0
38

100.0
24

III

35.3
29.4
23.6
2.9
2.9

29.6
35.1
16.7
16.7
1.9

5.9
100.0
34

100.0
54

T~BLE·23B.--Frequency distribution of fathers of respondents by
membership in formal voluntary associations, suburb and social
class and chi-square test for significance between similar social
class groups in Hometown and Jobtown**

Hometown

Jobtown

More
More
One
No
than
No
than
ChiOne
Member- Member- One
Member- MemberOne
Square
ship
Member- ship
ship Membership
ship
ship
3a

3

18

5

7

10

6

11

19

12

10

10

4.621

10

14

14

16

19

19

0.121

~

~

p

.10
ns

**Those respondents who did not complete this question or
fathers are dead are not included in this table.
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52. 8 per cent of the fathers are involved in two or more.
The corresponding proportions for the lower class fathers
Hometown are 26.3 and 36.9 per cent respectively.

As

the case of parochial group memberships, the influence of
class would appear to be considerable.

As one moves

social class scale, the proportion of male family heads
memberships decreases, while the proportion with two
memberships increases to the extent that it is almost twice as h~gh for the upper class fathers as it is for
lower class counterparts.
In Jobtown, the middle class male family heads would
to be the least involved in voluntary organizations,
35.3 per cent holding no memberships and 29.4 per cent holding
two or more.

As in Hometown, the highest rate of participa-

is found among the upper class fathers, where 20.5 per
hold no memberships and 41.7 per cent hold two or more.
In the lower class families 35.3 per cent of the fathers
hold two or mor,e memberships, while 29.6 per cent do not
formal voluntary group.

To the extent that

the participation rate is higher for lower class male family
than for their middle class counterparts, the social
~,

pattern'identified in Hometown is not repeated in Job-

,

,
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A statistical comparison between the two upper class
categories was not possible (Table 23B).

The difference

between the two suburbs in the rate of participation in formal voluntary groups in the case of the two middle classes
significant at the .10 level, but it is not significant
the case of the two lower classes.

For each social class

category, however, the proportion of fathers who are members
of at least one formal .voluntary group is higher in Hometown
is in Jobtown.

Thus, as in the. case of parochial

though the difference in the rate of participation
the suburbs is n?t statistically significant in each
the extent that, in each social class category,
of participation is higher in Hometown than it is
in Jobtown, there would appear to be an area effect, and living in a residential suburb does appear to involve greater
p,articipation in formal voluntary groups.
The pattern of membership of female family heads in
very similar to that of the male family heads
(Table 24A) .

The highest rate of participation is found

among the upper class mothers, where 52 per cent hold two
or more memberships and 8 per cent are not involved in any
,
formal voluntary group. The proportion of mothers who hold
no memberships in such groups increases and the proportion
two or more decreases as one moves down the social
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scale, so that social class position would again a},pear
an important variable.

For the middle class mothers,

proportion who hold no memberships is 13.9, while 52.8
cent hold two or more memberships.

J!'or the 10r,'Jer class,

corresponding proportions are 44.7 and 23.7 per cent
respectively •.
The pattern of involvement of Jobtovm mothers in
voluntary groups also repeats that for their male
counterparts.

The upper class mothers have the highest pro-

portion i:J'ith two or more memberships (33.4 per cent) and the
proportion with no memberships (41.6 per cent).

The

class mothers are the least involved in formal volgroups with 50 per cent holding no membenship and

17.7 per cent holding two or more.

As is the case for the

class male family heads, the lower class female family
fall between the other two social class categories
with 46.3 per cent holding no memberships and 22.2 per cent
ti<IJO or more,.
The difference between the two suburbs is statistisignificant in the case of the two middle class categories (T'able 24B).

It would appear that the area effect is

in evidence in so far as the proportion of female family
who hold no membership in formal voluntary groups is
the proportion "'Tho hold two or more such memberships
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TABLE 24A.--Per cent distribution of mothers of respondents by
membership in formal voluntary association, suburb and social
class
Number of
Memberships

Hometo'V'.7n
II

I

, None
One
TWo
Three
Four
Five or more
Incomplete
Dead
Total
Number

8.0
40.0
28.0
20.0

13.9
33.3'
36.1
11.1
5.6

4.0
100.0
25

100.0
36

I

Jobtown
II

44.7
31.6
15.8
5.3

41.6
16.7
16.7
12.5

50.0
32.3
11.8
5.9

46.3
31.5
16.7
5.5

2.6

4.2
4.2
4.2
100.0
24

100.0
34

100.0
54

III

100.0
38

.LII

TABLE 24B.--Frequency distribution of mothers of respondents by
membership in formal voluntary associations, suburb and social
class and chi-gquare test for significance in Hometown and
Jobtown**
Hometmvn

Jobtown

More
No
than
Member- Member- One
ship
ship Membership
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
~.

More
No
than
ChiMember- Member- One
Square
ship
ship M~mbership

2a

10

13

10

4

8

5

12

19

17

11

6

17

12

9

25

17

12

13.302 <.001
0.033

**Those respondents \"ho did not comple-ce this question
whose mothers are dead are not included in t:.I1.is table.
aFrequency too small for chi-square analysis.

P

ns
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is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown for each social class
category.

Though a difference by suburb of residence is not

statistically verified for the upper and ,lower classes, in
SO

far as it is in the same direction as for the middle
the indications are that type of suburb does influence
rate of participation in formal voluntary groups.
One other pattern identified in the case of parochially
groups is also verified in the case of all formal volgroups.

In Hometown, the middle and upper class female

family heads are more involved,than their male counterparts
formal voluntary groups.

The pattern is reversed however,

is also true of the parochial groups, for the lower class
Hometown and all three social class categories in Jobtown.
Thus it would appear that Mowrer's finding in his study of
the Chicago suburbs, that upper class women participated in
,formal

groups more than their husbands is borne
out in the case of the residential suburb. 14
vol~ntary

At least two out of every three fathers, irrespective
of social class or 'suburb, are members of at least one formal
voluntary group.

Except for the upper and middle classes

in Hometown, mothers are not as involved as fathers in such

, 14
Mowrer, op. cit., p. 110.
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groupS.

Turning to the respondents themselves, it would

appear that they are less involved than their fathers in each
social class category in each suburb and less involved than
their mothers in all cases except the upper class in Jobtown
and the lower class in Hometown (Table 25A).

In this analysis

all forms of clubs and organizations \'vere included, vrhether
connected with school or not, except short-term leagues in
football, basketball and softball.

In Hometown, the highest

.

rate of participation would appear to be among the middle
class respondents, while the upper class respondents appear
to be the least involved in formal voluntary groups.

In

Jobtovm, the upper class respondents are the most involved.
One point that does seem to bear attention is that the middle
class respondents in Jobtown have the lowest participation
rate of all the social class groups in either suburb.

Here,

" it would appear,they repeat the pattern of their parents,
as the proportion of middle class fathers and mothers in
Jobtmrrn who hold memberships in formal voluntary groups is
likewise the lowest in each case.
Compa,ring the two suburbs, the proportion of respondents w40 hold memberships in formal voluntary groups is
higher in Hometown than it is in Jobtown for the middle and
lower classes.

In the case of the middle class, the differenc

between the two suburbs is significant at the .001 level
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T~BLE

25A.--Per cent distribution of respondents by membership in
formal voluntary associations, suburb and social class

-=
Number of
Memberships

I

Hometovln
II

III

==
Jobtown
II

I

III

40.0

25.0

39.5

37.5

64.7

50.0

44.0

50~0

36.9

25.0

14.7

31.5

12.0

22.2··

10.5

25.0

14.7

11.1

10.5

8.3

5.9

5.6

2.8

2.6

4.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

4.0·

100.0
25

36

1.8
100.0

100.0

34

54

24

38

TABLE 25B.--Frequency distribution of respondents by membership in
formal voluntary associations, suburb and social class and chifor significance between similar social class groups in
Hometown and Jobtown

Social Class

Hometown.
One
No
or More
MemberMembership
ships

Jobtown
No
Membership

One
or More
Memberships

ChiSquare

0.322

p

ns

10

15

9

15

9

27

22

12

11.173 ,(.001

15

23

27

27

. 0.996

.

,

ns
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(Table 25B).

The difference between the two Im·rer classes

is not however significant.

For the two upper.classes, the

pattern of difference between the

t'dO

s.uburbs is contrary to

any so far identified in relation to participation in formal
voluntary groups.

The upper class respondents in Jobtown

are more involved in voluntary organizations than their counterparts in Hometown.

The difference between the two ho\vever

is not statistically significant.
Summary and Relevance to Theory
In this chapter, the religious affiliation, the

church attendance and involvement in parochially based groups
together with ·the pattern of membership in all forms of
formal voluntary associations of the respondents and their
parents has been outlined.
All the respondents and almost all their parents
are Catholics.
of social

cl~ss

Virtually all the respondents, irrespective
or suburb attend church every week.

not true for their parents however.

This is

The middle class parents

in Hometown are 'the most frequent attenders at church.

How-

ever, the differences between the three social class categories J..n Hom'etown and the upper class in Jobtown would
appear to be quite slight.

Church attendance is consi-

derably less high for the middle and 10l'Jer classes in
Jobtown,but this may be due to the etlmic factor.

In no

class category in either suburb do all the parents
church every week, yet in each suburb, the proportion
of families, where neither parent attend'S church is les8 than
one in ten within anyone social class category.

To the ex-

tent however, that at its highest, the proportion of families
in any social class category in either suburb, where both
parents fulfill one of the minimum requirements laid down by
the Catholic Church for its members of weekly attendance

.

at Mass) is 78 per cent and that this proportion falls to 41
it would appear that suburban residence, at least
in so far as the families in this study are congerned, does
necessarily involve a return to religion.
The pattern that emerges for participation in parochially based church groups and for membership in formal
voluntary ,associations is one of a difference between families
"based on social class and type of suburb.

With two exceptions,

- the middle class female family head in Hcmetown is more involved in parochially based groups than her upper class counterpart and the lower class male and female family heads in
Jobtown are

m~re

involved in formal voluntary groups than

their middle class counterparts, - in both suburbs membership
increases l'lith an increase in social class for both types of
group.

This finding is in keeping with the general conclu-

sion,of sociological research that participation in formal

14-6

voluntary groups is closely related to social class position,
indicated in Chapter II.
Contrasting the

tl:l0

suburbs ~ vii th one exception,

upper class respondents in Jobtown are more involved in
formal voluntary groups than the upper class respondents in
the rate of participation in parochially base,i
in all forms of formal voluntary associations,
as measured by the number of memberships held, is higher in
Hometown than in Jobtown.

This pattern emerges for both male

female family heads in each social class category and
the middle and lower class respondents.

The differences

the two suburbs are statistically significant in the
the middle class female family heads for both forms
of participcation and in the case of the middle class male
family heads and the middle class respondents for participationin formal voluntary associations.

To this extent then,

for these social class categories, the null hypothesis that
"family relationships do not vary significantly for Catholic
families with students in eighth grade in functionally different suburbs" is disproved and may be rejected.

Based on

this rejection; the conclusion may be drawn that for the
social class categories and the variables mentioned there
is a significant difference in the pattern of family rela-

tions4ips between two suburbs differentiated on the basis of
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employment-residence ratio.

TQ the extent hOitlever, that the

cumulative evidence indicates a higher rate of participation
in Hometown, irrespective of social class, the rejection of
the null hypothesis may be extended to all the families in
this study.

A similar type of area effect was identified

by Bell and Force, though not in relation to the suburbs,
\vhen they found that people of high social status living in
high status areas belonged to more clubs than .people of
15
high status living in low status areas.
In conclusion,

titlO

further points should be mentioned.

There appears to be little evidence in the data to support
Mowrer's concept of the maternal family.

The female family

head does attend church more often than her male counterpart,
but except for the upper and middle classes in Hometown, she
is less i~volved both. in church affiliated groups and all
"other forms of formal voluntary associations.

Finally, to

the extent that over 80 per cent of the parents in the upper
and middle classes in Hometown are members of at least one
formal voluntary group and over 50 per cent involved in two
or more, it would appear that the high rate of ~articipation
associa~ed with suburban residence is verified for the higher

social status groups in the residential suburb.

15Bell and Force, 0p. cit., p. 34

CHAPTER VI
INFORV~L

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the pattern
informal social relationships of the nuclear families of
the respondents.

For the purposes of this research, three

aspects of informal social relationships are considered, contact with the extended family, neighborhood relationships and
extent of joint participation on an· informal basis by
respondents' parents.
Relationships
The proportion of families in either suburb with
relatives living in their own household is relatively low.
by social class, it is clear that only in the
lower class in Hometown is there any sizeable proportion of
families who have relatives living with them (Table 26A).
Otherwise the pattern i.n each suburb is very similar.
proportion of families with members of the extended

The

fw~ily

living with them is lowest for the middle classes (11.1
cent in Hometown and'8.8 per cent in Jobtown), and highfor the lower classes,
14.8 per cent in Jobtown) ..

(26.3 per cent in Hometown and
In each case the proportion is

in Hometown 'than in Jobtown.
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The proportion of upper
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26A. -- Per cent distribution of families of the reSDonby those that have members of the extended family living
with them suburb and social class
""
1.

Hometown

Jobtown

II

III

12.0

11.1

26.3

88.0

88.9

100.• 0
2.5

No Relatives
Present

I

1.1

III

12.5

8.8

14.8

73.7

87.5

91.2

85.2

100.0

100.0

.100.0

100.0

100.0

36

38

24

34

54

TABLE "26B. -- Frequency distribution of families of the responby those that have members of the extended family living with
them suburb and social class and chi-square test for significance between similar social class groups in Hometo·wn and Jobt
Hometown
Relatives NQ Rel.
Present
Present

10

Jobtown
Relatives No. Rel.
Present
Present

22

3

21

32

3

31

28

8

46

Chisq.

1.874

aFrequency too small for chi-square analysis

ns
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clasS fa.milies vJith relatives living in their own household
is almost identical in each suburb, 12 per cent" in Hometown
and 12.5 per cent in Jobtov.m.

The' difference betvreen the

two lower class categories, the only case where chi-square
analysis is possible,is not significant (Table 2GB).
The fact that lower class fa.milies tend to have relatives living \vith them more. often than the other two social
class categories may be explained on either practical or
theoretical grounds, or perhaps both.

It may indicate that

lower class fa.milies are unable to meet the expenses of
nursing home care for aging parents and so care for them
Theo~etically,

at home.

it may indicate, as Litwak states,

that in the lower classes, traces of the "classical

ll

ex-

tended fa.mily tend to remain and hence the more ready accepl
tance of the responsibility to care for aging parents.
While the proportion of fa.milies in either suburb
with relatives living with them in their

OIln

homes is re-

latively small, only three fa.milies out of the total of two
hundred and eleven in the universe of study do not exchange
cards and

gr~etings

with their relatives for major holidays
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This fact would seem to indicate that while
the nuclear family living in its own home is typical of the
both employing and residential, ·it cannot be consibe isolated from other members of the extended family.
Litwak emphasizes the role played by the communications systems
in breaking down the barrier of geographical "distance between
2 He suggests that the modern family may not be
'
rela t ~ves.
considered as an isolated unit and challenges the concept
that the isolated nuclear family is the most functional in
industrial society.
the modern family.

He stresses the extended character
He uses the concept of the "modified"

extended family, which, he states:
••• Differs from the lclassical extended' family in that
it does not demand geographical propinquity, occupational
involvement, or nepotis~nor does it have an hierarchical
authority structure. On the other hand, it differs from
the isolated nuclear family structure in that it does
provide significant and continuing aid to the nuclear
family. The modified extended family consists of a
series of nuclear families bound together on an equalitarian basis, with a strong emphasis on these extended
family bonds as an end value.?
Q.uestions eight through thirteen of the questionnaire
2

Eugene Litwak, "Geographic Mobility and Extended Family
Cohesion'~', American Sociological Review,
25(June, 1960),
385-394.

3

, "Occupational Mobility and Extended Family
25 (February , 1960), 10.

Cohesio-n~"-,--fb~id,
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to behavioral aspects of kinship contact.

These ques-

were designed, specifically, with Litwak's concept of
the modified extended family in mind.

They refer in turn to

~utual visiting,joint celebration of major family events and

holidays, the mutual excha~ge of presents and gifts and the
mutual extension of· aid or help.

Each question may be taken

as a behavioral measure of t~e contact between the nuclear
family and its extended family.

The scoring procedure for

six questions is outlined in Chapter III.

The cumulative

on these six questions provides a quantative index of the
contact between the respondent's nuclear family and its extended family members for the variables mentioned.

Table 27

presents the mean score and standard deviation for each social
class category in each suburb on these six questions, together
with a t-test for significance between means of similar social
'class categories in Hometown and Jobtown.
The differences between the two suburbs are not significant. . Perhaps the most ~triking aspect of this table hOvlthe uniform "high" score for each social class group,
irrespective of area of residence.

The range of scores is

from a "1,9w" of zero, indicating no contact with the extended
famjjly in the ways mentioned in the questionnaire to a "high"
of twelve, indicating regular contact with relatives in the
Ways ,mentioned.

In each social class category within·each
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27.--Mean score and standard deviation on kinship contact
suburb and social class and t-test for significance between
of similar social class groups in Hometown and Jobtown

~ABLE

Mean
UEper
Class
Middle
class

Hometown
st. Dev.

N

Mean

Jobtown
st. Dev.

N

t

P

9.360

1.411

25

9.167

2.353

24

0.350

ns

9.083

1.645

36

9.441

1.957

34

0.830

ns

9.211

1.711

38

9.037

1.613

54

0.497

ns

suburb the mean score is over nine.

To this extent, the find-

ings in this study would seem to support Litwak's hypothesis
of the extended character of the modern family.

It would ap-

pear that distance, occupational mobility and geographical
mobility do not present insurmountable obstacles to the famiincluded in this research.

The move to a single family

in the suburbs may represent a physical separation from
of the extended family, but on the basis of these
findings, it would appear reasonable to conclude that such a
physical separation does not also involve a social separaa destruction of kinship ties.

.

Michael Aiken, in a study of kinship relationships
~.

.

,
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in the Detroit area, came to a very similar conclusion. 4
'He found that mobility, other than religious mobility, does
not inhibit kin,ship association and that there was no evidence
to support the contention that the vitality of the extended
family was on the wane in our industrial society.

Similar

support for the vitality and importance of kinship relationships is found in the studie,s of Axelrod ,5 Bell and Boat 6
and Young and Wilmot. 7

The fact that there is very little

difference betwe'en the two suburbs wou1.d appear to bear out
the conclusion of Aida Tomah that kinship contact shows little
variation by area of residence.
lationshipsin,the

~etroit

In a study of informal re-

area, she found that in a precision

matched sample on seven variables, living in three distinct
areas, the central city, the outer city and a suburb, there
was very little difference between the three areas in informal
,.kinship contact, and that in each area partiCipation on an

4Michael Aiken, "Kinship in an Urban Community" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, 1964).
5Axelrod, op. cit.
6w• Bell. and 1'1. D. Boat, "Urb~n Neighborhoods and Informal Social Relations ll , American Journal of Sociology,
62(January, 1957), 391-398.
. 71'1. Young and P. \-lilmot, Family and Kinship in East
London (London: Routledge and Keegan-Pau1, 1957).

,

,
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informal basis was highest with members of the extended family.

-Neighborhood

Relationships
.

As outlined in Chapter II, some writers, particularly
and Fava, feel that those who have chosen to live in th

suburbs are people 'Who.place a high value on close neighborhood social relationships.

In this study, four questions

(14 - 17) relate explicitly to informal contact between familie
on a neighborhood basis.
.

These questipns refer to mutual in.

formal ViEli t:lng" by parents within thei'r own neighborhood, informal visiting by mothers during the course of the normal
day ~d mutual lending and borrowing of household utensils
among neighbors.

As in the case of extended family relation-

ships, a cumulative quantitative index of each respondent's
replies to these questions was computed. The scoring procedure is outlined in Chapter III.

The range of scores is from

a "low ll of zero, indicating no contact with neighbors in the
ways mentioned above, to a IIhigh" of eight, indicating frequent contact on a neighborhood basis, at least in the ways
outlined.

Table 28 presents the mean score and standard

deviation for' each social, class category vii thin each suburb
on these ". four questions, together with a t-test for signi-

8 Aida K. Tomah, "Informal Group Participation and Residential Patterns", American Journal of Sociology, 70(July,
1964 ).' 28~3~.
.
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ficaIlce between similar social class categories in Hometm'ln

TABLE 28. -- Mean score and standard deviation on neighborhood
informal participation by social class and suburb, and t-test
for significance between means of similar social class groups
in Hometown and Jobtown

Upper
Class
Middle
Class

Mean

Jobtown
St. Dev.

25

4.000

1.794

23

1.703

36

4.294

1.767

1.455

38

4.222

1.369

Mean

Hometown
St. ·Dev.

4.680

1.676

4.429
4.211

N

N
a

t

p

1.372

ns

34

0.323

ns

54

0.037

ns

a One incOIp.plete
In each suburb the mean score is highest for the upper

and lowest for the lower class, but the differences in
would appear to be slight, as just over one half score
is the greatest difference between the various social
categories either by class or by suburb.

Comparing the

suburbs, the greatest difference in mean scores is between
two upper class categories.

However, in no case are the

differences.between the two. suburbs significant.

To this

~.

extent then, it would appear that, just as in the case of
extended family relationships, there is little difference
between .two suburbs,

dist~~guished

on the basis of their

employment-residence ratio, in the degree of participation in
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informal neighborhood relationships, at least as measured by
these four

-Joint

vari~bles.

Informal Participation....
As a final measure of the informal participation of

suburban parents, the respondents were asked to indicate
how often their parents went out for an evening together
(question 18).

It would appear from Table 29A that going

out together is a relatively common practice amoung suburban
parents~

In Hometown, none of the middle class parents fall

into the "seldom go out together" category, while the proportion of upper and lower class parents who do so is 12.0 and
13.2 per cent respectively.

The data appear to indicate that

the middle class parents in Hometown go out together most
often, almost 60 per cent go out together about once a week
or more o'ften.

"Going out together" would appear to be least

typical of the lower class parents, although even here, the
proportion of parents, who go out together a number of times
a month or more often is over 60 per cent.

In Jobtown, there

would' appear to be very little difference between the upper
and middle c1ass parents, but joint participation would seem
to be much less among the lower class parents, at least to
the extent that half the parents in this class category
go out together.. about once a month or less often.
Comparing the

t'VIO

suburbs, for each social class

.

,
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TABLE 29A.--Per cent distribution of parents of respondents by
frequency of participation in joint informal activities, suburb
and social class
Frequency· of
Participation

I

.Hometown
III
II

5.3
More than once a week 16.0 16.7
24.0 41.7 15.8
About once a week
28.0 27.7 44.7
2 or 3 times a month
16.0 .13.9 21.0
About once a month
13.2
Seldom go out together ·12.0
Incomplete
4.0
One parent dead
100.0 100.0 100.0
Total
25
38
36
Number

Jobtown
II

I

III

8.3 11.8
9.3
29.2 26.5 18.5
20.8 20.6 16.7
12.5 17.6 22.2
20.8 17.6 27.8
4.2
5.5
4.2
5.9
100.0 100.0 100.0
24
54
34

TABLE 29B.--Frequency distribution of parents of respondents by
frequency of participation in joint informal social activities,
suburb and social class and chi-square test for significance between similar social class groups in Hometown and Jobtown**
Hometown
At
Two or
Least Three
Once
Times
a
a
Week
Month

~

Once
a
Month
. or
Less

Jobtown
At Two or Once
Least thr:ee a
Once Times Month
or
a
a
Week Month Less

ChiSquare

p

10

7

7

9

5

8

. 0.366

21

10

5

13

7

12

5.076

~

8

17

13

15

9

27

7.759

.4 .05

ns
.10

**Those respondents who did not complete this question
tJ;lose,one of whose parents is dead, are not included in
thJ.$ table.
an~
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cate~ory,

joint participation is less frequent in Jobtown than

in Hometown, though the difference between the tvlO upper cl©,ss
categories would appear to be quite small.

The differences

between the two middle classes is significant at the .10 level
and between the two lower classes at the .05 level (Table 29B).
To this extent then, there would appear to be a significant
difference by type of suburb in the frequency of parents joint
participation in informal social activities.
Relevance to The
In this chapter, the families of the respondents,

in the two different suburbs, have been contrasted on
extent of informal social participation with relatives
neighbors and also the joint informal participation of

The findings of this study would appear to corroborate
conclusion ·of Jaco and Belknap as to the increasing imof kinship ties in the fringe family and the concluthe other studies, already referred to, as to the
and vitality of the kinship unit in present day
The. £indings would also seem to suggest that while
the suburban f~ily is, in.the majority of cases, an"isolated"
family in the sense of living alone in a single family
.9Jaco· and Belknap, Ope cit., p. 476.
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d~elling,

it is not in any sense isolated socially from the

members of the extended kinship unit.

To this extent, the

family would appear to be best described in terms of
concept of the "modified extended" family.
There is little difference between the two suburbs,
in any social class category, in the degree of 'kinship or
neighborhood contact as measured in this research.

Thus, the

null hypothesis that "family relationships do not vary signi-·
ficant1y for Catho1i.c families with students in eighth grade
in functionally different suburbs" is not disproved, and the
conclusion may be drawn that the function of a suburb as
measu~ed

by its employment-residence ratio, does not influence

significantly the structure of family relationships in relation to informal participation with relatives or neighbors,
at least in regard to this universe of study and for the
.yariables mentioned.
Clear differences emerged between the two suburbs on
extent of joint informal participation of the respondents' parents.

For each social class category, participation

is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown.

In the case of the

middle and lower social class categories, these differences
~.

statistically significant.

To this extent the above

hypothesis is disproved and may be rejected.

It would ap-

that the functional character of a suburb does influence
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the joint participation of parents, at least as far as the
, IIlid dle and lower classes in this study are concerned.

This

difference parallels the differences identified in the case
voluntary group memberships and would seem to j_ndiparticipation, both formal and informal, other than
the case of kinship and neighborhood groups, is more typical
the residential suburb.

~o this extent, the functional

character of a suburb woul~ appear to influence the social
participation of its residents •

....

CHAPTER VII
PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDREN

In this chapter, the focus of attention is the social

school life of the respondents, with the emphasis in each
case on the parents knowledge thereof., and involvement therein.
stein has stated that its the unusual mother in the suburbs
who really knows her own children and much has been written,

.

correctly, hinted at,of the adverse effects of commufather-child relationships.

Others have criticized

suburban parents for "pushing" their children too hard or
for reducing them to the role of status objects, while for
others, the suburbs provide the best possible location for
a meaningful family life.

It can be a very difficult process

to refute Qr substantiate such very general statements.

The

'approach taken in this study is to measure the degree of interest exhibited by both parents of the respondents, by the
answers of the respondents to factual questions relating to
I

the day to day activities of their lives.

In reply to the question as to whether they could.
their. friends home to visit with them (question 19),
162

..
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ly all the respondents said they could.

Three students,

in Jobtown, one in the upper class and two in the lower
said they were not allowed to bring their friends home
to visit with them.

To this extent then, at least, almost all

take an interest in their childrens' friends.
In both suburbs, the mothers of the respondents appear

very well informed about their childrens' friends (Table
The lower class in Jobtown seem to be the one group where
Per cent distribution of respondents by mothers
TABLE 30.
who know the names of the majority of their friends, suburb
and so ial class
of

I

Hometown

II

fIr

I

Jobtown
II

III

any sizea'ble proportion of mothers do not kno,\-.[ the names of
the majority of their childrens friends.
The pattern for fathers is very different however,
as Table. 3lA appears to indicate.

One important factor to
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TABLE 31A.--Per cent distribution of respondents by fathers who
know the names of the majority of their friends, suburb and
social class

==
status of Father

I

Hometown
II

Knows names of
friends

72.0

80.6

65.8

54.1

79.4

70.4

Does not know
names of friends

24.0

19.4

34.2

41.7

14.7

27.8

III

Incomplete

Jobtown
II

I

4.2

1.8

4.0

Dead
Total

III

5.9

100.0

100.0

25

36

Number

100.0 100.0
38

100.0

24

100.00

34

54

TABLE 31B.--Frequency distribution of respondents by fathers who
know the names of the majority of their friends, suburb and social class and chi-square test for significance between similar
social class groups in Hometown and Jobtown**

Social
Class

Hometown
Knows
Does not

Jobtown
Knows
Does not

Upper
Class

18

6

13

10.

Middle
Class

29

7

27

5

25

13

38

15

ChiSquare

p

1.789

ns

0.17

ns

0.363

ns

~.

Lower
Class

**Those respondents who did not complete this question
or whose father is dead are not included in this table.
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remember here is that all the fathers in Hometown except
eight (8.1 per cent) commute outside their suburb or residence to work, while in Jobtown, almost two-thirds (62.5 per
cent) of the fathers of the respondents are commuters.

While

the proportion of non-commuters is too small to permit a
separate analysis, it should be borne in mind that the majority of fathers in both suburbs are commuters.
In Hometown, ·a

h~gher

proportion of middle class

.

fathers know the names of the majority of their children's
friends than is true for the other two social classes.

This

is the pattern in Jobtown also, the middle class fathers seem
to be in clo.ser contact with the friends of their children
than are the upper and lower class fathers.

In Jobtown, the

upper class fathers are less well informed as to their children'S friends than is true of the other two social class
groups.

In Hometown, however, it is the lower class fathers

who are the least well informed.
The pattern of difference and similarity between
the two suburbs is not uniform.
quite a
upper

larg~

~lass

There would appear to be

difference in favor of Hometown between the two

categories in the proportion of fathers who know

the names of the, majority of their children's friends, 72
per cent and 54.1 per cent, respectively.

There is almost

no ,difference between the two middle class categories, while
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for the two lower classes, the proportion of fathers who know
. the names of the majority of their childrens friends is higher
in Jobtown (70.4 per cent) than in Home~own (65.8 per cent).
In no case, however, are the differences between the two suburbs statistically significant (Table 31B).
In an attempt to discover whether parents in the sub-

urbs exercise any measurable, degree of control over their
. .

.

children's choice of friends, two questions were asked as to

.

whether the respondents were encouraged or forbidden to be
friends with any particular fellow students in their own
neighborhoods.

If children are expected to enhance or re-

affirm the family social class position, or if parents themselves are very class consciOUS, one would expect this to be
reflected in the control they exercise over their children's
choice of friends.
For the majority of respondents in this study, there
appears to be·' no attempt on the part of their parents to
directly encourage them to seek out particular fellow students
in their neighborhood as their friends (Table 32A).
town, this

ty:p~

In Home-

of control is true most often of the middle

class f81l\i.lies (33.3 per cent) and least often of the upper
class families (16.0 per cent).

In Jobtown, by contrast this

type of control is exercized most frequently among the upper
class families (45.8 per cent) and least frequently among
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TABLE 32A. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by proportion
whose parents encourage them to make special friends of particular fellow students .in their own neighborhood, social class and
suburb

-

status of
Respondent

I

Special
friends
encouraged
Special
friends not
encouraged

Hometo't'ln

II

III

I

Jobtown

II

III

16.0

33.3

23.7

45.8

29.4

20.4

84.0

66.7

76.3

54-.2

70.6

79.6

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Number

25

36

38

24-

34

54

I

TABLE 32B. -- Frequency distribution of respondents by proportio
whose parents encourage them to make special friends of particular fellow students in their own neighborhoods, social class and
suburb, and chi-square test for Significance between similar
social class rou s in Ho~etown and Jobtown

Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Hometown
Jobtown
Special
Special
Special
Special
friends friends not friends
friends not
encouraged encouraged encouraged encouraged
4a

~.

ChiSq.

p

21

11

13

12

24

10

24

0.125

ns

.. 9

.29

11

43

0.144-

ns

aFrequency too small for chi-square analysis
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class families (20.4 per cent).

Contrasting the two

suburbs, there would appear to be a considerable difference
tween the two 'upper class categories, where the proportion
families where the parents who encourage the respondents
make special friends. of particular fellow students in their
neighborhood is almost three times as high in JobtOvln as it
is in

Hometown.~

In the case of the other two social classes

the differences would appear to be slight.

In each case the

difference is in the reverse direction," the proportion of
parents who seek this type of control over their child's choice
of friends is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown.

The dif-

ferences in the case of the middle and lower classes in the
suburbs are not significant (Table 32B).
Except for the middle class parents in Jobtown and
Hometown, there appears

~o

be a greater effort on the part of

parents to prevent particu~ar friendships (Table 33A).

In

each social class category, except as mentioned the two middle
classes, the proportion of parents who forbid their children
to be friends with particular fellow students is higher than
the proportion who seek to encourage particular friendships.
This question as to whether the respondent was forbidden to
....

be friends with any particular fellow students (question 24)
limited to friends of the respondent's own sex so that
issue might not be complicated by the parents attitude
towards the respondent mixing with members of the opposite
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TABLE 33A. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by proportion
forbidden to be friends with particular fellow students of their
own sex in their neighborhood 2 social class and suburb

-

I
particular
friendships
forbidden
No
friendships
forbidden

Hometown

II

III

I

Jobto\'m

II

III

20.0

27.8

26.3

50.0

23.5

38.9

80.0

72.2

73.7

50.0

76.5

61.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

.100.0

100.0

100.0

25

.,:6

38

24

34

54

TABLE 33B. -- Frequency distribution of respondents by those
forbidden to be friends with particular fellow students of their
own sex in their neighborhood, social class and suburb and chisquare test for significance between similar social class groups
in Hometown and Jobtown
Jobtown
.
Hometown
No
Particular
Particular
No
friendships friendships friendships friendships Chiforbidden
forbidden
forbidden
forbidden
Sq.
Upper
Class
Middle
Class

5

20

12

12

4.863

10

26

8

26

0.165

ns

10

28

21

·33

1.578

ns

~

.05

17Q
The pattern that emerges in Hometo~m is the same as that
for the previous question, the highest proportion of parents
whO forbid particular friendships is among the middle class

(27. 8 per cent), while the lowest is amone; the upper class
(20 per cent).

The difference between the middle and lower

classes is less than one percentage point.

The pattern that

emerges in Jobtown is also the same as for the previous
question in so far as the pighest proportion of parents who

.

)

forbid their children to be friends with particular fellow
students of their

0\V;a

sex is found in the upper class (50.

0

per cent), but varies from the former pattern in so far as
the proportion of lower class parents who exercise this form
of control is higher than that for middle class parents, 38.9
and 23.5 per cent respectively.
The difference between the two suburbs is significant
at the .05 level in the case of the two upper classes (Table

33B).

The difference between these two social classes is

also in the same direction as in the case of the previous
question, the proportion of parents who forbid particular
friendships i,s higher in JQ:btown than in Hometown.

To this

extent, . . it would appear that upper class parents in Jobtown, .
much more so than their upper class counterparts in Hometown,
seek to control both who their eighth grade child should,
and.should not, mix with socially in their neighborhood.

For
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middle and lower class categories, the differences between
two suburbs in the proportions of parents who forbid particu
friendships are not significant.

In .the case of the two

middle class categories however, the differences are both in
the same direction.

In this case however, the proportion of

parents who seek to control who their eighth grade child should,
and should not, mix with soc~ally is higher in Hometown than
it is in Jobtown.

The proportion of lower class parents who

forbid particular f.riendships is higher in Jabtown than in
Hometo\in, whereas in the case of parents who sought to encourage
friendships, the proportion of lower class parents
so was

h~gher

in Hometown than in Jobtown.

The fact that less than 40 per cent of the parents in
social class category in either suburb, except for the
clas9 parents in Jobtown, forbid or encourage friendwith particular fellow students could be taken as an
indication that in the protective environment of the suburbs,
there is little need for parents to cont:r;-ol their children's
friends.

It may al$o indicate, as Elkin and Westley

that in the suburbs, parents and children experience
conflict over the choice of friends. l
~.

lElkin and Westley, "Protective Environment and ••• ",
249.

while the social class structure does not differ significantly between the two suburbs, the data could be interpreted
as reflecting the social class structure in each suburb.

In

Hometown, the proportion of upper and middle class families
is higher than in JdbtOi'ln, l.vhereas the proportion of lower
class families is higher in Jobtown.

It could be argued

that the upper class famili~s in Jobtown, because of the predominance of lower class families, who make up almost 50 per
cent of the Jobtown families included·in this study, seek::'"
to make their children aware of their "position" and to prevent them making the "wrong" type of friends, whereas their
counterparts in Hometown need be less concerned because of
the more even .distribution of the three social classes.
Similarly it could be argued that the middle class in Hometown
are conce+ned lest they become identified with the lower
. 'class and thus are more inclined to attempt to control their
children's choice of friends, whereas their counterparts
in Jobtown are less able to pick and choose their friends
because of the high proportion of lower class families and
hence the proportion of families who try to do so is small~r
than in~Hometown.

However this type of interpretation is
.

.

by no means prov.ed by the data as the social class position
of the "particular fellow students tl is an unknown.

However

it does· suggest that the function of a suburb may influence
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differentially the social class pattern of parental control in
their children's choice of friends.

This type of area effect

would be somel'lhat 'similar to that identified in the case of
formal voluntary group membership, but more detailed research
into this specific area would be necessary before any conclusions could be arrived at.
Two aspects of the suburbs as the ultimate Hmelting
potH were considered briefly in the questionnaire.

The

respondents were asked to name the reiigion of their t'ltvO
closest friends and as far as possible to name the occupation of their friends' fathers (questions 21 and 22).
It was felt that the answers to these two questions would
give some indication as to the frequency with which 'social
class and religious boundaries were crossed in the selection of one's friends, -though it was realized that a much
more rigorous investigation than was possi.ble in this study
would be needed in order to come to any definitive conclusions.
A very high proportion of the respondents in both
suburbs either did not know the occupation of their friends'
fathers or th~y had only a very vague idea.

For this reason,

the mos~.that could be accomplished in the analysis was to
classify the respondents into three groups on the basis of
whether the occupations of the fathers of their two best
friends fell into the same occupational category as that
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of their own father (i.e. white collar or blue collar), or
whether they both fell into a different category, or wh3ther one
the same category and one ina different category.
Even allowing for the high proportion of respondents who
know the occupations of the fathers of their two best
friends, it wou1d appear that the proportion of respondents,
both of whose friends'

fathe~s

fall into a different occupation-

category to that of. their own father is comparatively small
each social class group in each suburb (Table 34):
TABLE 34. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by occupational status of the fatherS' of their two best friends in relation
to that of their own father social class and suburb
occupational
status of
fathers of
two best
friends
Both same as
"respondent's
father
Both different from
respondent's
father
One same as,
one different from
respondent's
father
....
Don't know
Total
Number

-

I

Hometown

II

III

40.0

. 36.1

34.2

16.0

2.8

13.2

24.0
20.0
100.0
25

25.0
36.1
100.0
36

13.2
39.4
100.0
38

I

25.0

Jobtown
II

50.0

III

35.2

12.9

25.0
33.3
100.0
24

14.7
29.4
lOO~O

34

20.4
31.5
100.0
54
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With the exception of the upper class in Jobtown, the
proportion of the respondents have chosen friends vrhose
are engaged in occupations similar to those of their own'
These facts might be taken as an indication that in
cases friendship patterns do not cross social
s boundaries, but this could not be inferred with any real
idence, as the data is too

iDcomplet~.

A very clear picture emerges, however, in the case of

affiliat'i~ns 'of the respondents~ friends (Table 35).
35. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by religious
iation of their two est friends social class and suburb

I

Hometown
II

88.0

91.7

Jobto'fm
III

89.4

I

II

III

83.3

70.6

83.3

12.5

29.4

100.0
24

100.0
34

14.8
1.9
100.0
54

4.2

Ther~

12.0

8.3

100.0
25

100.0
36

is but one

c~se

are non-Catholic and
~-~.vuts

5.3
5.3
100.0
38

where the respondents two best

.
in

the majority of cases the res-

in both.suburbs do not number a non-Catholic among the

best friends.

Except for ,the middle class in Jobtown, more

one in four of "l'lhom include a non-Catholic among their two
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best friends, there is little evidence to indicate, at least
in so far as the respondents in this study are concerned,
that friendship patterns cross religious boundaries.

To

this extent , it would appear that religion.· is an important
factor in determining the pattern of social relationships
in the suburbs.

This finding would appear to be in very

close agreement with that of Albert Gordon in relation to

.

Jewish-Gentile relationships in the suburbs.

He states

that IIJewish residents of suburbia, ,t"hen pressed for a more
careful examination of· Jewish-Christian relations, point
out that JeitlS seldom come to know non-Jelvs any better in
suburbia than they did in the big cit y ll.2

2Albert J. Gordon, Jews in Suburbia (Boston: The
Beacon Press, 1959), p. 170.
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Relationships
-oppositeTheSexawakening
of an

interest in, and an attraction to,

of· the opposite sex .is an important aspect of the
young adolescent's life.

Parents playa major role in their

children's.proper adjustment to heterosexual relations.

In

this study, the focus of attention is not the existence or
frequency of contact between' the sexes, but rather the respondents'

concept~on

of their parents

att~tude

in· this regard.

Four questions, relating specifically to opposite sex relationships in terms of mixed parties, dances and boy-friends
or gi.rl-friends, were used in this study (questions 57 -61).
For each respondent,' a quantitative index based on his.replies
to these four questions was computed as outlined in Chapt.er
III.

The range of scores for both male and female respondents

is from a 'rrl ow " of zero, representing a high degree of parental control over the respondents association with members
of the opposite sex, to a "high" of eight, representing at
least a favorable attitude on the part of parents towards
interaction between the sexes in the ways outlined in this
research.

in Hometown, the mean score· for male respondents on
these four questions rises as one moves up the social class
scale (Table 36) •

It \vou.ld appear that the most permissive

attitude is among the upper class parents.

In Jobtown, by
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TABLE 36. -- Mean score and standard deviation for male respondents on parents' attitude towards social relatibnships with
members of the opposite sex by suburb and social class and t-tes
for significance between means at similar social class groups
in Hometown and JobtOi.'ffi
Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
LOI>ler
Class

I"lean

Hometo'ltffi
St. Dev. N

Mean

Jobtown
St. Dev. N

t

3.556

1.464

17

3.267

1.534

16

0.553

ns

2.941

1.197

17

3.222

2.635

9

0.377

.us

2.765

1.480

17

3.429

1.643

27

a

ns

aOne incomplete
contrast, the lower class parents are the most permissive in
this regard, and the middle class parents the strictest.
Comparing the two suburbs, there would appear to be little
difference'between the parents in anyone social class category
The differences in each case are not statistically significant.
Nor are the differences in the same direction in each case.
The upper class parents in Hometown would appear to be more
permissive than their counterparts in Jobtown, but in the
case of the other two social class categories, the parents
in Jobtow:h. would appear to allO\v their eighth grade sons
greater freedom in the question of social interaction with
members of the opposite sex.
Perhaps the most important aspect of Table 37 is that
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for female respondents, irrespective of social class or suburb,
TABLE 37. -- Mean score and standard deviation for female respon
dents on parents' attitude towards social relationships vlith
members of the opposite sex by suburb and social class and t-tes
for significance between means of similar social class groups in
Hometmm and Jobtovm

Upper
Class
Middle
Class

Mean

Hometovm
St. Dev.

N

Mean

Jobtown
St. Dev.

2.750

1.035

8

2.625

2.000

0.816

19

2.095

1.091

21

N

t

1.598

8

0.186

ns

1.960

1.306

24 a

0.117

ns

2.731

1.343

25

1.752

<. .10

a

a One incomplete in each case
parents are more strict and appear to exercise greater control
over their daughter's association with boys than is true for
parents control over their son's association ivi th girls.
each social

cla~s

For

category in each suburb, the mean score is

for female respondents than for their male counterparts.
As in the case for male respondents, in Hometown, the
class parents seem to be the most permissive in regard
to their daughter's association with members of the opposite
However,_ contrary to the pattern for male respondents,
the

midd~e

class parents would appear to be less permissive

than their lower 'class counterparts.
male respondents repeats itself.

In Jobtown, the pattern

The middle class parents

the least permissive in regard to their daughter's social

,

,
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interaction with members of the opposite sex, while the lower
class parents are. the most permissive.
In the case of the upper and middle classes, the

differences between the two suburbs are not significant.
The difference between the two lower class categories is
significant at the .10

level~

As in the case for male respon-

aents, the upper class pare:p.ts in Hometown are more permissive
than their Jobtown counterparts, l,vhile the opposite is true
for the lower class families; lower ciass parents in Jobtoi~
are more permissive than their Hometown counterparts.

For

the two middle class categories however, the pattern of
difference established in the case of male respondents is
reversed, middle class parents in Jobtown are more strict
than middle class parents in Hometown in the control they
seek to exercise over their daughter's relationships vii th
"members of the opposite $ex.
A final question, closely related to the topic of
opposite sex ~elationships was asked of female respondents
(question 62), in which the respondents vlere asked to indicate

theirp~ents'

(Table 38).

attitude towards the use of make-up,

In Hometown, middle class parents appear to be

least opposedtQ their daughter's using make-up, while less
than one-third of the lower class parents allow their daugh~
ters in eighth grade to use it.

In contrast, middle class
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TABLE 38. --.Per cent distribution of female respondents by
parents I att~tude towards the use of make-up, social class
and suburb
Parents' attitude towards
make-up
Do not .....
allow it
'

,

~

I

Homet01.VJl
II

III

Jobtown
II

I

III

.

Encourage it
Incomplete
Total
Number

50~0

L~2.1

71.4

37.5 .

37.5
12.5

47.4
. 10.5

28.6

62.5

100.0
8

100.0
19

100.0
21

100.0
8

68.0

46.2

24.0
4.0
4.0
100.0
25

42.3
7.7
3.8
100.0
26

parents in Jobtown.wou1d appear to be the most opposed to
the use of make-up and the upper class parents least opposed.
One cannot identify any over-all pattern either by
social class or.by .suburb in relation to parental attitudes
towards their eighth grade adolescent children's participation
in social activities with members of the opposite sex.

There

appears to be very little difference between parents in this
regard.

The over-all impression is very similar to that given

by Elkin and Westley in their study of "Suburban Town", of a
limited participation by adolescents in mixed social activities
under the direct guidance of their parents.

This would appear

to be true of most families included in this study, irrespec-
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tive of social class or suburb.
School

-

The focus of attention in this study in the school

life of the respondent is, as was the case for peer-group
relationships, the invol ve-'l1ent and interest of the respondents'
parents.

Education is not on,ly one of the major areas in an

adolescents life, it is also perhaps the single most effective
aid to up1'Iard mobility,;'

Suburban parents, themselves compara-

tively hiGhly educated, would be expected to take a very keen
interest in their children's education.
Summer school is fast becoming an integral part of
the American educational system.

In high school and grade

school, it serves the purpase o£ helping those students who
are having.difficulty in their academic courses or to help
s'tudents, already dOing vIell, to advance further.

If there

is pressure on students to over-achieve in school or a very
real concern on the part of parents ov.er their child's progress in

s~hool,

one would expect this to be reflected, to

some degree at least, in the parents' use of

suw~er

school.

From Table 39, it is clear that the proportion of respondents
\..

<

,

in either suburb i.vho attended summer school during the summer previous to the administration of this questionnaire is
quite small, and almost inconsequential in Jobtovm.
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TABLE 39. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by those
attending summer school during the summer previous to the
administration of the questionnaire, suburb and social class
Attendance at
SUlllmer school

Hometolln
I

Attended
SUlllmer school 20.0
Did notatt.
80.0
SUlllmer sch.
Total
100.0
NUlllber
25

II

Jobtm'm
1.11

.1

II

III

16.7

10.5

8.3

8.8

1.9

83.3
100.0
36

89.5
100.0
38

9107
100.0
24

91.2
100.0
34

98.1
100.0
54

Though the proportion of students who attended summer
school is comparatively small in both suburbs ,. yet it is higher for each social class category in Hometown. . vIi thin Hometown, the proportion of students who attended summer school
rises from one in ten to one in five as one moves from the
lower class to the upper class.

To the extent that sending

one's children to summer school at this early age represents
either a concern over their academic progress or an effort
to

II

push II their children to greater achievement, one may

tentatively at least, on the basis of this analysis, conclude
that it is more true of the residential suburb than of the
employi'-llgsuburb, . and that within the residential suburb,
it is more true of the upper classes.

~~ile

this conclusion

would appear to be valid for the respondents in this study,
perhaps it is more noteworthy that the majority of parents
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each suburb did not send their children to summer school.
Three other measures of the respondents' parents'
interest in his academic life were used in this study, their
willingness to help with the respondents' home'V'lOrk, their
contact with the respondent,s' teacher and their attendance
at parent-teacher meetings.

In this regard, it should be

borne in mind that almost all the fathers in Hometown and
two-thirds of those in'JbbtoVln commute outside their suburb
of residence to work.
In each social class category in each suburb, 50 per

cent of the fathers at least help their children with their
homework when they find it difficult (Table 40).

TABLE 40. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by 'fathers
who help them with their homework when they find it difficult,
suburb and social class
Father helps
with homework
Usually
Seldom
Never
Incomplete
Dead
Total
Number
.
~

Hometown
I
76.0
20.0

4.0
lOO.O
25

11

66.7
19.4
13.9

100.0
36

Jobtown
III
63.2
18.4
15.8
2.6

100.0
38

I
66.7
12.5
16.6
4.2
100.0
24

11

70.6
23.5

5.9
100.0
34

111"'51.8
38.9
9.3

100.0
54

The question (question 51) included the phrase

Il

when

find it difficultTl so that those students who might other-
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wise do their homework unaided would be included in the responses.

In Hometown, the proportion of fathers· who ttusuallytt

help their children with their homework when they find it
difficult increases with an increase in social class, with
the highest proportion among the upper class (76.0 per cent)
and the lowest among the lower class (63.2 per cent).
Jobtown, the proportion of

m~ddle

class fathers

v/ho

In

lIusuallytt

help their children (70.6 per cent) is higher than in the case
of the other two social class

ca~egori~s,

while the lowest

proportion who do so is among the lower class fathers (51.8
per cent), as is the case in Hometown.
the proportion of fathers

v/ho

In both suburbs,

IIneverll help their children

with their homework when they find it difficult is comparatively
small, with none of the upper class fathers in Hometown and the
middle class fathers in Jobtown falling into this category.
Contrasting the· two suburbs, upper and lOvler class
fathers in Hometown are more likely to ttusuallytt help their
children with their homework when they find. it difficult than
are their ?ounterparts in Jobtown.

By contrast, middle

class fathers in Jobtown are more likely to ttusuallytl help
their children than middle class fathers in Hometown.
For each social class category within each suburb,
the proportion of mothers "!ho ttusually!t help their children
with their homework is·higher than that for fathers.

Mothers,

I""'"

!
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irrespective of social class or suburb, it appears are more directly involved than fathers in the childrens' home\vork (Table 41').
TABLE 41.-- Per cent di.stribution of respondents by mothers who
help them with their homework when they find it difficult,
suburb and social class

-Mother

helps
I"i th homework

Usually
Seldom
Never
Dead
. Total
Number

Hometown

Jobtown

I

:J:J~

84.0
12.0
4.0

69.4
16.7
13.9

65.8
26.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

25

III

7.9

36

11.

I

.

38

79.1
4.2
12.5
4.2
100.0
24

III

85.3
14.7

64.8
25.9
9.3

100.0

100.0

34

54

The pattern for mothers of difference and similarity by
social class and suburb repeats that for fathers.

The proportior

of mothers who Ilusually" help their children is highest in Hometown for th~ upper class mothers and lowest for the lower class
mothers, .while in Jobtown, the proportion vlho lIusually" help
their children is highest for the middle class families and lowest for the lower class families.

Also, as in the case for

fathers, the upper and lower class mothers in Hometovln "usually"
help their children more often than their Jobtown counterparts,
whereas in,. the case of the two middle classes, Jobtovln mothers
more often Ilusually" help their children

itTi th

their homework

when they find it difficult.
While the frequencies in each case are too small to

.

,

'.
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permit chi-square analysis, based on the two foregoing tables,
the conclusion may be drawn that, as measured by their vvillingness to help their children with their homework when they
find it difficult, and in relation to the families included
in this study, upper and lower class parents in Hometown would
appear to be more involved in the academic life of their children than their counterparts . in Jobtovm, while the reverse is
true in the case of the middle class parents, they are more
involved in Jobtown than in Hometown.

However, the differ-

ences between the two suburbs do appear to be quite small,
being less than sixteen percentage points at most and falling
to less than one percentage point.
The pattern that emerges in relation to the respondents' fathers contact with their teachers is very similar to
that identified in the case of their help to the respondent
dOing his homework (Table 42A).

In Hometown, the proportion

of upper class fathers (84.0 per cent) who discussed their
child's progress with his teacher is higher than that in the
case of the other two ·social class categories.

The propor-

tions who did so in the middle and lower classes are almost
identical, 63.9 and 63.2 per cent respectively.

In Jobtovm,

the highest proportion of fathers vlho talked with their
child's teacher is found among the middle class fathers

(73.5 per cent), while the 10vJ"est proportion who did so is in

TABLE 42A. -- Per cent distribution of fathers of respondents by
proportion who discussed respondents academic progress with his
teacher, suburb and social class .

--status

of
I

Father

Talked with
teacher
Did not talk
with teacher

HometoV'm
II
III

Jobtovm
I

11

III

84.0

63.9

63.2

70.8

73.5

59.3

12.0

36.1

34.2

25.0

20.6

37.0

2.6

4.2

Incomplete

.

4.0

Dead
Total

100.0

Number

25

100.0

3.7
5.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

38

24

34

54

36 .

•

TABLE 42B. -- Frequency distribution of fathers of respondents by
those who discussed his academic progress with his teacher, suburb
and social class and chi-square test for significance between
similar soc~al class groups in Hometovm and Jobtown*
.

Hometown
Talked
Did not
to
talk to
teacher
teacher

,

Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

,.

a

Jobto1Jlm
Talked
Did not
to
talk to
teacher
teacher

Chisquare

.p

17

6

--

--

13,

25

7

1.654

ns.

13

32

20

0.102

ns

21

3

23
24

>~

Those respondents who did not complete this question or
whose fathers are dead a:re not included in this table
aFrequency too small to permit chi-square analysis
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the lower class (59.3 per cent).
The differences between the two suburbs, within any
one social class category, B.re not significant (Table 42B).
However, the pattern of difference is the same as that identified previously in the case of fathers helping with their
childrens homework.'

The proportion of upper and lower class

fathers who have talked with their child's teacher is higher
in Hometown than in Jobtown, while the reverse is true for
middle class fathers, the proportion who did so is higher in
Jobtown.
Mothers, almost· without exception, have discussed their
child's progress with his teacher (Table 43).
TABLE 43. -- Per cent distribution of mothers of respondents
by proportion who discussed respondent's academic progress with
his teacher l suburb and social class

Status of .
-Mother
Talked with
teacher
Did not talk
vd th teacher
Incomplete
Dead
Total
Number

I
96.0

Hometmvn
II

III

91.7

94.7

8.3

5.3

I

Jdbtown
II

95.8

85.3

87.0

14.7

11.1
1.9

100.0

100.0
54

4.0
100.0
25

100.0
36

100.0
38

4.2
100.0.
24

34

In the t\vO upper class categories, every mother

III
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reported on had discussed her child's progress with his
teacher.

In the cas'e of the other two social classes, over 90

per cent of the mothers in·Hometown·and over 85 per cent of
their Jabtown counterparts have talked to their child's
teacher.

As in the case of the pattern of parental help with

the respondents 'l homework, in each social class category in
each suburb, the proportion ~f mothers who have discussed their
child's progress with his teacher is higher than that for
fathers.
In both suburbs, the proportion of fathers who "usu-

ally" attend parent-teacher meetings increases as one moves
up the social status scale (Table 44A).

Once again, the

pattern that emerges is very similar to that already identified
in the case of the two previous questions.

In Hometown, upper

class fath~rs attend parent-teacher meetings most. frequently
·and their lower class counterparts least frequently.

In Job-

town, to the extent that the proportion of middle class
fathers who "never" attend parent-teacher meetings is lower
than that for upper class fathers, even though the proportion
who "usually" attend is less, the pattern j.dentified previously
is also repeated
\.

"

in/~obtown.
; ~
..

Contrasting the two suburbs, the differences are not
significant (Table 44B).

However, in each social class cate-

gory,. the proportion of fathers who "usually" attend parentteacher meeting·s is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown.

This

'. ..
I"'"
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TABLE 44A. -- Per cent distribution of fathers of respondents by
attendance at parent-teacher meetings, suburb and social class

-

Frequency of
Attendance

Hometown
II

!

Usually
Seldom
Never
Incomplete
Dead
Total
Number

7 2,.0
4.0
' 12.0
8.0
4.0
100.0

61.1
13.9
25.0
.

100.0

25

III
50.0
21.1
26.3
2.6

58.3
12.5
' 25.0
4.2

100.0

36

Jobtown
II

I

52.9
20.6
20.6

38

29.6
27.8
32.9
3.7

5.9
100.0
34

• 100.0
24

III

100.0
54

TABLE·44B. -- Frequency distribution of fathers of respondents
by attendance at parent-teacher meetings, suburb and social ,~
class and chi-square for significance between similar social
class groups in Hometown and Jobtown**
Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class
,
;

Hometown
Jobtown
Never ChiUsually Seldom
Never Usually Seldom
attends attends attends attends attends attends sq. E
18

la

3

14

3

6

22

5

9

18

7

7

0.751

n

19

8

10

16

15

21

3.873

n~

-

**Those respondents who did not complete this question or
whose fathers are dead are not included in this table

~requency'too small for chi-square analysis

,

,

-
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does not repeat the pattern of difference between the two suburbs identified in the two previous questions.
esting to note however, that the

patter~·of

It is inter-

difference between

the two suburbs identified here for fathers attendance at
parent-teacher meetings parallels very closely that identified
in the case of formal voluntary group membership.

To the ex-

tent then, that attendance at. parent-teacher meetings takes on
the character of partic·:l.pation in a formal group , it would
appear that the area effect, tentatively indicated in relation
to formal voluntary group membership in Chapter V, reasserts
itself.
The differences between the three social class

categorie~

within each suburb in the proportion of mothers who attend parent-teacher meetings are quite small (Table 45).
TABLE 45. -'- Per cent distribution of mothers of respondents by
attendance at Earent~teacher meetings~ suburb and social class
Frequency of
Attendance
Usually
Seldom
Never
Incomplete
....
Dead
Total
Number

:I

Hometown
:II

88.0

III

91.7
2.8
5.5

86.8
7.9
5.3

100.0
36

100.0
38

8.0
4.0
.'

100.0
25

:I

75.0
12.5
4.2
4.2
4,.2
100.0
24

Jobtown
:II

III

76.5
17.6
5.9

72.2
18.5
7.4
1.9

100.0
34

100.0
54.

.

,
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Less than five percentage points separate the three
social classes within each suburb in the proportion of mothers
whO "usually" attend parent-:-teacher meetip.gs.

Comparing the

two 5uburbs,there is a dif£erence of at least ten percentage
points in the proportion of mothers who "usuallyll attend
parent-teacher meetings within anyone social class category.
In each case, as was true also for fathers, it is higher in

Hometown than in Jobtown.
Finally, the pattern pf difference between fathers and
mothers is the same as that identified ,in the case of the two
previouS questions relating to helping the respondent with his
homework and contact with his teacher.

Irrespective of social

class or suburb, mothers attena parent-teacher meetings more
than fathers.' To the extent, that this pattern of difference
has emerged consistently,it would appear that as far as this
sample is concerned and as measured in terms of the variables
used in this study, mothers are more involved than fathers in
the academic life of their children.

Hm'lever, the data would

appear to suggest that fathers are also very much involved in
their childrens' school life.

Except in the case of atten-

dance at parent-teacher meetings, where the pattern follows
....

very closely that of formal voluntary group membership, fathers
appear to take an active interest in their child's school work;
at the lowest within any one social class category, over 50
per'cent'of the f~thers help their children with their homework
,

,
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and almost two-thirds have discussed their child's progress
with his teacher.
No statistically significant differences emerged between the two suburbs.

In so far as any overall pattern can

be identified, it would appear that upper and lower class
fathers in Hometown are more involved than their Jobtown

!j

counterparts in their children's academic life and that middle
class fathers in Jobtown are more involved than their Hometown counterparts.

·

The overall pattern that emerges for mothers

is one of very high involvement in both suburbs, but what differences there are would appear to indicate a greater degree
of involvement among Hometown mothers.
While generally it may be said of eighth grade students that a decision to go to college has not been finalized,
yet even at this stage a student will have a fairly clear idea
"of his parents' wishes in regard to a college education.

If

parents place a high value on a college education and intend
to ensure such an. education for their children, the student
will be aware of it.

For many families, there is never any

doubt but that, the children will go to college and the question
to be solved is simply one of "which ·college".

It was felt

that whil~ many students would not be in a position to give
a definite "no" to the question as to whether their parents
inte~ded to· send them on to college after they had finished
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high school, the proportion of students who were not sure on
this question would of itself be an indication at least, of the
absence of a

definit~

policy on the part' of parents and to that

extent represent a lower commitment on the part of those parents to the value of a 'university education.
As had

be~n

expected, a very small proportion of stu-

dents in either suburb replied with a definite

no " to the

I1

question as to their parents' intention to send them to college
(Table 46).
TEBLE 46.
Per cent distribution of respondents by parents.
intention in regard toa college education, suburb and social
class
Parents'
Intention
Will go to
College
Will not go
·to College
Don't
Know
Total

Hometown

Jobtown

!!

!I!

II

88.0

94.4

63.2

83.3

64.7

64.8

5.6

10.5

4.2

2.9

9.3

26.3

12.5

32.4

25.9

12.0

II!

I

I

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

25

36

38

24

34

54

upper qlass in both suburbs and the

mi~dle

,-

,.-

Number

~he

class

in Hometown replied in the majority of cases that their parents did intend to send them to college.

For the lower class

in each suburb, one in four were not sure, while for the

-
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middle class in Jobtown, almost one in three didn't know.
One may conclude that almost all the upper class respondents
in both suburbs and the mido_le class respondents in Hometown
expect their parents ,to send them to college when they bave
completed highschool •. To the extent that this reflects the
attitude of their parents, one may further conclude that the
parents in these three social class categories place a high
value on college education.

In the other three social class

.

categories, commitment to the value of a college education
would appear to be less certain, at least to the extent that
over 25 per cent of the, respondents in these three categories
.
are not sure of their parents' attitude in this regard. The
distribution of the lower class respondents is almost identical
in each suburb.

The one difference of any size between the

two suburbs lies with the middle class respondents.

Almost one

i'n three of the middle class respondents in Jobtown are not
sure, whereas in Hometown, virtually all the middle class
respondents (94.4 per cent) expect their parents to send them
to college.

Large as this difference appears to be, however,

on its own it ~oes not provide a sufficient basis to conclude
that area. . ,of residence is an important factor, particularly
when the pattern of dif,ference is not repeated in the case of
the other two social class categories.
Th~

time spent each day by the respondents in study
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outside school would appear to reflect the high degree of parental interest just identified (Table 47A).

According to the

TABLE 47A. -- Per cent distribution of respondents by time spent
in stud;y: each da;y: outside school, suburb and social class

-

Hometown

Hours of
study per day
About 1}2 or
more hours
About 1 hour
or less
Total
Number

I

II

76.0

86.1,

76.3

24.0
100.0
25

13.9
100.0
36

23.7
100.0
38

Jobtown
II

III

54.2

58.8

55.6

45.8
100.0
24

41.2
100.0
34

44.4
100.0

I

III

.

54

official handbook of the Catholic School Board of the area under
study "about one and a half hours of homework a school day is
the most that should be expected of pupils of average ability
in grades seven and eight".3

Within each social class category

within each suburb, more than half the respondents do at least
I

•

one and a half hours homevlork each day.

In Hometown, there is

little difference between the upper and lower classes.

In both

cases, three out of four respondents spend at least one and a
half. hours doing

~omework

outside school each day.

For middle

class respondents, 86.1 per cent fall into this category.

In

Jobtown, again one is struck by the similarity between the
}Archdiocese of Ctricago School Board, Book of Policies,
Elementary Schools (Rev. ed.; Chicago: Archdiocese of Chicago
13cho01 Board, 1961), p. 20.

.

.
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upper and lower classes and the fact that the proportion of
middle class respondents who spend one and a half hours a day
or more in study outside school is higher. than in the case of
the other two social class categories.
The fact 'that the amount of time spent in study each day
is comparatively. similar be,tween the different social class
categories within each suburb and so obviously different between
the two suburbs within 'anyone social class category and the fac
that in each case the d.ifferences favor" Hometown would appear to
indicate that the schools in the two suburbs have very different
expectations of their students in regard to the amount of time
spent "each day doing homework.

The differences between the two

suburbs are statistically significant at the .05 level in the
case of the middle and lmver classes (Table 47B).

In the case

TABLE 47B •. -- Frequency distribution of respondents by time
spent in study each day outside school, suburb and social class
and chi-square test for significance bet'lveen similar social
class groups in Hometown and Jobtown
Hometown
1'; or more One hour-'
hours
or less

Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

...

Jobtown
or more One hour
or less
hours

1%

ChiSq.

p

ns

19

6

13

11

2.573

31

5

20

14

6.583 4.. ~O5

29

9

30

24

4.178 <.05
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of the two upper classes, the difference is almost significant
at the .10 level. -To this extent, there would appear to be a
very clear difference between the two suburbs, but the indications are that while it may reflect a differential influence
on the part of parents and the students' own inclination, it
would appear that it reflects a differential set of expectations on the part of the schools in the two suburbs.
Health
Jaco and Belknap suggest that parents in the suburbs
provide the best possible medical care for their children. 4
The f.indings of this study bear out this conclusion completely.
In almost nine out of ten cases, the· respondents in this stu(ly
had visited the doctor at least once during the twelve month
period previous to the administration of the questionnaire for
reasons of ill-health or a medical check-up.
emerged for dental care.

The same pattern

The one exception to this pattern in

relation to visits to both the doctor and the dentist was among
the lower class respondents in Jobtown, where one in four had
not visited the doctor and one in three had not visited the
dentist during' the previous twelve month period.
....

would seem to

s~ggest

The data

then that, as measured by visits to

4Jaco and Belknap, Ope cit., p.

556.
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doctors and dentists, suburban parents, as Jaco and Belknap
suggest, take very good care of their

childrens~

physical

health.
Family Integration
In this final section the accent shifts from the be-

havioral

~pproach

to family life with which this study has been

concerned throughout, .to the respondents attitude towards their
parents.

The data already presented

~n

this chapter does

appear to indicate that parents in the suburbs are deeply involved in the life of their children.

The differences between

the ~wo suburbs appear to 'be very slight, the general over-all
impression being that parents, irrespective of type of suburb,
are in close contact with the peer-group and school life of
their children.

In this final section, the purpose is to ex-

amine the respondents' response to their parents' interest, to
measure to some degree at least how close the respondents feel
to their parents.

More specifically, the scales developed by

Ivan Nye, as outlined in Chapter III, will be used to provide
a measure of the similarity and

di~f~rence

between respondents

of the same sex and social class living in Hometown and Job\,..

.

,.-".

town in their.accepting aqd affectionate feelings towards
their parents.
Recreation fulfills a need not only for parents, but
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perhaps even more so for their children.

The recreation scale,

as developed by Nye, measures the degree of favorableness in
the child's attitude towards recreation
mother.

~ith

his father and

As Nye states, the scale provides an indication of how

well the negative feelings that may be aroused by the everyday
control exercised by parents over their children have been overcome. 5

In so far as willingness to participate in joint acti-

vities has been identified as one of the factors involved in
family integration, the scale also
°
t egrato~On. 6
family ~n

pro~ides

some measure of

In the analysis, the mean score on the recreation scale

was cbmputed for respondents of the same sex within each social
class category in Hometown and Jobtown.

These scores were

compared, holding sex and social class constant, using at-test
for difference between means.

In each case the differences

°between the two suburbs in the mean scores of respondents of
the same sex and social,class were not significant.

Based on

the scores in these scales, th:e:e:e would appear to be little
difference between the two suburbs in the respondents' attitude
towards recreation with their parents.

Table 48 presents,in

summary form, the pattern of difference that emerges between
L

5Nye ,

OPe

6

..

.

cit., p. 102.
.

. .
E. U. Burgess and L. S. Cottrell, predicti~ Success
and Failure in Marriage (New York: Prentice-Hall
c., 1939),
p. °10.

.

.'

.'

.
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TABLE 48.--Pattern of difference in mean scores on attitude
towards recreation with father and mother between respondents of
the same sex and social class living in Hometown and Jobtown*
:

Social
Class

Male Respondents
Father
Mother
Home. Job.
Home.
Job.

Upper
Class

x

.x

Middle
Class

x

Lower
Class

'X

x
x

Female Respondents
Father
Mother
Home. Job. Home
Job.

x

x

x

x

x

x

*The position of the X indicates in which suburb the
higher mean score occurs within anyone sub-category.
the two suburbs l indicating for each sub-category the suburb in
which the higher mean score occurs. 7
No over-all pattern of difference for both male and female respondents emerges between the two suburbs.
To the extent that the. mean score for female respondents
is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown for both father and mother l

irrespective of social class l it would appear that female respondents in Hometown are more favorably disposed towards recreation with their

parent~

than their counterparts in Jobtown.

~.

The one other.consistent pattern of difference that emerges
between the suburbs for both sexes is among the upper class
7The detailed tables of mean scores and t-tests are
contained in Tables 52-55 in Appendix II.
.,
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respondents.

Irrespective of sex, the mean score for upper

class respondents for both father and mother is higher in Hometown than in Jobtown.However, as indicated already, the
differences in mean scores between the two suburbs are not
significant.

To this extent, it would appear that there is

little difference between respondents living in Hometown and
Jobtown in the degree to which they are favorably disposed
towards participation in recreational activities with their
father and mother·.
In the use of the acceptance-rejection scale, developed

by Nye, the purpose was to obtain a measure of the respondents'
more general attitude towards his parents.

As Nye states,

the scale provides an index of the respondents' "generalized
attitude" of acceptance or rejection of his parents. 8 While
one cannot form discrete categories of acceptance or rejection,
yet a

part~cular

respondent or group may be classified as more

or less accepting of their parents on the basis of their scale
score.

To this. extent, the scale scores do provide a basis

of comparison between the respondents in each suburb.
As

in the case of the recreation scale, the mean scores

for respondents of the same sex and social class in each suburb
~.

were computed.·
8 Nye,

The differences in mean scores of respondents

Ope cit., p. 71.

"

"
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of the same sex and social class in Hometown and Jobtown are not
significant.

It would appear that there is very

ence in the general attitude of

acceptanc~

~ittle

differ-

or rejection of their

father and mother between the respondents living in the two
different suburbs.

The direction of the difference between the
two suburbs within each sub-category is presented in Table 49. 9
For male respondents, both in relation to father and
to their mother, the mean score is higher for each social
class category in Hometown than in

Jobt~wn.

TABLE 49--Pattern of difference in mean scores on acceptancerejection of father and mother between respondents of the
same sex and social class living in Hometown and Jobtown*
Social
Class

Male Respondents
Father
Mother
Home. Job.
Home. Job.

Upper
Class
Middle
. 'Class
Lower
Class

Female Respondents
Father
Mother
Home. Job.
Home.
Job.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

*The position of the x indicates in which suburb the
higher mean score occurs within anyone sub-category.
The second over-all pattern of difference that one
can identify is that the mean scores for middle class respon....

dents in Hometown, 'both male and female, is higher for both
parents than that of middle class respondents in Jobtown.
9The detailed tables of mean scores and t-tests are contained in Tables' 56';"59 in Appendix II.
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To this extent, it would appear that male respondents in Hometown, irrespective of socia.l class, and middle class respondents in Hometown," irrespect'ive of sex, ,are more accepting of
their fathers and mothers than their counterparts in Jobtown.
However, the diff~rences are not significant and to this extent, one may conclude that there is little difference between the respondents living in the two suburbs in the degree
to which they are accepting or rejecting in their general
attitude towards their parents.
Finally, as a measure of family integration, the tyro
scales, acceptance-rejection of father and acceptance-rejectio
of m"other, have been combined.

The mean score for the total

universe of study was computed for each scale separately.
Those respondents who scored '1t at or above" the mean scores for
both father and mother were defined as belonging to families
"with a 1thigh1t degree of integration.

Those scoring below the

mean for both father and mother were defined as belonging to
families with a "l ow ""degree of integration, while all others
10
were placed in an intermediate category.
A similar procedure was used by Nye in his study, already referred to,
ll
though he used different cutting points.
\.,

10The mean scores for the total universe of study for
fathers was 11.556 and for mothers was 12~159. The cutting
point used ~or fathers was 11 and that for mothers, 12.
11Nye:, op.cit., pp. 64-65."
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The distribution of the families of the respondents
into the three categories of "high," "intermediate" and 1I1ow"
family integration by suburb and social class is presented in
Table 50A.

In both suburbs, the middle class contains the

TABLE 50A.--Per cent distribution of the families of the respondents into categories of high, medium and low integration by
suburb and social class
Family
Integration
High
Medium
Low
One parent
deaq
Incomplete
Total
Number

I
48.0
28.0
20.0

Hometown
II
61.1
22.2
16.7

III

I

Jobtown
II

III

39.5
18.4
42.1

29.2
37.5
29.2

47.1
17.6
29.4

37.0
22.2
38.9

4.1

5.9

4.0
100.0
25

100.0
36

100.0
38

100.0
24

,highest proportion of highly integrated families.

100.0
34

1.9
100.0
54

In hometown,

the middle class not only have the highest proportion of families with a high degree of integration (61.1 per cent), but also
the lowest proportion of families in the low integration category (16.7 per cent).

The lower class in Hometown has the low-

est proportion'of families ,with a high degree of integration
",

(39.5 per cent) 'and' highest proportion with a low degr.ee
of integration (42.1 per cent).

In Jobtown, the highest

pro~

portion of families in the highly integrated category is among
the, middle class families (47.1 per cent), while the lowest is
.'

."
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among the upper class families (29.2 per cent).

The lower class

families have the ,highest proportion of low integration families
(38.9 per cent).
The differences between the two suburbs within anyone
social class category are not significant (Table 50B).

However,

TABLE 50B. -- Frequency distribution of families of the re'spondents into categories of high, medium and low integration and
chi-square test for significance between similar social class
, groups in Hometown and JobtovJn *
Social
Class

Hometown
High
Medium
Low
Integr. Integr~ Integr.

Upper
Class·
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Jobtown
Medium
Low
High
ChiIntegr. Integr. Integr. Sq.

p

12

7

5

7

7

9

1.879 ns

22

8

6

16

6

10

2.005 ns

15

7

16

20

12

21

0.239 ns

*Those respondents, one of whose parents is dead, or who
'did not complete the scales are not included in this table
within each social class category, the proportion of families
with a high degre,e of· integration is higher in Hometown than
in Jobtown.

The reverse is also true in the case of th.e upper

and middle cla'sses, in that the proportion of families in each
~,

of these two categories with a low degree of family integration
is higher in Jobtown than in Hometown.

To this extent, it

would appear that there is a higher degree of family integratiqn 'in

.HoinetOl~,

however the differences between the two sub-

..
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urbs, as measured by the scales used in this study, would appear
to be quite small.
Based on the foregoing data, ther.e appears to be little
difference between the two suburbs in parent-child relationships as measured by the respondents' attitude towards recreation with his parents and his feelings of acceptance or rejection towards them.'

To this extent, it would appear that the

function of a suburb, as measured by its employment-residence
ratio has little 'influence on parent-ctlild relationships.
Summary and Relevance to Theory
This chapter has focused on the area of child-parent
relationships" particularly on the parents' interest and involvement in the peer-group and school life of their eighth
grade children and the childrens' response as measured by their
attitude towards participation in joint recreational activities
with their parents and their more general attitude of acceptance
or rejection of their parents.
It would appear that there is little difference generally between the two suburbs within anyone social class category.

Significant differences between the two suburbs were

found only in the following cases, for upper class respondents in relation to their parents' desire that they should
not make friends of particular fellow students in their O\VIl
neighborhood, for lOHer class female respondents in relation

,

,
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to their parents'attitude towards their participation in social
activities with members of the opposite sex and finally for
middle and lower class respondents inre,lation to the time
spent in study·. outside' school.

To this extent, the null hypo-

thesis that "family relationships do not vary significantly
for Catholic families·with students in eighth grade in functionally different suburbs" ;is not disproved except in the
above mentioned instances.

It would appear therefore, that

the function of a suburb, as measured by its employment-residence ratiO, does not influence significantly the pattern of
child-parent relationships, at least as measured in this re-

.

search and in relation to this universe.
Hm'lever a number of pOints may be made in relation to
the data presented in this chapter.

As measured by the be-

havioral indices used in this study, parents in the suburbs
would appear to be deeply involved in the scholastic and peergroup life of their children.

The respondents' friends are

welcome in his home and are known by name in the majority of
instances to his'parents.

There is little effort made, ex-

cept by upper class parents in Jobtown and to a lesser extent
by middl..eclass parents in Hometown, to control or positively
direct the respondents' choice of friendn.

This would appear

to reflect a very close agreement between parents and children
and ,also, what Elkin and Westley describe as the protective
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environment of the suburbs.

The parents take an active interest

in the respondents' school life, helping with

~omework,

watching

his progress to the extent of discussing' it with his teacher
and to a lesser extent, depending on their social class, attending parent-teacher meetings.

To this extent, the child-center-

edness and familistic orientation attributed to suburban parents
by Wendell Bell, Jaco and Belknap and Elkin and Westley would
appear to be .verified.

.

Mothers are more involved in the day to day life of
their children, irrespective of social class or type of suburb,
than are fathers.

To this extent, there would appear to be

some evidence to support Mowrer's concept of the maternal
family, yet the data in no way suggest that the care of the
children is relegated to the mother or that the father is uninvolved.

Nor would it appear that commuting is a factor in-

'volved in the lower proportion of fathers who take an active
interest in the life of their eighth grade children in regard
to the variables considered. in this study.

If commuting were

a factor, one would expect a higher degree of involvement
among Jobtown fathers,

~

much lower proportion of whom are

commuterq, particularly in the upper and lower classes.
ever this is not the case.

How-

To this extent, it would appear

that while Walter Martin may be right in describing commuting
as a "definitive characteristic" of suburbia, as outlined in

.'

."
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Chapter II, in the sense that it is very widespread among
suburban residents, particularly in the residential suburb,
it would not appear to playa definitive role in father-child
.
.
relationships, at least in ~egard to the data presented here.
The data clearly suggest that the respondents do not
cross religious boundaries in the choice of close friends and
to this extent, there would, appear to be little evidence to
suggest a lessening of the importance of religion for social
life, or to indic~te a lessening of religious differences in
the suburbs.

Though the data is very incomplete, there would

appear to be some evid~nce that class boundaries also play a
major role in the formation of close friendships.
Finally, while the differences between the two samples, closely matched on the variables of social class,
ethnicity, length of residence and, to some extent, family
"cycle stage, are not significant, the cumulative evidence
of the data presented in this chapter would appear to indi-

.

cate that participation of parents in the life of their
children and family integration are higher in Hometown than
in Jobtown •. To this extent, it would appear that the type of
suburb in which one lives does influence the pattern of parent~

...

child relationships, ·though as measured in this research and
in relation to this universe of study the differences between
two suburbs, matched on the variables of age, size and dis-
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tance from the central city, and distinguished on the basis
of their employment-residence ratio, are not statistically
significant.

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
This study was designed specifically as an experimental
case study of the similarities and differences in the social
class structure and pattern of family relationships between
two suburbs distinguished on the basis of function.
tion of the two suburbs
residence ratio.

vTaS

The func-

cleterm.ined by their employment-

.

The two suburbs chosen for·this study, one

with an employment-residence ratio of 0.3 (Hometmm), the
other with an employment-residence ratio of 2.~ (Jobtown),
.
are located within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
in the Mid-Western Region of the United States.

They were

matched as far as possible on age, size and distance from the
central city.

The families included in the study were matched

on length of residence in their respective suburbs, ethnicity,
rural-urban origin, religion and to some extent, staee in the
family cycle.

Throughout, the analysis has consisted in a

comparison of families of similar social class pesition living
in Hometown

~d

Jobtown.

,More specifically, the study was designed to test
two major hypotheses.

The first hypothesis, that lithe social

class structure of Catholic families with students in eighth
213

.

,
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grade does not vary signiricantly in runctionally dirrerent
suburbs" was not disproved.
.'

The dirrerences in social class

structure were in the anticipated direction in that the proportion or upper and middle class ramilies was higher in Hometown than in Jobtown and the proportion or lower class ramilies was lower ..

However,· to the extent that the dirrerences

are not statistically signiricant, it would appear that they
are not very great.

This would suggest that some or the major

dirrerences in occupational and educational status and level
or income, identiried in macroscopic analyses or runctionally
dirrerent suburbs, as outlined in Chapter II, may not be veriried in individual cases, or that they may be due to ractors
other than a suburb's runction.
The second hypothesis, that trramily relationships
do not va'X'y signiricantly ror Catholic ramilies with students
.. in eighth grade in runctionally dirrerent suburbs ll was tested
throughout the study in relation to those aspects or ramily
lire considered.

One problem throughout, was that ror many

variables', the distribution or the respondents was such that
it did not lep.d itselr .to chi-square analysis.

In such cases,

the analYsis consisted in a comparison or proportions.

For

the remainder, s·eventy-seven statistical tests were carried
out between respondents or the same social class living in
Hometown and Jobtown.

Table 51 presents, in summary rorm, the

.

,
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outcome of these tests, indicating for each variable, the
significance and the direction of the differences between the
two suburbs.
The differences between the two suburbs were significant at the .10 level or more in eleven instance s,

t~vo

in

relation to the two upper class categories, six in relation
to the two middle class categories and three in relation to
the two lower class catego,ries.

To the extent that in these

.

cases, the differences between the two suburbs are statistically significant, the null hypothesis is disproved and the
conclusion may be drav-m' that, for these particular variables,
and for these. particular social class categories, the function
of a suburb does appear to influence significantly the pattern
of family relationships.

Particularly, this would appear to

be true for middle class families in relation to participation
in formal voluntary groups, parochially based or otherwise.
Four of the six significant differences between the'two middle
class categories occur .in relation to formal voluntary group
membership.
reflect an

As indicated in Chapter V, this v-lould appear to
ar~a

effect and sUBgest that in the residential

suburb, there exists a certain expectation, or even some degree
of social pressure in relation to voluntary group membership,
or possibly an "atmosphere" conducive to participation in
form~l

voluntary groups.

TABLE 51 . -- Summary of variable s on whi c h stati sti c al tests were run b etwe e n
Hometown and Jobt own , indi c ating f or eac h variabl-e the s uburb in wh i c h the
hi gher prop ortion or mean s co re occurs and the level of si gnifi c anc e l
Upper Class
Home .
Job.

Variable
Father
Commutes
Mothe r
Employed
Numb er of Chil dren p er Family
Me ber ship in
Pari sh Groups
a ) Father
b) Mother
Membership in
Vol untary Group s
a ) Father
b ) Mother
c) Resp ondent
Re_ at i ves living
in Household

X

Level
of
Sign .

*
X

Middle Clas s
Home .
J ob .

Lowe r C las's
Hom e .
J ob .

ns

X

*

Level
of
S i gn .

*

X
X

ns

X

Level
of
Sign

ns

X

ns

X

ns

X

ns

X
X

ns

X

ns

X

ns

. 10

X

. 001

X

ns

X

*
*

X

X

ns

X

X

ns

X

X

ns
ns

X

ns

X

*

X

ns

X

. • 10
. 001
. 001

X

Kinship
Contact

X

ns

X

ns

X

ns

Contac t with
Nei ghb ors

X

ns

X '

ns

x

ns

X

ns

X

. 10

X

. 05

X

ns

X

ns

X

*

X

ns

X

. 05

X

ns

Joint Inf ormal
Parti c ipat ion
of parents
F ather k nows
f rie nd s' name s
En c ouraged to
c ultivate
spe c ial friend s
F orbidden to
make c ertain
frieridsh i ps
Parents ' atti tude to opp osite
sex relationship s

X

ns

ns

X

X

ns

X

ns

.,

X
X

ns
ns

X

ns
ns

Father talked
with Te a c her

X

*

X

ns

X ·

ns

att ends
parent - teac he r
meeting s
Time at study
outside school

X

*

X

ns

X

ns

X

ns

X

.05

X

.05

X
X

ns

X

ns

X

ns

X

X
X

ns
ns

X

X

ns
ns

X

ns

a) Mal e Resp .
b ) Female Re s p .

.Father

Attitude toward
recre ati on
"'I i th Father
a) Mal e Resp .
b) Female Resp.

ns

X

. X

x

ns
ns

X

x

X

. 10

ns
ns

Attitide toward
rec reati on
vIi th mother
a ) Male Re sp .
b ) Female Re sp .

x

ns
,ns

X
X

ns
ns

ns
ns

X

ns

X

X

ns
ns

X

ns ' .

X

Acc eptance:-re je c tion of fathe r
a ) Male Resp .
b) Female Resp .

X

X

ns

Acc eptance - re je c tion of mothe r
a) Male r esp .
b) Femal e resp .
Fami ly
Integrati on

X
X

n'S

X

-n s
ns

l The positi on of the X indic ate s in wh ich suburb the highe r proportion
or mean s c ore o ccurs wit~in eac h so c ial c lass c ategory '
*The frequen c ies in th e se s o c ial c lass c ategorie s are too small to
permit c h i - square analysis
\

~

\
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However, though the differences are not significant,
perhaps the most important finding in this study is the fact
so clearly illustrated in Table 51, that £or the majority of
variables, and in relation to each social class category,
the differences be.tween the two suburbs are in the same direction.

This fact, much more so than the comparatively small

number of significant differep.ces, would appear to indicate
that there is a difference in the pattern of family relationships in the families included in this research by suburb of
residence.

In sixteen of the twenty-nine variables, included

in Table 51, the differences between the two suburbs are in
the same direction, irre§pective of social class.

To this

extent then, though the differences between the two suburbs
are not statistically significant in the majority of instances,
it would appear that the function of a suburb, as measured by
its employment-residence ratio does influence differentially
the pattern of family relationships.
While the above conclusions are immediately relevant
only to the families of the respondents in the two suburbs
included in this research, they would appear to indicate the
revelance ....of the function of a suburb to the family life of
its residents.

To this extent, the findings of this study

indicate that this area of suburban sociology certainly
warrants further research, based on adult respondents and more

.

,

L
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representative samples.

However, to the extent that the differ-

ences by type of suburb "were not statistically significant" in
such a large number of instances, it does raise the question as
to whether the life-style of:--6uburban residents may be ecologically defined.

Mowrer,

Gans~

Dobriner and Clark, among many

others, all consider the suburban life-style to be simply an
extension of the patterns of life identified with urban areas.
They maintain that status variables are more determinative of
suburban life than are ecological variables.

While it was not

the intention in this research to examine the differences in
family patterns by social class, many such differences were
identified.

The resolution of this problem of sociological

versus ecological "variables can only be arrived at by more
rigorous research that matches, not only the respondents but
also the areas in which they live, on as many variables as
possible.

Particularly, this is true of comparative city-

suburban research.
There are a number of other concluding observations
that may be made in relation to the findings of this study.
As measured by home-ownership, family size, participation in
the performance of the day to day tasks about the home, and
the involvement of parents in the life of their children,
there would appear to be clear evidence in this study to indicate that familism is an important value among suburban
residents.

There is also evidence to suggest that whatever

219

the physical distance that may separate members
~amily,

it appears to have little detrimental

relationships.

o~

the extended

e~~ect

on kinship

Based on this study, there would appear to be

a very strong kinship orientation among suburban families.
Finally, the data does indicate that mothers are more involved
than

~athers

in the

However, as the
throughout, this

li~e o~

their eighth grade children.

involvement_o~ ~athers
~act

is also relatively high

can hardly be taken as demonstrating the

existence in the suburbs o~ the maternal family.

It does,

however, provide some indication that this concept may be
valid.
In conclusion, the findings

o~

this study would appear

to suggest that, while not to the extent that might be expected on the basis

o~

the analysis

ecologica~-economicvariable o~

type

o~

o~ ~amilyrelationships,

suburq,

th~

an important role.•

...

census statistics, the

function, as measured by a

"suburb's ,employment-residence ratio,
the pattern

o~

di~~erentially i~luences

but that within anyone

sociological variable

o~

status also plays
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APPEND IX .: I
THE QUESTIONNAIRE

SURVEY OF EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS - 1966
This study is part of a series of studies of eighth
grade students.
versity.

The study is being carried out by Loyola Uni-

In this study, we are interested in finding out what

the important activities of the

stude~ts

and their parents are.

This is a completely anonymous study.

The answered

questionnaires will not be seen by anyone here in your school.
You are asked not to put your name or address on any of these
sheets.

The research scientist who has given you the question-

naire will take them back directly':to Loyola University. No
one will nave any way of telling who answered them.
This is not a test.
answers.

There are no right or wrong

Please answer each question as honestly and as

frankly as you can'.

Be sure you answer every question as

otherwise you will not qualify to be part of this study •
.. ' We, at Loyola University, would like to thank you
for your co-operation, and for taking part in this study.
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Survey of eighth grade students - 1966
Please be sure to answer every question. For each question,
put an X opposite the answer that applies to you.

---

1.

Sex:

Male ••••••• ~.
Female ••••••• _____

2.

Please check the type of house you live in:
a single family house ••••••••••
an apartment or flat ••••••••••• _____

---

3.

Do you own or rent the ,apartment/house that you live in
own it ••••• ____
rent it •••• ____
don't know.

----

4.

How many brothers and sisters do you have
Brothers •••••••••• _ __
Sisters ••••••••••• _ __

5.

Please check whether 'any other relatives are living with
you
Grandparents ••••••••••••••• ____
Aunts or Uncles •••••••••••• ______
Other relatives •••••••••••• ____

6.

If both your parents live at home, please go on to question,7.
If either your father or mother is not living at home with
you, please check the reason why (CHECK SEPARATELY FOR
EACH PARENT).
Mother
Father
Death ••••••••••••••••••••••
Separation •••••••••••••••••
Divorced ••.•••••••••••.••••
Job away from home •••••••••
Other reason •••••••••••••••

7.

Does your family exchange cards and greetings with any of
youV relatives fo~ birthdays, anniversaries, Christmas,
etc. (Please exclude ~hose relatives who live in your
home)
.
Yes •••• ____
No ••••• ____
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FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOHJNG QUESTIONS, 8 THROUGH 17,
PLEASE CHECK WHETHER IT IS TRUE OF YOUR FAMILY
REGULARLY, SOMETIMES, OR NEVER.
Does your family visit the homes of your relatives
Regularly
Sometimes
Never
Do
any
of
your
relatives
visit
your
home----9.
Regularly
Sometimes
Never
10. Do your parents give pJ'esents (gifts or -m-o-n-e-y) to any of
your relatives for birthdays, anniversaries, etc. (Please
exclude those relativeE who live in your home)
Regularly
Sometimes
Never
Does
any
member
of
you1,"family
receive
p-r-e-s-e-nts (gifts or
11.
money) from any of your relatives for birthdays, anniversaries, etc. (PleaGe exclude those relatives who live
in your home)
Regularly
Sometimes
,Never
Does
your
family
get
to€ether
with
any o""'f:---y-o-ur relatives
12.
to celebrate holidays, tig feast-days, birthdays, etc.
(Please exclude those relatives who live in your home)
Regularly
Sometimes
Never_____
Does
your
family
give
OI' receive help from any of your
13. relatives in doing household repairs such as painting or
fixing equipment, etc. (Please exclude those relatives
who live in your home)
Regularly
Som8times
Never____Do
your
parents
go
out
to
visit
with
friends and neighbors
14.
in the neighborhood
Regularly
SomE;times
Never_ __
Do your parents have frjends and neighbors from this
neighborhood in to visit with them in your home
Regularly
Sometimes
Never__~~
Do
neighbors
visit
with
your
mother
during the day
16.
Regularly
.
Somotimes
Never.....,....--_
17. Do your parents borrow or lend household items (garden
tools, household utensils, etc.) with your neighbors
Regularly
Sometimes
Never_____
8.

18.

Please check beloi'l the statement that best describes
how often your parents go out for an evening together
(if~your parents are divorced or separated or dead,
please go on toque stion 19). '
more than once a week ••••••••••• _____
about once a week •••••••••• ••••• _____
two or three times a month •••••• ______
about once a month •••••••••••••• ______
seldom go out together •••••••••• _-_____

,

.
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19.

Are you allowed to bring your friends home to visit
with you
yes ..... .

No ...•... -----20.

Do your parents know the names of the majority of
your friends (ANSWER SEPARATELY FOR EACH PARENT)
Father
Mother
yes ...... .
No •••••••.

21.

What is the occupation 9f the fathers of your two best
friends

~~------------------------------~---------

22.

What is the religion of your two best friends
1) ______________________

2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

23.

Do your parents try to encourage you to make special
"friends of any particular fellow students in your
neighborhood.
yes ........ ____

No ..•.•..•. _____
24.

Are there any fellow students of your own sex in your
neighborhood that your parents have forbidden you to
go around with
yes ........ _____

No •••••••••

25.

----

When you were born, where was your family living
In this suburb .••..••.•• _____
In another suburb.••••••• -----

In a city . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -_ __
In a small town .••.•••••
On a farm ••..•••..••••••
Outside the United State-s-.---

---

26.

~.

~ou
liv~ng

If

were not born in this suburb, how long have you bee
here
Over.) ten years ••••..•••.•.• _ ___
9-10 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ __
6-8 years .................. _____
Less than 6 years .•.•.•.••.
Don't live in this suburb •• - - - -
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27.

In what country was your father born •••••

28.

If your father was born outside the United States, please
go on to question 29. If your father was born in the
United States, was it
In a city ••••••••••
In a small town •••• ____
On a farm ••••••••••

--------

----born •••••
--------

29.

In what country was your mother

30.

If your mother was born outside the United States, please
go on to question 31. If your mother was born in the
United States, was it
.
In a city ••••••••• ______
In a small iJown ••• ____
On a farm ••••••••• _____

31.

What is your religion
Protestant (GIVE SPECIFIC DENOMrnATION)
Catholic ••.•••••••••.•••••.•...•••. _________
J ewi sh .............................. -________
G:ther (BE SPECIFIC) •••••••••••••••• _ _ _ _ _ __
No ,religion ••••••••••••••••••••••• -______

32.

How often do you attend church
Once a week or more often ••••••• ________
1 to 3 times a month •••••••••••• __________
Less than once a month •••••••••• ____~___
Donlt attend ••••.••••••••••••••. ________

33.

What is the religion of your parents (ANSWER SEPARATELY
FOR EACH PARENT)
Father·
.Mother
Protestant (GIVE SPECIFIC
DENOMnrATION) •••••••••••••
Catholic .••••••.••••••••••
~ewish ••••••••••••••••••••
Other"(BEySPECIFIC) •••••••
No religion •••••••••••••••

34.

How often do your parents attend church (ANSWER SEPARATELY
FGR EACHPARENT)
Mother
Father
Once a week or more often •••
1 to 3 times a month •••••••• ____
Less than once a month •••••• _____
Don't attend ••••••••••••••••

-----

.

,
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35.

Besides attending religious services, does your father
belong to any society or organization that is connected
with his church
yes ..... .

No .•••••• ----

If yes, please give their names

36.

----

Besides attending religious services, does your mother
belong to any society or organization that is connected
with her church
yes •••••
No •••••• -----If yes, please give their names

FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS, PLEASE CHECK THE
ANs\ffiR THAT BEST INDICATES HOW YOU FEEL
I enjoy (or would enjoy) being at home for an evenings
entertainment with my mother
Very much
Somewhat____ A li ttle___ Not at all._ __
I enjoy (or would enjoy) attending ball games with my mothe
38.
..'
Very much
Somewhat
A little
Not at all
I
enjoy
(or
would
enjoy~)--g-o~ing
to
moving
pictures
wit-h-m-y39.
mother
Very much
Somewhat
Prefer t5~~. go, ,by myself-,-..-_
I
enjoy
(or
would
enjoy)
going
on picnics with my mother
40.
Always
Almost always
Seldom
Never
I
enjoy
(or
would
enjoy)
going
visiting
with
my m-o~t-h-e-r
41.
Always
Almost always·
Seldom
Never
42. I enjoy (or would enjoy) going on trips with my m~b~t~h-e-r
Alw.ays
Almost always
Seldom
Never
43. I enjoy (or would enjoy) being at home for an eve-n....i-n-g-s
entertainment' \vi th my father
Very much
Somewhat
A little
Not at all
I
enjoy
(or
would
enjoy~)--a~t~tending
ball
games
with my~f-a~t~h
44.
Very much
Somewhat
A little .
Not at all
45. I enJoy (or would enjoy) going to moving pictures wit~h--m-yfather
Very much
•Somewhat
Prefer to go by myself
46. I enjoy (~o-r--w-ould enjoy) going on picnics with my f~a~t-h-e-r-Always
Almost always
Seldom
Never
47. I enjoy (or wo~ld enjoy) going visiting with my ~r-a~t~h-er
Always
Al~ost always
Seldom
Never,~___
48.' I enjoy (or wo~ldenjo~ going on trips with my father
Almost alwa s
Seldom
Never

37.
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49.

Did you attend summer school last summer
yes ...... .
No •••••••• ------

50.

Do your parents intend to send you to college when you
finish High School
yes ........ .
- __
No •••••••••• ____
Dont't know.

-----

51.

Doyour parents help you ''lith your homework when you find
it difficult (ANSWER SEPARATELY FOR EACH PARENT).
Father
Mother
Usually ••••••••••• - - - Seldom ••..••...•.• ______
Never ....•...... :. ______

52.

Hm'l much' time on the average, do you spend dQing homeTN'ork
outside school
None or almost none •••••••••• ,_____
Less than a ~ hou:E a day •••••
About ~ hour a day .•.•.•••••• ----About one hour a day .••••••••
About l~·:hours a day ••.•••••. ----Two Or more hours a day •.••••

-----

53.

In the past year, have your parents discussed your progress
at school with your teacher/s (ANSWER SEPAFL~TELY FOR EACH
PARENT)
,
Father Mother
yes ........... ______
No ••• '•••••••• _____

54.

In the past year, did your parents attend Parent-Teacher
meetings in your school (ANSWER SEPARATELY FOR EACH
PARENT)
,
Father Mother
Usually ••••••••• _____
Seldom .•••••••.•
'Never ••••••.•••• ----_ ___
....
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55.

We would now like to know if your parents belong to any
clubs or organizations (other than church groups). Below is a list of the t;)TpeS of clubs they might belong to.
Please check any of these that your parents belong to,
and write in any others at the bottom (CHECK SEPARATELY
FOR EACH PARENT)
Father Mother
Political club ••••••.••.••.••••.••••..•••.•

Youth organizations (Y.M.C.A., Scouts, etc.Q

Country C~ub •••• '••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - - Labor- Union ...•.....••........•..•..•..••. ____
Parent-Teacher organization •...•.••.••••••• _____
Hobby or Sports Club ....•••••••••••.•••.••• _____

Civic or Community Clubs (Rotary, Chamber
of Commerce, etc.) ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. ______
Veterans Organizations (American.
Legion, etc.) .... '.......................... _'_ __
Fraternal Organizations (Elks, etc.) ..••.•• _____

Other (PLEASE GIVE THE NAMES OF ANY OTHERS )~,._"__
Father

Mother-------------------------------------

. Not a member of any club •••••••••••••••••• ~ _ __

56.

Are you a member of any club or organization (Please
check those that apply)
Y.M.C.A ...•••..•.••.•••••. _ _ __

·Scouts •.••.•••.•••••••.•.. ______
Church Club •••••••••••• ,• •• _ _ __
"Other. (Please name . them). _..;;,.'_ ___

Not a member of any club .. _______
WE \<JOULD LIKE TO KNO\J HeM YOUR PARENTS FEEL ABOUT YOU
GornG AROUND WITH NEMBE~S OF THE OPPOSITE SEX. FOR
Rl).CH OF THE FOLLOI..rrnG ITEMS (QUESTIONS 57 THROUGH 62),
PLEASE CHECK THE ANmJER THAT YOU THINK BEST DESCRIBES
HOI" YOUR PARENTS FEEL.

57.

Attending mixed
Not allowed

par~ies

Don't mind

Encourage it

~,

58.

Attending dances arranget'i for your ovm age-group
Encourage it
Don't mind
Not allowed

59.

Attending dances arranged for high school students
Encourage it
Don't mind
Not allowed
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60.

61.
62.

FOR ~~LE STUDENTS ONLY
GOing around' with a [Sir! friend
Not allowed
Don't mind.___ Encourage it_ __
FOR FEJ'lA.LS STUDENTS ONLY
GoinG around vdth a b'oy friend
Encourage it
Not allowed
Dontt mind
Wearing make-up
Not allowed
Don't mind______ Encourage it_ __

---

-----

63.

What is your father's occupation (PLEASE BE AS SPECIFIC
AS YOU CAN,.e.g., owner of a small store, skilled laborer,
a furniture salesman in a department store, a file clerk
in a loan company, vice-president of a four man insurance
agency, GIVE AS MUCH DETAIL AS YOU CAN)

64.

1tlliere is your father's place of "t"lork
In. this suburb •••••••••••••••••• ___________
In another suburb ••••••••••••••• ______
In the city of Chicago •••••••••• ________
Other (I'LEASE SPEC I]ly) ••••••••••. ______

65.

Does your mother work

yes •••••••••• • -_ __

----

Full time ••••••
Part time •••••• _ __
l~o

66.

•••••••••••• -_ __

Please check how much formal education your parents
have had (CHECK SEPARATELY FOR EACH PARENT)
.
Father Mother
Graduate professional training ••• _'____
Standard college or
University graduation •••••••••••• _ __
Partial college training ••••••••• _____
High school graduation ••••••••••• _ __
,,". Partial high, school •••••••••••••• _ __
Junior high sc h 9 01 ••••••••••••••• ______
Less than seven years of school •• ______
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67.

In the past yea:.r:, ho\'l often did you visit the doctor

68.

If you did not visit the doctor in the past year, please
go on to question 69. If you did visit the doctor, vlaS
it because
1) you were sick ••••••••••
2 ) fOJ~ a check-up ••••••••• _u_.- 3) other reason (SPECIFY) . - -

69.

In the past year, how often did you visit the dentist

Number of visits ••.....••.••..••.•••••..•••.•
Did not visit the doctor in the past year •••• ------

Nllmber of visits •••••.••••••••.••••••••••••• _ __
Did not visit the dentist in the past year ••

---

70.

If you did not visit the dentist in the past year, please
go on to question 71. If you did visit the dentist, was
it because
1) you had a tooth~che ••••••••••••••••••••• ______
2)

for a che.ck-:-up •.•.....••.•••..•••..••.• ____

3)

other reason (SPECIFy) ••••••••••••••••••

---

FOR EACH OF THE FOLLo\~ING QUESTIONS, 71 THROUGH 92,
PLEAS~ CHECK THAT ANSWER THAT COMES CLOSEST TO EXPRESSING
HOW YOU FEEL
71.

72.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Do you enjoy letting your mother in on your "big" moments
Very much
Somewhat
Hardly at all
Not at all
Do you enjoy talking o\!er your plans with your mothe-r-AlI.vays
Usually
. Sometimes
Seldom
Never_~
Where you are concerned, do you think "what your mother
doesn't know won't hurt her"
Always
Usually
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
Have you ever felt ash~ed of your mother
--Often
Sometimes
Once in a while
Seldom_____
Never--..,.
Do you enjoy doing extra things to please your mother
that you are not requir.ed to do
Often
, Sometimes
Seldom
Never
If it were possible to cnange real pa:.r:ents into ideal
parents, what l'lo.uld you change in your mother
Just about everything
A large number of things_____
One or two things
Nothing~___
A few things
Do you confide in your mother when you get into some
kind of trouble
All problems
Most
Some
Few
None_ __

.

,
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79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Do you feel rebellious around your mother
Always
Often
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
In general, do you feel that you get a II square deal""'''-with your mother
Always
Usually
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
Do you think 1I0h, what's the use II after you have trie""'d-to explain your conduct to your mother
Often
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
Are you interested in what your mother thin~k-s--o-f you
Very much
Somevlhat
Hardly at all
Not at all
Do you enjoy letting -;our father in on your 'llbig" mo'-m-e-n"!""ts
Very much
Somevrhat
Hardly at all
Not at all
Do you enjoy talking (YVe:r your plans with your fathe~r-Always
Usually
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
Where you are concernGd, do you think II what your fath-e-rdo e sn 't know 'l,von' t hurt him II
Alvmys
Usually
Sometimes
Seldom
Never_ _
Have you ever felt ashamed of your father
Often
Sometimes
Once in a while
Seldom
Never- Do you enjoy doing extra things to please your father
.that you are not required to do
Often
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
If it were possible to change rea! paren-:"'t-s--'-into ideal
parents, what would yeu change in your father
Just about everything
A large number of things_____
One or two things
Nothing,______
A few things
Do you confide in your father when you get into some
kind ,of trouble
All problems
Most
Some
Few
None_ _
Do you feel rebellious aTound your father
Always
Often
Sometimes
Seldom
Never jj
In general, do you feel that you get a "square deal'Tr- with your father
Always
Usually
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
Do you think "0h what's the use" after you have tried-to explain your behavior to your father
Often
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
Are you tnterested in what your father t-h~in-k~s of you
Very much
Somewhat
Hardly at all
Not at all___

'--

In your home, who usually prepares the meals, does the
cleaning up" makes the beds, etc.

,

,
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94.

Who else helps in dOing these chores generally

95.

Who does the gardenins generally

96.

Who does the odd jobs and minor repairs about the house

.

.

APPENDIX II
TABLES
TABLE 52. ~- Mean score for male respondents on attitud.e towards
recreation 'with father by suburb and social class and t-test
for difference between means of similar social class groups in
Hometown and Jobtown
Social
Class

Nean

Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Hometown
St.' Dev.

N

Mean

Jobtown
st. Dev.

N

t

16 a

6.400

4.013

16

0.728

ns

9.3532.422

17

9.778

2.279

9

0.434

ns

7.118

17

7.179

3.518

28

0.054

ns

7.389

3.775'

3.919

.

.aThe father of one respondent is dead

TABLE 53. -- Mean score for female respondents on attitude
towards recreation with father by suburb and social class
and t-test 'for difference between me~of similar social
class grou~s in Hometown and Jobtown
Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Mean

Hometown
St. Dev.

9.500

3.464

8

7.526

3.373

19

6.120

5.810

3.723

21

5.192

N

Jobtown
Mean St. Dev.

11

8.000. 3.505

8

0.861

ns

3.734

23 a

1.289

ns

3.930

26

0.549

ns

t

P

I

",

aThe fathers of two respondents are dead
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TABLE 54. -- Mean'score for male respondents on attitude
towards recretaion with motbe,r by suburb and social class
and t-test for .difference between means of similar social
class groups in Hometown and Jobtown
Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Hometovm
Mean St. Dev.

N

Jobtown
Mean St. Dev.

N

p

t

6.389

4.17517

5.600

3.996

16

0.551

ns

7.294

3.197'

17

8.222

3.420

9

0.688

ns

: 7.118

3.569

17

5.357

4.011

28

1.487

ns

TABLE 55. -- Mean score for female respondents on attitude
towards recreation with mother by suburb and social class
and t-test for difference between means of similar social
class grouJ2_s in Hometown and Jobtmvn
Social
,Class
Upper
Class
l'1iddle
Class
Lower
Class

Mean

Hometown
St. ,Dev.

N

Mean

Jobtown
St. neve

8.375

3.739,

8

6.125

3.603

7.947

3.082

19

7.160

2.954

25

0.859

ns

7.238

3.254

21

5.923

3.405

26

1.342

ns

N

t

aTne mother of one respondent is dead

.'

"

p
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TABLE 56. -- Mean score for male respondents on acceptancerejection of father by suburb and social class and t-test
for difference between means of similar social class groups
.in Hometmm and Jobtown
Social
Class

Mean

Upper
Class
Middle
Class

Hometown
St. Dev.

Jobtown
St. Dev.

N

N

Mean

a

10.200

5.454

16

1.335

ns

11.889

3.333

9

0.461

ns

10.750

5.233

28

1.010

ns

12.667

5.145

16

12.471

2.918

17

Lower
Class

t

p

a The father of one' respondent is dead

TABLE 57. -- Mean score for female respondents on acceptancerejection of ~ather by suburb and social class and t-test
for difference between means of similar social class groups
in Hometown and Jobtown
;...,

Hometown
Mean St. Dev.

Social
Class

.

Jobtown
St. Dev.

N

12.875

6.402

8

N

Mean

8,

Upper
Class

13.750

4.773

Middle
Class

12.368

4.450

19

11.000

7.174

23

8.810

4.512

21

9.538

4.852

25

Lower
Class
-

~,

a The fathers of two respondents are dead
bOne incomplete

",

.
a
b

t

P

0.310

ns

0.732

ns

0.527

ns
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TABLE 58. -- Mean score fo:c male respondents on acceptancerej ection of mother by suburb and social class and t-test .
for difference between means of similar s.ocial class groups
in Hometown and Jobtown
Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Mean

Hometown
St. Dev.

N

Mean

Jobtown
St. Dev.

N

t

p

13.167

4.062

17

11.400

3.043

16

1.390

ns

11.706

2.568

17

11.333

3.808

9

0.298

ns

12.235

5.345

17

1.253

ns

TABLE 59. -- Mean score for female respondents on acceptancerejection of mother by suburb and social class and t-test for
difference between means of similar social class groups in
Hometown and Jobtown
Social
Class
Upper
Class
Middle
Class
Lower
Class

Mean

Hometown
St. Dev.

N

Jobtmvn
Mean St. Dev.· N

ns

25

0.813

ns

25°

0.682

ns

4.309

8

13.500

6.928

7

14.000

4.069

19

12.840

5.105

10.714

4.113

21

11.654

5.114

aThe.mother of one respondent is dead
bOne incomplete

a

P

0.173

13.000

,

t

•
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